



occailonally north at 15 
an hour in-m ain valleys 
afternoon.
f . HIGH AND lOM ijt!:*
Predicted hl<h and low^tcm* 
peratures Kelowna 55 
Kamloops 55 and 32. Kith yaster* 
day and low overnight GO and.Stt 
with a  trace of xala.
54 Price 5 cents
prnKin WORLD SERIES BATTLE
NEW
FIREMEN B A n iE  FLAMES STUDENT WALKOUT FIZZLES
Ike Declares Faubus 
Hurt City and State
, WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Elsenhower today described 
Governor Orval Faubus of Ar­
kansas as a mistaken man doing 
a ^sservice to his city and state. 
He also said he sees two avenues 
of hope for pulling troops out of 
I Little Rock.
In response to press confer­
ence questions, Eisenhower said 
two Afferent situations could 
justify witedrawal of the troops 
being used to enforce racial in­
tegration at Little Rock’s Central 
High School.
1. The giving of unequivocal 
assurances that the U.S. district 
court integration order will not 
be obstructed and that peace and 
1 order wiU be maintained.
.2 An actual, factual develop- 
Irhent of peaceful conditions to 
toe extent that local police could 
control the situation.
1SOLVTION SOUGHT i
Eisenhower noted further that 
la  committee of four southern 
governors still is seeking a solu­
tion.
ran from the building and joined 
the demonstrating group. Almost 
in tears, she crM :
*T couldn’t  get anyone else. 
’They won’t  come out. I am so 
ashamed 1 could scream."
Another girl said many of her 
fellow students assured her 
"We’ll go. We’U go." But then 
they refused to walk out on the 
signal.
Some of the demonstrating girls 
said toe presence of the principal 
standing inside the main en­
trance, discouraged many of the 
white students from leaving. 
PARENTAL BLESSING 
The same girls said their own 
parents had supported their plan 
to join the walkout.
■The teen-agers said their par­
ents had told them that if enough 
joined the walkout it would be
impossible to discipline them. 
•Ihey conceded the demonstration 
was a failure and that they prob­
ably would be punished.
FAUBUS BLASTED 
Probably the most bitter pub­
lic attack yet on Faubus came 
from Governor Theodore R. Mc- 
Keldin of Maryland, toe only Re­
publican on toe southern gover­
nor’s committee which met with 
Eisenhower.
McKeldin said Faubus "has 
elected to pile infamy on the heap 
of disgrace which he has in­
flicted on the great state of Ar­
kansas.”
He referred to Faubus’ failure 
to present Eisenhower with satis­
factory assurances, and accused 
Faubus of a double-cross. The 




Volunteer firemen In grim 
Action a t last night's fire at 
Okanagan Stationers, 1447 Ellis 
Itreet, are shown here. ^ 
Above John Arthur, left, 
Bruce Butcher and an vuiidenti 
hed volunteer are mastering 
Kg hose at doorway of the 
storage shed. To left, Dave 
Chapman is directing use of 
fog spray by ahotoer unidenti' 
Bed fireman' on boxes _ and 
erates, where blaze is believed 
lo 'have started. /
Damage was quite extensive 
but was confined by prompt 
action of firemen to back of 
■tore, mainly storage shed and 
loading platform. Alarm was 
lecond general one in_,an hour 
last night, first one being false. 
Firemen have answered five 
general alarms since Sunday 
night, two of them false
STUDENT WALKOUT 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) 
■About 75 white students walked 
out of Central High School clas­
ses today in what was scheduled 
as rf mass protest against racial 
integration within toe school.
The white boys and girls be­
gan straggling from the main en- 
I trance of toe building within min­
utes after the 9 a.n^. qhange-of- 
classes' Bell rang^ '
• 'Hiey walked quietl^i^across^toe 
sehbal' groQhds and' massea ■ Og 
the curbing actoss from the 
building.' ‘ , '
There they called to other stur 
dents peering from the winifows 
and doorways to join. them. - 
“ Come on you chickens,” the 
demonstrating students shouted.
"Dirty chickens,” they yelled 
SUSPENSION THREAT 
The students are reported to 
have been threatened with sus- 
I pension if they took part iii the 






MILWAUKEE................ 011 200 0 0 0 -4  8  0
NEW YORK . . . .  o n  000 0 0 0 -2  7  2
Burdette and Crandall; Shantz, Ditmar (4th  
Inning), Grim (8th Inning) and Berra. Loser: 
Shantz. Homers-Mil.: Logan; NY: Bauer.
By HUGH FULLERTON. Jr.
NEW YORK (CP)—The Milwaukee Braves defeated tho 
New York Yankees 4-2 in the second game of the world scries 
today and squared the scries at one victory each. A twq-ron 
burth inning broke a 2-2 tic and sent Yankee pitcher Bobby 
Shantz to cover.
A crowd of 65,202 watched.
Milwaukee pitcher Lew Burdette limited the Yanks, 3-1 
winners of Wednesday’s game, to seven hits, including a gamer 
tying homer by Hank Bauer. . . j
Bauer’s wallop into the lower left field stands m the tnira 
inning made the score 2-2 after the Braves Johnny Logan hgd 
hit a homer in the first half of the inning. , .
Three straight hits and a costly error by 20-ycar-old Tony 
Kubek at third base gave Milwaukee the deciding runs in th« 
fourth and ended Shantz’s hope for a world scries victory.
Art Ditmar pitched good relief 









Claims Four Lives Volunteer firemen were out for 
CHATHAM, Ont. (CP) — Four 1 two general alarms last night— 
ipersdns arid possibly more diedUhe fourth and, fifth general 
early today in ̂  a fire Which t^ree nights
stroyed the interior of the pri- «rcf call was
OiUano city. _ after 8 p.m. from the call box at
Firemen said they have re- • ot«ckwell.
moved three bodies, one believed general alarm last
that of a woman, and they fearl —  . 
others may be under debris
demonstration of rescue 
work from the top of the city 
hall will be given Friday evening 
as part,of toe city’s observance 
D«fe»Ci»^
'TSembristration will be made by 
members of the Kelowna Volun­
teer Fire Brigade.
“This will , be well worth see­
ing,” Fjre chief Charles Pettman 
asserted today, “and everyone 
sholHd toy to be there.”
The display will be a t the rear 
of the City Hall. Special lighting 
will be provided.
Local civil defence authorities 
are urging the public to attend 
this demonstration. A proclama­
tion has been issued by Mayor 
J. Ladd naming Friday as 
National Civil Defence Day.
PURPOSE OF THE DAY
Major C. E. Morris, civil de^ 
fence director for Kelowna and 
district, explafhed today toe pur­
pose of National Civil Defence 
Day and the need for public co­
operation and support.
^'Every Canadian community'— 
the biggest and the smallest— 
has a part to play in Canada’s 
civil defence program,” he said.
“If it doesn’t  play that part, 
the community one day might 
suddenly die.”
The prospect of a nuclear war 
must be faced," Major Morris 
went on. And because it must be', 
next Friday has been designated 
as Civil Deferice Day nationwide 
to remind Canadians of this 
necessity.
If Vancouver was a target city, 
its inhabitants could be saved
Civil defence authorities point 
out that a reception area could 
expect about two hours warning 
that a, flood of evacuees was 
con^gl?-Dbidotisly,' it would be 
too late to prdpate to accom­
modate them once'toe bomb or 
bombs were falling. To lay out 
toe necessriry plans in advance 
is the purpose of civil defence.
It is the job of the governments 
federal, provincial and munici­
pal—to get a civil defence plan 
started, a plan that would be 
appropriate to the area Kel­
owna’s responsibility will coyer.
“But from that point on, .all 
government effort is a waste of 
public funds and organization,” 
Major Morris concluded, “with-
for a pinch hitter In the seventh 
and Bob Grim finished.
The third game will be played 
in Milwaukee Saturday, starting 
at 2 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time, 
after the teams take a day off 
for travel'. • ■
Burdette walked only three men 
and struck out-five in' going the 
full distance. '
y anks e v e n  u p
The Yanks drew even in the 
s e c o n d  when Enos Slaughter 
walked, took third on Kubek’s 
single and scored on Jerry C°l®* 
man’s little bounder down the 
third base line. Burdette raced 
over and picked-up the ball, but 
, couldn’t  get Slaughter at home 
I because catcher Del Crandall 
also went after the ball and left 
the plate unprotected.1 In the third, Logan’s homer into 
the lower left field stands put, V y r*. n e ia a
out the essential support o* Lmy,aukee ahead 2-1. But Bauer,
' leading off the Yankee half, drove
a homer into toe same sector and 
made it 2-2. ,
In the fourth, Adcock and Andy 
Pafko opened with singles to loft. 
Wes Covington, after trying to 
sacrifice, d r o p p e d  a blooper
single into left a n d  Adcock 
scored. . . .
Slaughter threw to third, trying 
to get Pafko and the baU went 
through Kubek’s legs for an er­
ror and roUed into the Braves 
dugout, Pafko scored on the play 
and Covington took third. '  ̂
DITMAR HOT ‘
Ditmar relieved Shantz a t this
stage arid got the next three.nien 
out. He gave only one hit .hufore 
he was taken out for pinch-hitter 
Jerry Lumpe in the seventh. 
Grim also gave only oqe kit
toward toe Milwaukee totril .of 
eight. , ’
The Yanks niade a final threat 
in the ninth. Kubek singled with 
one out. After pinch - hitter Joe 
Collins popped out, Elston How­
ard, another pinch - hitter, gpt a, 
single. Logan made a great , stop 
of Howard’s grounder and hqi« 
Kubek at second. Then Hatter 
forced pinch-runner Bobby ;,Rich* 
ardson for the final out. * ' ' 
That was the only Yankee 
threat after the sixth, when, a 
walk, a forceout and Slaughter's 
double put runner." on second at\(l, 
third with one out. But Simpson 
and Kubek went out on grounders 
and Burdette escaped troubte* -V,
WORLD SERIES
o 'o e a r . w o u n d ” 9 ^spersal. But
}se AirRner 
IVrecked; 29 Dead
Jb ISIrUT, I^banon (AP) — A 
- f|)ld-corrying Lebanese alrUner 
crqshed in flames into tho Med
wn-it^rranenn off Beirut todqy 
ing all 29 aboard.
• The two-engined piano wrs fly­
ing fo r ' tl^ ll^bnnesp  Interna- 
tional AlnWffS, which had beer 
operating only about a Week 




By DAVE MeINTOSH 
(Canadian Preat Slaff
TORONTO (CP)—Tho iihtoatcd 
CF-105 suiwrsonle Arrov( will bo 
uliVcllcd Friday by the designer 
l^ul^ullder, Avro Aircraft Linii- 
Itsd"
The plans will Ik  rolled ourof 
n hangpr a t nearby MuUon'air­
port Ion (nspecUoh by some 1,500 
Avro guests a n d , roiled back in 
kgain for more months and years
t m  a r b   i  i" S q X k lF o X g u ^ h ^ ^ ^ ^
toe interior of theJO-room tw<v X t o ^ r c K  Okfnagan Station- com”
storey buildlnĝ ^̂  a 70 - year - oldLrs. 1447 Ellis Street. , munWes m i  r £ t e ,  comelandmark on King Street. S o m e  crate#, b o x e s  and pack- Jk^nRies not loo re ,
Four persons were, taken to cases were destroyed and ri ■ evacuees
hospital. loading platform .and storage
Arnold Kingu, one of the men ghed badly damaged. <>« JoSld the basis of
who owned tn «“ch member of ri house-hotel was reported nalssing and ueved to have started in some 
feared, to be one of the victims, cardboard boxes.
His partner, Rudolph Kcrjestlk, i t  is possible that the fire was 
56, was taken to hospital with of Incendiary origin, according to 
burns to his hands, and face. a ^ k e sm a n  from too ftom,
A former owner of the hotel, The loss was said to be cover 
who asked his name not bo used, cd by Insurance, 
said he estimated the building to CHIEF’S WARNING 
be worth about $100,000. Its in- Another stern wnimlng has
bc^yi V: sounded by ^0 put. up by the
Charles Pettman. rngardlng false j mynliles nearest the target




wvu.u MV _______ _ ..JO ba_— --
one for ea ­
hold in this reception area.
The rest of the evacuees would 
arrive later, over a shorter per­
iod, to bo bllletted a t flfst on a 
flvc-to-onc basis, i '
Whether a community received 
toe first evacuees would depend 
on its distance from' -the target 
area. The last evacuees wouW 
have to bo put up by tho com-
* area.
Natural gas was made avail­
able to toe public today.
While it may be some time be 
fore all of the more than 1,000 
individual connections arc func­
tioning properly, toe natural g a s ---------------
is definitely running through the INNING
wa, understood to h a ,.  » “ »•»;“ '= c a M
been shortly before noon. . ryVi, to a fullHomes that had converted to strikes. Logan  ̂went |
gas have been cold the past few count before he too was called out
days and with still colder weather on strikes. Mathews 
forecasted, there aren’t more re- come Shantz third stolkeout vic- 
lleved people in town thqn those tim in the Innjng. No runs, no 
'wno have gas furnaces. , hits, no errors, none left.
Vernon had its gas turned on New York: Bauer was ciuled 
earlier this week while, accord-out on strikes, McDougald flied 
ing te a press,report from Pen- to Pnfko In short right. Mantlesm TO u a, *»v/i** - r jr iKO ui oiiun ........ ...
tlcton, the gas won’t  be officially jiner bounced off Burlette to Lo-
available until next Monday
Jet Plane
-M. development work.
The baMUnved, iwo-»eal jot Is 
designed to fly at, some 
«mllet an -lKHir nndtto climb to  rin 
al-lhule of 12 ottK’ii in three to 
four nUnutps,. '
Itoo Arrow has not yet been 
f i ^ .  It must “ndergo more tout
Ha Initial takeoff, cxjKCtcd li)
DecemWf. ' ■
' Even after. l(a first flight, d^  ̂
fence department official.  ̂ esti­
mate th a t-it will take another 
four years before It gets to RCAI  ̂
squadrons. ,
$200 MILLIONS SPENT' 
oTticro arq several Wg '” if«”  In 
too plane's fliturc,
Though tho federal treasury, 
has' poured fOmo .f20Q,0()9,000 so 
fur into the aircraft'(|. dovclotH
riaent, there Is lio nssuraneo that 
toe government;,will buy “
He said it was the department’s 
Ibellcl that "sm art plec youth, 
probably transients” are respon 
sible. . . . .
"They ought to bav* sense 
enough to see tho dangers and 
evil of turning In falUe alarms,” 
toe fire chief said., , -
”)Vo'H throw toe book rit them,” 
he warned.  ̂ -
Last bight's fire was the third 
,ih-.,tho city riinco Sunday night, 
•*oY some similar when toe rear of (ho NcW .Moon 
Cafe was badly damaged, Tucs





gan, who threw him out. No runs
no hits, no errors, none left.
SECOND INNING 
1 Milwaukee: Mantle misjudged 
Aaron’s long drive to deep centre 
and tho ball sailed over his head 
to the wall for a triple. Adcock 
single to fight centre
New Contract 
Given Fruit
LONPON (Reuters)—The sterl 
ing area’s gold and dollar rcacr- lined a 
ves toll by $292,000,000 during scoring Aarpn and cached  ̂ sec 
September, the treasury an-load base safely when ^Mantle 
nounced today. fumbled tho ball then pulled Mc-
Thc reserves—a barometer of Dougald oft second base with a 
Britain’s economic po»ltIpn—now 1 wide throw, It was an for 
Btand at $1,850,000,000. :, . : iMantle on the fumble. . Pafkd
--------------- — — 'filed to Bauer in short right. Cov­
ington lined to Kubek who made
loft after momentarily misjudg­
ing the ball. One run, two hits, 
no errors, two left,
THIRD INNING .
Milwaukee: Schoendlcnst filed 
to ManUo in right centre. Logah 
with a count of 2-1 walloped a 
home run Into the lower left field 
stands about six feet inslfla .lho 
flag polo to put the Braves - in 
front 2-1. It was tho flrst' h ^ e  
run of the series, Mathews flied 
to Mantle. Aaron poped to Mc­
Dougald. One run, one hit, no 
errors, none left. , ' . <
■ New Yorka Bauer slammed, a 
home run deep Into tl»o lower left 
field stands about 25 rows In, to 
tie tho score a t 2-2. McDougald 
flied to Covington.'Mantle fl ed
o Aaron alter Ifowllwif 
consecutive pltehes with h wd- 
strike count. Berra filed to Cov- 
Ingtori* One run, one hit,-mo; ex'" 
rors, none loft. i .
f o u r t h  INNING 
Milwaukee: Adcock lined a s n* 
glo past McDougald Into left field.
a leaping catch; Ci'hndnll walk­
ed bn a full count. Shantz knock-
Workers In the fruit Industry 
ivBi  na Miauigr uuiu nvu, « v«-■ throughout th® Okanagan arc 
Arit>vy Will have to day atternobn firemen put out a learning the latest proiKsnls for 
t, not only by Avro blaze In the basement a t 746 U new working agreement wito
. D/l'AVrri I A t n a n n l A  IgIva mmrklAV4at*tt.‘
the CF-lOO 
aircraft.”
The 3Vtoh rrow 
be proved out, not 
engineers but the ItCAF 
tral cxpcrlnirontnl and \proving 
establishment a t Ottawa,
NOISE o b je c t io n a b l e  
If tho Arrow is accepted by tho
on the proposals."
A statement likely could
In an Inttsrvteyf; ^tonday Iboi ihjt 
CF-t|0O jeL now In twioiid, if'‘i(5(i/ieL;,kpY'#i:#
yiMm, u  '• u   UHH Icc. Will be bted «bv: tb'̂  JRCAF,
, . . I . ' '  ' I t  s  ' t i ' T U  r  ' 1 „ I A  I . J* ) ' - ’ ,
____ ________ju,...............
persons' living wUhjn t'Vo mile 
of klrflelda - whet* t |s macr 
likely will strenuously t:
Its iwreseneo there. ’___ '
tnteiMMMd the. Plon> wW IK
Cawston Avenue. ; the e ployers. , ,
Estimate of the domage to the f ir s t  of a scries of meetings to 
New Moon Cafe building was lenm the Intcut offer mndo by
Jlven out this morning at $0,590.1 Okanagan Federated Shippers, nsurance adjusters still arc|r(,Drcscntlng the packinghouseWed
................ . turnout a t­
tended the meeting, bpobtored by
the Federation of Fruit and Veg- 
ctabib Workers' Uqlims.
Similar meetings have ' besw
, e I e I e rep e e i  
government the problem of baser j .vorklng on estimate of damage employers, was made hero 
for 11 will remain. Engineers say *or the contents destroyed In the „esday night. A largo  
tho jet'ereates so m ch nolco tho', are^_____, _________________ o ccU . s ns
Red Shield Drive , __ ___ _____
VERNON ■- nrt. SMOd
e d  d o w n  Burdette’S liner back to 
tho box, then recovered the ball 
and throw him out. One run, two 
hits, one error, two left. ^1 New Vorit: Schoendlcnst gob­
bled Up Berra's sharp bounder 
.and threw him out. Slaughter
STOTO...V-..V ««v., -----
made around too middle of next the first ^ a f e o ,Ja sc  
week. Mr. MacKcnzIo thought Simpson wcrtt down swinging 
While nothing official has been missing a sharp breaking curve 
learned about Wednesday’s meet- Kubek punched a "InBlf.«vcr 
lag in Kelowna, It is Understood Mathews’ head Into left field, for 
that tho membership approvedltho Yankees* firsi hit, Slaughtw 
tho latest proposals, which bavolraclng Coleman t o |^ ^
been the result of lengthy negy a MW® wUcr Inside tho to M b ^  
tiatlons with to® Okanagan Fed- line about 
crated Shippers. ' snd was credited with » »l"gl«
Meanwhile the Situation re- when Burdette picked up toe ball 
mains much Uia sam» to tho Jur- aiMt could make 
Isdlctional dispute between the | ter crossed the plate which was 
Mltoal




FFVWU Mwl Teamsters fruit left unprotected »>y Cf*»i»ll 
workers* unUm. Nothing has been al)io went kltoj^lbo ball. B u re tte'  the U l» r  Be-BMKared a Wt upset when he
'started to throW toward the pitto
Is $5.QOOv
_  Be-
to« Teainsters*/— . —  —.-----  - -  -
F<9d«raUoti lo-jinit foiuwl' no ctnp thatt* Covirtĵ  
Okanagan bo deccrU^on made a running backhand^ 
“ ■aich of ShanU’s curving liner to
Milwaukee: Red S ^ n d le n s l  
to, Johnny Logon ss, Mat- 
licws 3b, Hank Aaron Cf, Joo Ad­
cock lb, And/ Pnfko rf, Wca 
Covington U, Del Crandall c j Ikw 
Burdette p. . ^
New York: Hank Bauer f t ,  Oil 
McDougald ss, Mickey Mantle ̂ cf. 
Yogi Berra c, Enos Slaugh^, If. 
Horry Simpson lb, Tony Kubch 
3b, Jerry Coleman 2 b,;* Bobby 
Shantz p.
u m p ir e s  \  , Ai
Jocko Conlan (National) plaWt I 
Bill McKimoy ,(American): first” 
base; Avrio Dooatelll (NqUongl) ,i 
second halei Jo« Pwarqllr (Am- 
«tcan)\tom Ikisoi 
(Nstlmial) left HeUI foult-Wnf,, 
Nestor Chylak (American) riglhc 
iffleto fmil Jine. ' ,  , :
■ j"  h • i»̂  Va»'■ at
. -c . ■,
k  ■ '%
AT PEACHIAND ROOM MID BOARD
f c ; ' ' • ' ' ■ '  -' ■ ■ ■ ■"-•' '*  '
RESTORE BIBLICAL POOL
w C «' '
y ! ' . i ' . e n  remove debris from 
^ ' ’Pooi of Gideon, 82 feet 
in hard limestone, eight 
•SflWs north of Jerusalem.
^W eolbglsts report the spring 
'^ ^ n c ie r i t  Israel Is flowing





with bronze hand -----
Bible refers to Gideon as the 
place where the sun stood still 
and stones rained down from 
the sky as Joshua routed, the 
invading Aimoritls in the Holy 
Land.





sive ceremony was pe^ormcd- in 
the Athletic Hall when Barbara 
Sismey and Isdbell Garraway 
“Oew up" from Brownies to 
Guides. . ,  „ '  ■In the presence of a  full-comp­
lement of Gvides and E r o d e s  
with thehir parents and friends, 
Mrs. B. T. Blaghome, regional 
commissioner, assisted by Mrs 
C. E. Piers, district commission 
er, performed the "fly uo” cere­
mony. and also presented Sharon 
Kopp with her first class Gulders 
badge and enrolled Sheila Miller 
as a Guide,
The hall was decorated for the 
ceremony, with one end being a 
regular forest of young fir trees, 
where the Brownies were hiding 
An arch-way, covered in fir 
boughs and quantities of flowersj 
was arranged for thp two Brown­
ies to walk through, from the 
forest to the opposite end where 
the Guides stood in horse-shoe 
formation, for the ceremony to 
be performed.
Following the ceremony, the 
Guides and Brownies sang their 
songs around a camp fire, while 
refreshments were served by the 
L.A. to the Guides.
Advanced Sunday School clas­
ses for young people 12 years and 
over in preparation for confir­
mation classes are to commence 
on Sunday, Oct. 6 . in St. Marg­
aret’s Anglican Church, a t 11 
a.m. Mrs. George Smith, assisted 
by Mrs. Hamish MacNeill, will 
give instruction.
John Long arrived by plane 
from Toronto to spend two 
weeks’ holiday w ith his parents^ 
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Long, Greats 
Ranch. He stopped enroute at 
Winnipeg, for duck shooting with 
Ted Coe, formerly of Penticton, 
and found the game quite plenti­
ful.
THE TOU HXVE 
MWCB CMSUP RjOW FREEiy 
i5NT NENNl...rVE SEEM 
RASnC W niG TUSTEE 
SQUEHEP id FOffiE OH 
■TOE CA3r5Uft..TM£N TOEecs AMjm BoniE 
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on the moon may ahowar the 
e^hh . w ith ; dust pariiclea and 
even boulders.
The study of these moon sam- 
olcs would provide valuable in­




BATH, England (CP) — The 
waterworks committee here de­
cided to use newspaper advertis­
ing to warn of toe dangers of
frozen pipes this winter. The 
committee said ne\^spapers pro­
vide a  more effective and cheap­
er advertising medium than tele­
vision or movie theatres.
WASHINGTON <AP' — A Hnl 
versity of Maryland scientist 
proposes toe, moon as a safe, re­
mote site for testtag hydrogen 
bombs.-
Dr. S. Fred Singer said it will 
be no greater technical problem 
to kend an interplanetary ballls- 
Ucs missile 340,000 miles to toe 
moon than it WU 'be to launch 
an intercontinental missile 5,OOC 
miles.
Singer presented his unusua’ 
views in a paoer prepared for th 
congress of toe Intemationnl As- 
tronautlcal Federation in Barce­
lona, Soaln, next week,
t ‘r\ rr>nort on his views
was pubUsbed today In Missiles 
■"'A Mockets magazine.
VA  FALLOUT THREAT
Singer said the testing of mis­
siles by firing them at toe moon, 
not oniv would free the earth of 
radioactive fallout dangers but 
would provide valuable scientific 
data.
He said some of the debris 
kicked up from blasting craters
INTERESTED BARENTS
WINDSOR. G at (CP) -  Wind 
sor parents are returning to 
school and enjoying i t  The back- 
to-scho(d idea is to make the par­
ents familiar with ther ..cbii* 
dren’s study periods and toe.t^h?^ 
of work they are doln/..
THK KRLOrNA COBRIER 
TUBRSm OCT. X 1»ST
CLAIMS RULES BROKEN,
ailCAGO (AP) — Tboroasf 
Haggerty, seeking toe presided 
of toe International ‘ Teamstei 
Union, said Thursday he has 
proof from one Canadian loeal 
that James R. Hoffa had been 
illegally endors^ for the j(^. 
Haggerty said fdtmcr officcrs'jpC 
I ^ a l  64T. Toronto. Informed hjm 
trustetis of the local announ^^ 
endorsement of Hoffa without 
taking a membership’ vote. ..j
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITT OF KELOWN^
TAXPAYERS i
■ %
Monday, October 21st, is the last day for payment of 195^j 
taxes. After this date a 10% penalty will be added. Those*- 
who have made prepayment of taxes are urged to see that* 
their taxes are paid in full as the 10% penalty will bfr 
added to any amount unpaid.
D. B. HERBERT, Collector j
•  -
icDUVER (CP) -G irl drugjand a Dieppe veteran of the sec- a i
’̂6  ofl4  and 15 have become S C O t i a i l
itutes'ln Vancouver s China-1 afraid of public reaction,
so they can pay for nar- Higgins, a self-confessed drug 
1. a convicted trafficker said addict, called the RCMP’s round- 
ip- court up of addicts and traffickers
n  “ stricly a farce.’’^ a s  Cutobert Hlggms, 35,1 addiction has been
rmer Sunday school teacher oygj many hundreds of
• ■ ””  I years not to be curable.




Ralph C. Pybus, Vancouver, 
who has been elected president 
of toe Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce at the national busi- 
n e ^  organization’s annual 
% 5»ting at Victoria. He was 
^,^£m&rly first national vice- 
of toe Canadian 
I c h a i^ &  Well known in Can­
adian business circles, Mr. 
Pybus is a past president of 
toe Vancouver Board of Trade. 
W. B. Hughes-Games was a 
Kelowna delegate at toe con­
vention.
on toe street right now that they 
are starving to , death.
"These roundups don’t stop 
drug addiction or trafficking. In 
toe past 10 years 1 have done 
everything to get rid of this sick­
ness. This is toe most insidious 
disease in mankind.”
Higgins said prison does not 
cure adult traffickers.
"It makes us worse. All we do 
is sit there and brood about it." 
NOT TRAFFICKERS 
Earlier he told the court toe 
people charged are not the traf 
tickers.
“The man who isn’t  an addic ; 
but who sells for blood money is 
toe trafficker.
"Every cent I  made went in­
to my arm,” he said. “The big­
ger your habit toe more you 
sell.”
Magistrate Oscar Orr said he 
was familiar with the situation 
but ‘‘the court Of appeal says it 
is just as much an evil for an ad­
dict pusher to sell a s  it is toe 
other."
Higgins was charged with sell­
ing a capside of heroin to RCMP 
Constable Eugene Beatty, an 
undercover agent, Aug. 12 and 
Aug. 27, one hour before he was 
arrested on a charge of posses­
sion for toe purpose of traffick­
ing. He was found guilty on 
both counts.
Higgins, who had started a 
sevehryear term for possession 
of drugs for the purpose of traf­
ficking at the time of his arrest, 
will be sentenced Oct. 8 on toe 
trafficking charges,
HALIFAX (CP)—A government 
official has come up with an apt 
description of the present Noya 
Scotia clock-setting system.
It’s a mess," the spokesman 
said.
The Chronical-Herald says 
time-conscious travellers, mak­
ing the 200-mile trip to Yarmouth 
from Pictou via toe Annapolis 
Valley, have to set their watches 
11 times to keep up with toe 
time.
Some countries have reverted to 
Atlantic Standard Tim e, others 
are still on daylight time aiid 
some towns are holding t o  toe 
own special preferences.
MORE EXPERTS ;
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) —The I 
St. John Ambulance JLssociation 
issued 1,037 certificates and[ 
other awards to persons complet­
ing courses in first aid,‘_ home I 
nursing and child care in the 
first six months of 1957. Tbe 
Newfoundland total for all 19561 
was 1,077.
Everyone’s Favourite
i n  B . C .
sold m  B . C
4 n C A N A D A
SEDCAPAle
the ksf hmvs in the world 
^fOmefrom Carling’sL*
\
FOR F R II  H O M I D IL IV IR Y
CALL
Kelowna 2224
m  C A H U IN O  IIEWEIItS OLt) MHITII 
(firaif fir VmiBfir Iriv f rln  Ml.)
i(A«M •«**! . ova coumtov av« »
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t ( l \  t . l  ,  I V  I  ' . I  • >  | |  1 ,
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I *. BrilWi
"YOU ONLY GET WHAT
YOU PAY FOR"
THIS OLD SAYING APPLIBS ESPECIALLY TO TELEVISION
"You Are Assured of Corrtinued Service 
When You Deal With an Old Established Firmr
Has been manufacturing 
quality products for 
over 60 years
Has been selling 
quality merchandise 
in Kelowna 
for over 37 years!
CONTEMPORARY 2M NCH CONSOLE
Featuring a dynamic Transformer-Powered Chassis in a Luxurious console! Its 
distinctive styling is heightened by its Finger Tip Control Center. Its advanced 
performance is achieved by new enginecrin;]; developments Result; a spectacular 
value, complete with Built-In Aerial. 97 YEARS
PHILCO
PRICES
of combined service 
and experience is 
your assurance of 
trouble-free television 
when you select • • .
: \ \
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Auto licence nurnbers issued 
ln'Keb>wn I«or 1958 will be from 
335:778 to 342,275, it was learned 
io^ny.
Shipment ot 8500 plates ar­
rived 'at the government office 
'  yesterday for use on oassenger 
cars. Total o r 2400 truck plates 
alsb was received.
Shioment was made almost two 
months earlier than last year, 
Government Agent E. R. Oatman 
reported.
Next year's plate bears B.C.'s 
official colors of green on gold, 
in recognition of the province s 
one hundredth anniversary. The 
plates, manfuactured bv prison­
ers’ at the Oakalla farm, have 
•*1858 Centenary 1958” at tlie 
bottom.
Idotorist may purchase them 
at the first of the year, and all 
vehicles will have to have the 
new plates before March 1, 1958.
■'I'*)'-• '
• . V .* . 'I ’
,  •• 'V  A  •  ■ •
r  ‘'rr :■
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firs t Day 
"Chest" Drive
‘ITotal of $2,693 has been col­
lected in the current Community 
Chest drive.
! Campaign manager David 
Northrop stated this is the first 
official return todate. Drive 
Opened on Monday morning. 
Objective is $22,000. ^
: Last year $2,100 was collected 
on the first day.
Community Chest Officials 
Stated the "pledge system" is 
meeting with good response. In 
1958 only $1,700 was raised by 
idedges. Already $112 has been 
xaisM through this system.
, "We hope to clean up the cam­
paign in three weeks,” Mr 
Northrop said.
Request Letters 
To Save Life 
Of Klingbeil
Letters of character references 
would be moife likely to obtain 
clemency for Calvin Klingbeil 
than anything else.
This is the opinion of those who 
are organizing the move to have 
the death sentence commuted.
These letters may be written 
by anyone who knows the Kel­
owna youth.
Several letters already are as­
sured. according to J a c k  
O'Reilly, one of the main organ­
izers. "These statements of fact 
would have more’ effect.” the 
Kelowna Packers coach felt.
Mr. O'Reilly also coached min , ..
or hockey for a number of yearst|jj.^n^g Festival entry "One Eve 
hero before taking over the sen- . , M-ro’s "
ior team. He got to know Calvin , .
KlingbeU well through minor The versatile performer ha 
hockev steadily risen in actm,® statiir
r m r ^  ta  wBirw achieves a new height as Mr
URGED T O  W B ^  ^  Harper in "Janus." a farc in
Everyone who knows Khngbeil comedy which ooens KLT t 
is invited by the organizers—and^ 957, ^  season, 
urged—̂ to write to the director'
4f*'. ' . - ,
And District 'j
AUTUMN DESCENDS ON KELOWNA
No place for a picnic as al­
ready leaves have blanket^ 
the ground and the air is chill
—autumn has descended. There 
arc other indications, too— 
warm gloves, storm windows.
early sunsets and of course, a 




To anyone who saw his clever 
soda fountain pantomime in the 
recent KLT production "Our 
Town." Don Haines is an actor 
of unquestionable talent.
In 1956 Don won the Best Sup­
porting Actor award for his rol. 
in Kelowna's South Okanaga
remembered by Kelowna* theatre 
goers ■ for - her brilliant interpre* 
tation of her role in "Harvey" is 
sure to delight audiences as 
Miss Addy in "Janus.”
"Janus" will begin a season of 
highly entertaining KLT pro- 
uctions, .and should prove that 
Cclowna Little Theatre tickets 






VERNON -  Mayor I t  ‘ 
Becker a t council meeting a ,  
day expretsed concern ov*r’ -_ 
recent wave of break-ina ta Vei 
non and asked council to fd jg a  
committee to try and ni«|^ 
sdutiem. ’ . y,
"Crime is getting out of hand 
I and it is not the thult 




Three collisions with parked 
ears in front of his house in two 
years is enough, according to 
Aid. Ernie Winter, 815 Bernard 
Ave.
At Monday night's city council 
meeting, Aid, Winter said "every­
body on the street is afraid to 
park their cars on the south side.” 
.The alderman opined that the 
curbed boulevard extended too 
faf out into the street. “Bernard 
i»'too narrow on the south side.”
DUST HAZE
..He also complained that there 
is a constant dust haze over the 
roadway and properties along­
side, whipped up by the continual 
traffic. "Can’t something be done 
•bout it?” he asked.
City engineer H. M. Trueman 
Was asked to bring in a report, 
but in the final analysis, it wiR 
be the provincial government that 
will have to act. Bernard is part 
•f Highway 97, maintained by the 
province.
Bennett Says Canadian 
Dollar Value Harmful
(By THE CANADUN PRESS)
The high value of Canada’s 
dollar on the world market is 
harmful to the economy. Premier 
^ n n e t t  says.
The premier, in a speech to the 
28th annual Canadian Chamber 
of Commerce convention said 
the high priced dollar is a 
form of tariff that interferes with 
Canada’s export-based economy.
The text of his speech was 
made available to the press in 
advance of delivery.
Premier Bennett said the in­
creasing value of the Canadian
man resource being our most 
valuable asset," Premier Bennett 
said.” . . .  we can confidently ex­





yernon Gyro Club 
Heads Installed
VERNON — District Governor 
Howard Eves, of Seattle, install­
ed John Kassa as the new presi­
dent of the Vernon Gyro Club.
Mr. Kassa success retiring 
president J. S. Gilbert who has 
held the office for the past 15 
months.
Other officers installed were: 
vice-president, K. F. Stevenson; 
secretary, M. A. Johnson; treas­
urer, Don Sutherland.
Directors for the coming year 
are J. M. Anderson, W. J. Hicks, 
C. B. Tait arid past president J. 
S. Gilbert.
of remissions,, justice depart* 
ment, Ottawa. ,
Persons intending to write 
may spell the name "KlingbeU” 
as it was used in the Vancouver 
papers reporting on the trial. 
But actually, Calvin’s parents 
point out, the name, of (German 
origin, is speUed "KlingbeU."
It is commonly "pronounced 
Uke “cUng-beU," and that is why 
the last syUable "beU” has crept 




Considerable d a m a g e  was 
caused to a Cawston Avenue home 
by fire Tuesday afternoon at 
8:30.
Fir# of undetermined origin 
broke out in the basement of the 
large house occupied by Mrs. Y. 
Huguet, 746 Cawston. She and 
three elderly persons she is car 
Ing for were out at the time.
‘There are some 'short-sighted' 
Cana^ans who are prone to 
boast about the increasing value 
of the Canadian doUar over that 
of the United States.
1  say ‘short-sighted’ because 
it does nothing but harm to our 
export-based econoiny. Our pre- 
niium on the Canadian dollar is, 
in Itself, a discriminatory tariff 
against our foreign trade.”
The tight money policy intro­
duced in Canada is "disastrous” 
and it has produced some very 
serious repercussions on the eco­
nomy of Canada,
'I don’t need to remind you 
that the tariffs directly affect 
our export trade.
“Rates of interest determined 
outside our boundaries control, 
to a large degree, our ability to 
obtain toe capital necessary to 
pursue our development.”
In praising B.C. to the dele­
gates, Premier Bennett made 1 
these predictions about the pro-1 
>dnce; .
A  population increase of more 
totat 1 ,000,000; three times the 
present cut in toe forest indust­
ries; an increase of 40 per cent 
in inining production; quadruple 
output of fuels, particularly na­
tural gas and petroleum: a fish 
catch twice the present size; four 
times as much hydro- electric 
power production: a personal in­
come gain from $2 ,000,000,000 to 
$5 ,000,000,000: and a growth in 
retail sales from $1,400,000,000 to 
$3,500,000,000. , ^
“Perhaps toe most significant 
of all these projections is that 
relating to ' population—the hu- 
---------- —-----------;
Jus-VANCOUVER (CP)—Mr
creasing voiuc 1...  ̂ tice H. W. Meinnes Tuesday
doUar is nothing to boast about.^ former lands minister R.
A i r p t . e M v w i A  r ' A l n v n ' h i nE. Sommers of British Columbia 
to appear Monday for pretrial 
examination in his slander action 
igainst Vancouver lawyer David 
Jturdy.
Mr. Sommers failed to show up 
for examination last Monday and 
his lawj'er applied for an in­
definite postponement on grounds 
the former minister was sick. 
Mr. Sommers has not been seen 
in public for 16 days. His where­
abouts are not known.
Mr. Justice MeInnes refused 
to postpone toe examination for 
discovery indefinitely and set 
next Monday as the date. He al­
so set Oct. 21 as toe date of toe 
trial itself. , .
Drafting, rewording and sign­
ing of the judge’s order tbok un­
til Tuesday.
Mr. Sommers. is suing Mr. 
Sturdy because of statements the 
barrister made before the Sloan 
Forestry Commission in Victoria, 
in December, 1955.
Coast Man Fined 
On Driving Charge
VERNON—John Kramer, Van­
couver, was fined $50 and costs 
or one month in jail when he 
pleaded guilty in city police 
court to a charge of driving with­
out due care and attention.
Returning from a wedding re­
ception, evidence given was that 
the wheel of the vehicle driven 
by the accused on Pleasant Val­
ley Road, struck a loose shoul­
der and ■ slammed into a tree. 
The accident happened early 
Sunday morning.
A passenger in the car was 






from Penticton, Kelowna, Oso- 
yoos, Summerland, Naramata, 
Princeton and other points met 
recently at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. A1 Tyhurst, Penticton, 
to lay plans for celebrations dur­
ing toe first week of December. 
This is toe week during which 
CCF members from coast to 
coast wUl celebrate 25 years of 
activity on the Canadian political 
scene
Smoke coming from toe base- 
jjlent windows was seen by toe 
next door neighbor. Mrs. J . I. 
J o h n s o n ,  764 Cawston, who 
(Ihoned the fire department.
One truck answered the call, 
triit a general alarm was sounded 
shortly afterwards. The fire had 
a firm hold on the floor of toe 
basement but It was quickly 
extinguished by firemen who had 
to use>gas masks.* 
i Smoke damage throughout the 
nouse was extensive.
! The three elderly guests stayed 
{lili a motel last night.
: Another general alarm was 
sounded shortly after 8 o’clock 
last night but when the Kelowna 
Volunteer Fire Brigade reached 
the call box at Richter and Gas­
ton it proved to be a false alarm
irsoh Charge 
IS Dismissed
/Charge of arson, laid agaln-s:
Siomas Tronson, Wostbank In- an Reserve, Was dismissed In
f^unty Court 'by Judge M. M 
Colqunouri, Penticton.
Charges arose from the burn 
Ing of a home on the reserve be 
Iqnging to the late Angus Thomp­
son.
E. C. Weddell. was crown
Kecutor and 0. Becston was ice counsel. ______
1 NOTICE
To tostsmen On 
Cinior Routes









WINNIPEG (CP)—W: J. Stew­
art of the St. Thomas Times 
Journal Tuesday was elected 
president of the Canadian News 
paper Circulation Managers’ As­
sociation. ' ,
C. R. Middleton of the Hamil­
ton Spectator was elected secre­
tary and S. Sigesmund of the 
Winnipeg Tribune first vice-pres 
ident.
In his latest acting assignment 
Don creates havoc in the course 
of his duties as an Income Tax 
Inspector, and to hear his gloats 
ing chuckle alone is worth the 
price of admission.
Gay Scrivener, a vivacious 
brunette beauty imported from 
Vancouver especially to produce 
"Janus" is inspiring her cast and 
no one who enjoys a good laugh 
should miss this fun-packed 
comedy which plays at toe 
Empress Theatre October 15, 16, 
17.
SOPHISTICATED
'Janus” is a sophisticated 
corned of a type never before 
presented by Kelowna LitUe 
Theatre, and was chosen by Miss 
Scrlvner for its special box of 
fice appeal.
Ethelwyn Logie, who will be
in Vernon . 
of the police,'
Becker,
‘The problem Is a lack <K 
staff. The less said publicjĵ  
about this the better, but 1 be­
lieve It is our respcuasibiUtP'ta 
help as we can,” Mayor 
told council. , . f
He referred particularly UpAp 
ruthless attempt by thieves^^pp 
early Sunday morning — 
down an RCMP 




 Poison P at*.
Coronation Avenuo 
Walk Cost $4174.36
Total cost of a sidewalk on the 
north side of Coronation Avetme 
from Richter St. to Ethel IM. 
came to $4,174.36. City E ngin^r 
H. M. Trueman reported a t Moap 
day night’s councU meeting..
'Ihe cost was contained in. 
engineer’s report that the Side 
walk had been completed,- Aa 
approved under, local ImpioyA- 
ment bylaw 1835. It was a 





VERNON — BuUding permits 
issued in Vernon in 1957 will
a a f likely faU short of the two mil-In Penticton, it is anticipate j dollar mark, 
that the celebration wUl take toe
t h e  n e w
form of a giant birthday party, 
where the honored guests will be 
those with more than 15 years’ 
membership jn the CCF.
During this week house-meet­
ings, wUl probably be held in the 
smaUer communities, and CCP 
MLA’s are planning to visit as 
many anniversary 
as possible.
When basic plans had been laid 
for., the anniversary week, Tom 
Wilkinson and Walter Retzlaff 
led a discussioq on economic 
problems of the day.
Man 
For Sentence
VERNON — Leo Wayne Stetz, 
22, Vernon appeared before Mag­
istrate Frank Smith in city police 
court Wednesday and pleaded 
guilty to a charge of breaking and 
entering and theft.
Accused admitted breaking in­
to Lindsay and Kidston ,-law 
firm on 32nd Street on Sept. 8 . 
The dial of the office safe was 
smashed and $3 in petty cash 
taken. . .
In court this morning Stetz 
elected trial by magistrate, 
pleaded guilty and was remand­
ed for sentence. '
lion doUar ark.
According to a report by 
Building Inspector Bert Hanna, 
value of permits issued for Sep­
tember is $114,450.. Last year’s 
permits .for the same month 
totaUed $178,380.
Total recorded for the nine 
tn viisit period to date this year
o^i»W inn« is $1.«6,449. In 1956 lor toe same 
celebrations 1 permits amounting to $2,-
232,838 were issued.
Last year was a record year 
for Vernon when building per­
mits amounting to more than 
two and one-half miUion doUar s 
were issued;
City Pool Hall 
Operator ^ e d
- A local pool haU operator was 
lined $50 plus costs of $4.50 for 
aUowing a youth under 16 years 
of age in his premises.'
A week ago, John ^Reginald 
Murray, operator of a pool^haR.  ̂
in toe 300 block L aw ren c^v e- 
nue, pleaded innocent. B«lf this 
morning he changed his plea_ to 





QUEBEC (CP) — Care should 
be taken with vaccinations 
against Asian flu, Laval Univer­
sity’s Dr. WUfrid Leblond warn­
ed Thursday night. He said vac­
cination should not be attempted 
if the person Is not in good health 
or if the disease is present in its 
incubation period. -
Recent measurements have 
shown the ice to be 9,750 feet 
deep at one area in the Antarc­
tic. -
TBAPE MISSION 
JAKARTA (AP)—Indonesia is 
host to a four-man Hungarian 
delegation here for a month-long 
visit to negotiate increased trade.
Aroand-lhe-clock versatility I At
for "dress-up” or everyday—this new Zenith E ytgiM  HeutoR 
Aid meets your every need; Puts vou at your poised aad OOAft- 
dent best. You hear better. arnf fook^Mer. „
4 wonder transistors. High performance. No 4aB|nBB 
cords. No “clothihg noise.” Use telephone m w
level. The trimly styled temple bars ere deaitned to mpeerly
ail frame styles. You can choose the frame thit docs the lAOM ; ^
^ComV’m and w  the distinguished new Zenhh EmcmW  
Eyeglass Hearing Aid for men, liam orw n«r 
women. Also the eight other new 4- UM 9-tnmiiMr ZemlA 
Quality Hearing Aids. Or better wt. l«  us enenge a itee  w ; 
demonstration in the privacy end oondort M pour ;
Prices from $50 to $175 including 3 ^ th s  femow •
Money-Back Guarantee, 1-Year Warranty, 5-Year Alter . 
Purchase Service Plan. - s'
EASY TIME PAYMENT* IP OBBIRBD
KELOWNA OPTICAL CO.
318 BERNARD AVE. PHONE » 2 4
„.#•••••*................. .........
. . *e,
When you’re in a stew • • •
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gives you, with .one 




gives added warmth and 
beauty to your music.
EXCLUSIVE
d ia l -a -t o n e  c o n tr o l s
Let you mix all the voices of the 
Thomas in any desired degree 




4 octaves, 49 k^yi, 
through F.
DIAL-A-TONE
bass co n tro l
regulates volume of bass 
pedal tones. Also turns 
organ on and off.
h ea d set  OUTLET 
For private practice or 
for added musical enjoy­




13 note, 16 foot pitch, 
with heel and toe pedals 
in proper radial arc lor 
ease of playing.
AUTHENTIC STYLES 
Handcrafted cabinets in 
Traditional, C on t(^ m - ,  
porary, Provincial/ and 
Modern — harmonic 




Walnut, Maple And 
Limed Oak. Also in 
scuff-resistant E b o n y '  
finish.
MATailNG BENCH 
Correct height for eaii ‘ | 
in reaching p e d a l* . 
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lib e ra l Party Should Return 
| o  Its Former Basic Premise
K m  __ I a I'nnven- budcct” undoubtedly contributedThe Liberal party has called a conven- 
iion to elect a new national leader in Jan­
ary. This step was inevitable following the 
|esignation of Mr. St. Laurent as party lead-.
|r .  Probably at the convention the Liberal 
program will be reviewed and perhaps over-
auled. .
There are some elements in the party— 
[lotably the Ontario Young Liberals—who 
^ave call^ for a rebuilding of the party’s 
blatform. A revamping may be in order but 
h rebuilding certainly is not. The Liberal de­
feat in June was surprising; it was not disast- 
ious.^In opposition the party can be strong 
pnd effective against a government which 
vill b^e  difficulty carrying out its many 
blectioh jiromises. Self-examination and, self- 
piticUm ntay be in order but there is* no 
Reason to think, that because it lost one elec­
tion, the Liberal party b defunct.
[  ̂Cfertainly there is no need for even con- 
kidering altering the general pmlicy of the 
par y. The program of the Liberals while 
In xjwer • was, for the most part, sensible 
anq sound. The bouyant economy and the 
Prestige in which Canada is held throu^out 
lej world is evidence of this. The Gordon 
^epoh slated specifically, as one of the con- 
litipns of our projected prosperity, that there 
iht^ld be no major change in the national 
1 ^  Tt is now becoming clear that the 
.jdservative government has little attention 
if departing from it very inuch.
4.The tight-money policy of the Liberals 
n^'their failure to implement an “election
he Spirit of
The work of the Community Chest in
_area involves money—raising enough of
t̂ to provide a number of vital services at a 
mnimum level—so it is natural enough to 
Ifind the language of economics creeping in-
Sto the discussion of its work. '
It should not be forgotten, however, 
Jiat the meaning of the community chest, 
both to those give to it and those who benefit 
jfr(^ it, needs to be found in something that 
caijnot be expressed in the language of 
dolars.
1 In its operation, true enough, the chest 
Is  tesentially practical. It means what it says, 
^ le rm s  of most careful calculations, when 
i t s  )eaks of preventing “duplication and over- 
iaF >ing of service”, of its “minimum objec- 
Itivi ”, and of its “operating efficiency”. What 
St iuggests “reasonable minimum contribu- 
Sio s” by persons in various circumstances, it 
^ o  s so on the basis of great experience and 
^r( found knowledge of the needs, 
g y  But all such phrases refer primarily to 
machinery the chest has provided for the 
the community. They become out of
sm mm
ge  to their 
defeat. But this a matter of which the Lib­
erals should be proud. A responsible govern 
ment, awpre of the inflationary pressure, took 
measures most likely to hold down the in­
flationary spiral. If they were defeated for 
this reason it -was defeated for showing more 
concern for the nation than the party. To 
now abandon a sensible measure for a tem­
porary election gain would be unwise and 
perhaps foolhardy. r
Some elements in the party h^ve advo­
cated policies that would be tantamount to 
adopting socialism. Socialism may be, a very 
good thing but it is not compatible with 
liberalism and it'Js not good for Canada. 
The basic premise of the Liberal party is 
freedom, freedom of the individual. Unfort 
unately, after a long tenure in office, they for­
got this and depended too much on paternal­
istic control. Undoubtedly our complicate 
economy requires more governmental inter­
vention than was formerly necessary, am 
perhaps this will increase in the future, The 
problem of government is to know where to 
set the limits to its own jmwer lest in search­
ing for efficiency it eliminates freedom. The 
Liberal party should always be concerned 
with the preservation of freedom. A return 
to the old policies, rather than the adoption 
of more radical policies, should be the move 
of the party. As a middle-of-the-road party 
the Liberals have served this country well 
few a hundred years. The same platform will 
enable them to continue to render the same 
service to the country for the next century.






LEITER TO THE EDITOR
CEMEtERT DAUAGS
The Editor,
The, Daily Courier 
Dear Sir:
After goini up to the cemetery, 
which we do every week, to put 
flowers on a grave, we were thor­
oughly disgusted with what we 
found. We, among other people, 
leave Jars and vases up there to 
put* flowers in. and yesterday 
there wasn't a fit Jar or vase to 
be found in quite a surrounding 
area. Some hoodlums, and 1 
mean hoodlums, who haven't an 
ounce of respect for t^O departed 
ha\'e deliberately shot holes in 
every jar in sight, either with 
BB guns or some other form of 
gun. Heaps of sand are piled 
around graves with the broken 
glass covered up. Surely some­
thing could be done about it. It 
has been going on for some time 
we are told. 1 don’t think we can 





Moon Flights .  
In Three Years
LONDON (API — A young So­
viet scientist p red ic t^  today 
Russian spaceships would be fly­
ing to the moon within three to 
eight years.
•‘There Is every reason to ^  
Hove that the flight can be u n d ^  
taken not later than 1960 to 19^’* 
Yuri Khlepkclvch was quoted tin 
a Moscow Radio English • iah- 
guage broadcast. \  .
BIBIE THOUGHT,
T h e y  t h a t  w a i t  f o r  t h e  L o r d  
s h a ll  r e n e w  t h e i r  s t r e n g t h  l i k e  
t h e  e a g le . I s a i a h  40:31.
Harmonious living includes our 
relationship to the Infinite. Pm y 
cr is not just a sanctimonious 
formula, it is a recharging with 
power as well.
SELF-PROTECTING
Purto Rico’s spiny club palms 
have long, sharp throngs extend 
ing from the trunk, to keep off 
lagd crabs and rats.
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OTTAWA REPORT
May Lift Ban 
O n Titles
place if an attempt is made to appjy them to 
the work done through that machine, or^to 
the spirit which brought the chest into being 
and must continuo to animate it.
The driving force has to be the simple, 
decent, kindly impulses—the human concern 
—of man for his fellow men. What the chest 
does best is to pool and give effect to the. ex­
pressions of these impulses. It is the strength 
of this driving force, and not contributions 
made mechanically, as a matter of form, or 
“just to get rid of the collector”, that deter­
mines whether or not any chest .program is 
going to sucefeed.
Perhaps the big need to speed the suc­
cess of the present chest campaign in this 
area is to have more persons here capture or 
recapture the spirit’of the following prayer, 
published in the Washington Post in behalf 
of that city’s red feather drive:
Lord grant that I may seek rather to 
comfort, than to be comforted;
To undestand, than to be understood;
To love, than to be loved;
For it is by giving that one receives;
It is by self-forgetting that one finds.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
OTTAWA — It is twenty-two 
years since any Canadian resi­
dent was honored by our Mon­
arch by the bestowal of a title.
It is no coincidence that that 
lapse of time coincides with the 
duration of our recent Liberal 
government, for it was the late 
Prime Minister Mackenzie King 
who reversed the practice of his 
precfecessor and refrained from 
recommending to our King that 
he should grant a title to any 
Cana^an. Even further, he let 
it be known that he would frown 
upon Ihe bestowal of any decor­
ation or medal upon any Cana­
dian except for war services 
Prior to the Mackenzie King 
ban,- several Canadians had re­
cently been honored by the grant 
ing of knighthoods. Typical ‘ “
The widely-read Manchester Guardian 
lias criticized other British newspapers for 
pving undue publicity to British emigrants 
vho Yctum home openly discontented after 
ktaying only a few days in Australia or Can-
“This is the kind of impertinence that 
|:eflects chiefly on the traveller’s own coun- 
y”, the Guardian says in an editorial.
• “It is surprising therefore to find so 
.nuch publicity given in this country to in- 
|crvicws with and letters from United King- 
Jom citizens who have emigrated to Australia 
or Canada and returned almost at once, pro­
claiming that these countries arc nothing like 
he El Dorado they had anticipated.
They prove mainly their.own lack of 
..Ysdom and unsuitability . . . The worst re- 
|uU of their failures is that they make pros- 
leots worse for those genuinely keen and in­
dulgent emigrants from the British Isles that 
l\g,..rccciving governments desire;” it sayst 
I  The London Daily Herald recently 
ilirinted the story of an English father of two 
Îwho decided that Canada was ’’not what I
wanted”, during a stay here of 98 hours.
Gilbert Irving of Petts Wood, Kent, 
went to Toronto by air on Tuesday and he 
was back home for lunch Sunday.
British people who come to Canada and 
$ettle successfully here know the type of 
people that the Manchester Guardian is com­
plaining about. They are not desirable as im­
migrants in any country. Anyone who comes 
from England to Canada, knows full well 
that a stay of at least a year is necessary be­
fore anyone can decide that the country is 
not suitable.
Some emigrants who leave the Horn? 
land and find their way to Canada fail to 
stay long enough to get established and arc 
continually griping about Canadian condi­
tions. Were they to get solidily established in 
suitable work and really acclimatized they 
would not think of returning home. But they 
return home before this can be accomplish­
ed.' ' .
As the Manchester Guaradian states in 
its editorial “they demonstrate their own lack 
of wisdom and their unsuitability as immi 
grants.” ’ ,
k
those whose distingviished serv' 
ices were thus suitably rewarded 
were Sir Ernest Macmillan, our 
most famous musical conductor, 
and Sir Frederick Banting, the, 
medical scientist whose work had 
benefitted ' all mankind. RCMP 
Commissioner James MacBrien, 
and the chief Justice and a well- 
known poet Charles Roberts were 
also knighted.
Mackenzie King, however, de 
spite the fact that his hero and 
predecessor Laurier had proud­
ly accepted the accolade to be­
come Sir Wilfrid, decided that 
this was an undemocratic prac­
tice, foreign to North American 
democracy. '
Although Mr. John Diefen- 
baker had some time ago public 
ly declared his opposition to any 
imme^ate renewal of the grants 
of honors, there has been con­
siderable speculation that some­
thing along these lines may come 
with his new government. And 
now more widespread discussion 
has been provoked by the well- 
reasoned editorial recommenda­
tion of the Quebec Chronicle- 
Telegraph. ,
“We would, not suggest that 
such titles be hereditary,’’ says 
that newspaper. “But there is no 
reason why Canadians should not 
be reworded In this fashion for 
exemplary service to their coun­
try;'"
KING DENIES OTHERS
Although he denied other.s the 
reward and 'satisfaction of ac­
cepting even honors which did
accept the honor of being ad­
d ress^  by the addition before 
his name of the words. "The Right 
Honourable” , which is a form of 
non-hereditary title.
Many Canadians have been 
proud to accept the title as an 
honourary Red Indian chieftain; 
many more are ambitious _ to 
achieve the distinction of title­
bearing office in one of our many 
fraternal orders. Why then should 
we as a nation reject such titles 
from our own Monarch? That it 
is undemocratic is a sour grapes 
argument, for after all even the 
president of the United States 
has proudly accepted from the 
King of England the same title 
that was also accepted by a les­
ser Hollywood star, both of whom 
are knights.
JJj^KEEP IT CLEAN
The Chronicle-Telegraph even 
goes so far as to sug.^est two 
prominent Canadians whom our 
Queen should justifiably honour 
with knighthoods, if such honours 
were to be reintroduced in Can­
ada. These are Goverpor-General 
Vincent Massey and Chief Justice 
Patrick Kerwin. And why not 
also ex-Prime Minister St. Lau­
rent? Should not he thus foUow 
further in Laurier’s steps to be­
come “Sir Louis” in recognition 
of his years of service to Can­
ada as one of our Monarch's 
ministers?
The two rules needed to pre­
serve the dignity and merit the 
nation-wide commendation of 
such a step would be to avoid 
any hint of scandal and to re­
strict the list of those honored to 
cases of genuine merit in pro­
minent fields of our national life.
A more obvious step, . which 
might perhaps save our prime 
minister from the vitriolic mail- 
bag which descended upon Prime 
Minister Bennett from Cana 
dians jealous of those honour 
ed, would bo to commence the 
award of the “Canada Medal’ 
which . was founded but never 
awarded by Mackenzie King.
There are many occasions 
when international -preatige calls 
for the award of some such 
harmless little bauble, but which 
we must sidestep a$ a nation be­
cause we have no such award. 
There are even more occasions 
when service beyond the call of 
duty calls for recognition of a 
Canadian. Inside Canada, this is 
too bad; but Internationally it is 
deplorable that we are thus em­
barrassed and debased in the 
eyes of practically every other 
nation in the world. Our new 
government should . certainly 
examine very carefully whether 




vince says the Alaska Interna­
tional Rail and Highway Commis; 
sion plans to visit British Co-, 
lumbia next month. Commission 
Chairman Louis S. Rothschild 
said.
“We plan to do a complete 
survey of all the economic fact­
ors involved in every possible 
railroad or highway route.”
The 13-man commission was 
appointed by President Eisen­
hower to study the possible, ad­
vantages of building railway and 
highway routes through B.C. 
from the Pacific Northwest states 
to Alaska.
Senator Warren ■ Magn:«<ion, 
vice-chairman of th* Commis­
sion. said the group would study 
“economic and mUitary advant­
ages of rail routes and additional 
highway routes." _____ __
not carry a title, Mackenzie King 
himself did accept the hbnor of 
t>elng appointed a Companion of 
the Order of St. Michael and St. 
George, which entitled him to 
add the Initials “C.M.G.” after 
Ills name. That decoration Itself 
is now proudly exhibited among 
the miscellaneous relics he left 
behind. In his residence-museum 
in Ottawa.
Mackenzie King himself was 
also happy and indeed proud to
Every merchant will admit that the little 
roman either docs or controls close to 90 
,er cent of the buying in her home. Hence 
ihc Is VIP to the newspaper advertiser.
 ̂ What a woman rtsads when she opens a 
icwspapcr should bo known to all retail ad- 
/ertisers. Readership studies Indicate she 
cads the gossip, the style news, marriages, 
Jivimes . .»  and most avidly she reads stoif 
les that help her raise a family and make a 
idmc. Food, diets, decorating, fashions, chi|- 
Jren, r^qpcs, cosmetics, refrigeration and she 
Is intensely interested in the ca|rc and feeding 
if husbands.
, When writing an advertisement the re- 
ailer should think of this woman, thfs cus- 
lomcr, this executive of the household. Most 
ttail advertising completely overlooks the 
act that she Is just as much Interested in qual-
ity as in price. She will sacrifice most any 
thing for style. She Is serious when spending 
money. She liiccs the dramatic, romantic ap­
proach, but the sales talk must also contain 
enou{jh logic to justify the purchase. She 
can be misled only once'. All in all, she is a 
smart buyer.
Women arc not allergic to newspaper 
advertising. In fact, readership studies often 
times show more women read an advertise 
ment than a news story on the same page 
She will read anything as long as It holds her 
iatirdst. She wants to believe the copy In the 
advertisement, and she doesn't want it all 
cold facts. She likes the warirt personal ap­
proach. Women want the message authentic 
and complete. Oct her intertisted jn what 
you have to sell and the old man will tag
■along. ' ’ . .... .....
BAKER-FLINK
SNOW PLOWS
f o r  TRUCKS
Be Prepared — Order Now
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SIACHINERY
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CIvOWN EWC 
«CO CITY (AP) — William 
i,bo Campbell. « dawn With 
InKllng circuses for ,»
|v» he wilt do a film here with 
Moreno CantlnllM. the
Mexican eomlo who ttarred in Stewart started amddna a 





pipe of block twist tobacco when 
ho went to „irerk in a Jute mill 
at age «ven. He has Just d M  
At Age 107, after Binoktng lor 100 
years.
. . Sanitation nnd Maintenance lor 
Motels * Hotcb * Cafes • Garages • Stores
w. D. MIDDLETON ltd
i U l  Ellis St. BCiiewRa Phon# 2035
........................................................ ...r ” : " —
Your Power Commission line­
man keeps electricity working 
for you In all kinds of weather 
. .  . rain or shine . snoW o t 
ulcot. . .  thunderstorm or galo 
. . .  he is on the job.
Com m ission linem on nro, 
members of a  working force of 
over 1,500 people contributing 
their skills and energy to pro­
vide B.C. people with electrical 
service second l-o hone . . .  a t  
the lowest possible rates.
Serving over 70,000 Jamiliien in 
nearly HOO li.C. communititB.
< 1.1
I . '
P O W E R  M E A N S  PROGREOSI
M).
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TUUBS  ̂ OCT. 3. I»5f 5 (SOVIET SUCCESS SIGN IN EGYPT
Mohammed Molotov Is His Name
Fishing Methods Of Canadians 
Be Adapted Easily For Indians ^
STRIKES IT RICH
rWlde-cycd Maureen Lyons.
clutches S9T0 In New York 
niter the poUce property clerk 
turned the cash over to her. 
Maureen found the bills in a 
tfash can three months ago, 
but had to wait the required 90
CAIRO (API—Mohammed Mol­
otov Is an E-jyptlan hoy whose 
name helps explain the Soviet 
UnlMi’s success in the Arab 
world. ,
Moh» Timed Mototiv li the four- 
year-old son of an Egyptian shirP 
roaker who lives in a Cairo sub­
urb. His father goes to the mos­
que for prayers five times daily. 
He says:
“We gave our son his first 
name because of our dA’oUon to 
the Moslem religion and rever­
ence for our prophet. We gave 
him the second name, Molotov, 
because of our'love for^ Soviet 
Russia.’* ■ -
The Soviet Union today is by 
long odds the most popular of the 
great powen among the Arab 
masses. There is the possibility
Syf to ace if anyone would nut |tj»®t such counWes as Egypt and a 'd a lm . Now the sixth- iSyri-i mav headed for outright 
grader plans to buy some 
chBhes. contribute to charity
and bank tlw rest for her edu- Yet the Russians haven t coa-
verted the Arabs to communism
There arc no logally recognized tcrly poor, and most arc rural chev without taking ̂ la rx . 
Communist parties in the Arab, people, tilling the soil or tending 
world. Marxist slogans regardingi flocks. They arc among the most 
class struggle are rarely heard.]conservative in the world. Among 
The Soviet Union has made its (these people, the term “^Ishe- 
greatest gains by waving the ban- vik” has always been an'insult, 
ner of Arab nationalism. The! ibday Soviet policy permits
Palestine problem has given the 
Soviets their finest opportunity. 
The masses of Arabs are bit-
Also. creation of Israel con­
fronted Arabs with what they 
considered an alien danger much 
more immediate than commun­
ism.
The Russians were slow to take 
these people to be pro-Russian j full advantage of the opportunity 
withoi’* accepting Russian idiol- Palestine offered them. In 1947. 
ogy. They can applaud Khrush-1 Russia joined the West in voting
tor ^ rtitlo h  of Palestine and 
creation of Israel.
Hut in IdSS the Russians offered 
arms to Nasser. This was fol­
lowed by arms offers to Syria, 
then to Yemen. In the eyes of 
many embittered Arabs, help 
from the Soviet Union was the 
first ray of light since the parti­
tion of Palestine.
VANCOUVER (CP) ~  AdapU- 
tion of Canadian fishing methods 
in the Inland waters of India is 
possible, says Augustine David, 
38, research officer from that 
country.
Mr. David is here after 3.500-
Canadian lake giU-netUng, pound* 
netting and trap-netting metltoda.
Fish is still a luxury to.iaosA^  ̂
Indians, but belter fishing, 
production methods could maka . 
it a dietary staple, he said.
He said Canada is far head of
mile, six-month tour of Cnnada's | India in m echaniution. of iig 
fresh-w’atcr-fishing industry as a methods which India has used foi?
guest of the Canadian govern­
ment under the Ck)lombo Plan. _ 
He showed special interest in
fishing, but lags in flsh-gnnitinii 
metho-is which India has used for 





• By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — News 
notes—
Will Maurice Chevalier be the 
neoc show biz great to have his 
lift: filmed?
Ck)uld be, he says—if his terms 
are met. The Frenchman said ne-
3}tiations are under way for his fe story, but he has bis own 
ideas on how it should be filmed.
“It could be a great story, en­
compassing two world wars,” he 
remarked. “But I wouldn’t want 
to let other actors do the whole 
story.
“I would like to have a child 
actor play me as a boy. another 
play me as a young man. Then 
I would like to come into the pic­
ture when I became about 50 
years old.
“I think it Is a mistake to have 
a well-known performer portray­
ed by somebo^ else.”
 ̂ Victor Mature is back in Holly­
wood for his first film here in 
3V̂  years. It’s called China Doll, 
and Vic won’t linger when it’s 
finished. He dashes off this week­
end lor Libya and a film'about
the African tank corps. 
Why all this wanderlust?
LIKES TO TRAVEL
“I do like to travel,” he ad­
mitted. “But there’s another 
thing—the kind of deals you can 
make overseas are tough to pass 
up
*1110 deal for his next picture 
$175,000 plus 25 per cent of the 
net.
Jean Simmons is making her 
first western. The Big Country, 
“just call me ‘the lone ranger’,’’ 
she suggests. She and husband 
Stewart Granger are still on a 
ranching kick, but he’s leaving at 
the end of the year for three pic­
tures in England. That means 
she’ll have to stay home on the 
range.
Walt Disney Is touring Europe, ] 
but he is doing his best to keep 
it a secret. Before he left, he got 
himself a crewcut and said he 
would shave off his moustache 
while travelling. He wants noth­
ing but rest from his multiple en- 
terpriseii. By the- time he returns 
for Disneyland TV filming in No­
vember, he’ll have his long hair 
and moustache back.
They W ill Vote By Conscience
QUEBEC (CP) — Two men 
e le c ts  as ’independents in the 
JuAe:10 tc^ecal.eletdioa. have.in- 





NEW We s t m in s t e r , b .c .
(CP)—Though a graduate of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and qualified to work on any 
United States police force. Chief 
Censtable Charles Mackie pre> 
fera to serve in his native New 
Westminster.
' He wears the FBI graduation 
ring, a black stone set in gold, 
which was awarded him in Wash­
ington, D.C., some years ago. He 
has received offers from many 
U.S. centres.
Mr. Mackie was recently ap- 
minted chief, succeeding Jack 
Dqpald, who retired due to ill 
health.
A slim, wiry man of 49, the 
new chief has the ruddy complex 
ion of the outdoor sportsman. He 
Is * keenly interested in little 
league baseball and a Sunday 
school soccer team, both of 
which he coaches.
(^harlie Mackie was educated 
in New Westminster and joined 
the police force in 1932. He has 
seen service under five chiefs 
and rose through the ranks. He 
was Instrumental In organizing 
and directing an FBI spocia 1 
training course which ho plans 
to continue.
independents in the new. Parlia­
ment opening Oct. 14. 
v<6enoit Ohabot, • elected as an I 
independent in Kamouraska, said] 
in an niterview:
I promised my electors I | 
would vote in support of meas­
ures which , my conscience wotld I 
indicate to be the most judi-{ 
cious.”
ALWAYS independent
'D r. Raoul Poulin, re-elected as I 
an independent in Beauce, said: 
“In Parliament I will vote for 
all measures which seem to me 
favorable to my constituents and 
to my province. I have always 
been Independent by mentality 
and conviction and that is why 
I have run as an independent in] 
my three recent elections.” 
Gerard Loiselle, elected as an I 
Independent Liberal in Montreal 
St. Ann, declined to. say how he| 
will vote in Parliament.
Votes of independent members I 
take on added importance in 
view of the slim numerical su- 
perority of Prime Minister Dief-| 
enbaker’s Progressive Conserva­
tive minority government over] 
the official (liberal opposition.
’The current Commons stand-1 
tags: PC in .• Liberal 105; CCF 
25; Social' Credit 19; indepen­
dents 2; Independent-Liberal T ;| 
Liberal-Labor 1; vacant 1.
Homosexuals 
Said Sinners
LONDON (AP) -  The Arch 
bishop of Canterbury soys homo­
sexuality constitutes a sin and 
an “offence against Cod” regard' 
leas of any chonglng social atti­
tudes toward sexual behavior 
Homosexuals, proatitutca and 
prostitutes’ clients “all alike sin 
against God. sin against the part­
ner Involvea In their sin and sin 
to their own damnation/’ the 
archbishop, Dr. Godfrey Fisher, 
wrote In the Conterbury Diocesan 
Notes,
The archbishop, as primate o ' 
the Chureh of England, made it 
clear that the religious definition 
of sin cannot bo changed by any 
hew legal nttitudes,
A Rovcmmcnt-appolntcd com 
mittee headed by Sir John Fred' 
erick Wolfenden. vlcc-chanceilor 
of Reading Upivc|rsity, suggested 
recently that higher fines and 
even Jail sentences be uked to 
rid Dm streets of large JwlUah 
cities of prostitutes.
In the most controversial sec­
tion of its reimrt the committee 
suggested that homosexual beha­




LETHBRIDGE, Alta. (CP) —I 
Crews placing new railway track 
n this southern Alberta region 
are using power tools that can 
drive , six spikes •  minute—one | 
every'10 seconds.,
The mechanized track-laying I 
outfit, only one of Its kind the 
Canadian Pacific Railway has 
west of Fort William. Is being 
used to change 900 miles of 85- 
pound steel to lOO-pound rail be*| 
tween Winnipeg and Vanenuver.
W. S. M. Davidson, divisional I 
engineer here, says the heavier 
track enables a higher speed 
limit for the, heavy diesel engines | 
nowlnu.se. , '
The 180 men on the Job., nrel 
working in two gangs—one far| 
each set of rails.
They can place four miles of I 
track a day, three times .more 
than tke same number of men] 
could plarie before power tools. 
Each gang has power wrenches I
dlOOD rULUEBB
•  • h
Dr. Ballard Champion
DOG or CAT FOOD
15 oz. tin
4  fo r  4 7 c
PICKLESC Rose Sweet Mixed, ^16 oz. jar ....................... .-W /w
TOMATO JUICE . . .31c
CREAM C0RN K  ‘=£ . 2 ,„, 29c
DC AC Royal City Fancy, Size 5, A 00<* 
rC A >  IS oz. tin ....... . A for A 7C
CHIPITS'J^^S^“ ......  31c
CORNED BEEF L O A F , 2  ,„67c
PREM
12 oz. tin ^  fo r'
• Swifts, Oblong or Round, A 7 r
12 oz. tin —............. i — ......... s*
PRIOES EFFECrriVE THURS., FRI., SAT., 
OCTOBER 4, 5, V'
No matter where you go in Canada ..you can ALWAYS be sure of quality products 
at the IGA store in your neighborhood. You see. your IGA store has built its reputation 
on quality food products for ALL the members of YOUR family, whether it be fresh 
fruit, canned vegetables or TableRite Meats. And for the finest of quality foods at 
money-saving prices, choose the packages bearing the IGA name, available only in
your IGA store.
Packed specially to the high standards of quality established by IGA, these products 
are backed by the reputation of the foremost group of individually owned and operated 
retail food stores. Remember, IGA quality means greater value for your food dollar.
Special-Ripe 'N  Ragged Choice ,
PEACHES...
PEANUT BUTTER , g a , . 35c 
CHEESE SLICES ig a , , .  „. „ 33c
CUT MACARONI iG A ,i6 o i .p k g ....2 tor 35c
SALAD DRESSING ig a , .  .  j „  33c
COFFEE IGA Royal Guest, 1 lb. b a g   ......... . 83c
MARGARINE IGA, 1 lb. carton • .  .......... 2 tor 59c
SERVIEHES IGA, White, 70’s       2 for 35C
GARBAGE BAGS ig a , 25;, ................. 41c
LUNCH SACKS IGA, ______ 2 ,or29c
WAX PAPER ROLLS IGA, 100 ft. lo u ........... 29c
IGA TABLERITE QUALITY MEATS
Beef Cutlets lb. 69c
Baby Beef ShpuMer Steaks ̂ . lb. 49c
Fresh Pork Picnics lb. 35c
P E A C H E S
FRY'S
COCOA
1 lb. tin .  -  -  -  -  7 T c  
HUNT'S
TOMATO CATSUP
13 oz. bottle .  .  2 1 c ' !’*l
THANKSGIVING OaOBER 14th
Capons and Chicken -  Fresh Dressed, our own very choicest
quality. Good supply. .
FRESH PRODUCE
T O U t m U T *  
O ftO C IftT
mCMAMSI Gift items
BIOVtHIBMI E E IM l On Dfspfay 
W B i m . . .  M U h
I Sfora
Gem Potatoes 10 lb. pUo bag ........ 47c
Lettuce Crisp IlCBtlS 2 fo r 29c
48’9, White............... ........  6 fo r 45c
Oranges Sunkist 163's ....... .......I.............. doz. 29c
Robin Hood
FLOUFL
5 lb. bag .  .  .  .
Robin Hood
WHITE CAKE MIX
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4  for 4 5 c
Scotties
FACIAL TISSUES
While or Colored — 400̂ g
2  for 6 5 c
... I
which uncouple and couple hoUa 
Interlocking the 39 • foot rail 
Icnmhs. Other power equipment 
tacludea aplke pullera and hami 
mera which place six aplkea a | 
minute.
DIQBY, N.8. (CP) — The f»-| 
team beWgtng to O, Lohnea of 
Northtleld, near 'Lunenburg, won 
the provlnpe-wide free-fm^ dx I 
hkui at the Dlgbjt ceuntry, exhibi- 
tton. The tfam ; Wefj^ng 2JI45 ! 
ing adulta over 21 no longer beipotind* pulled a . total of
.IpoumJte'
It Pays to Save
BONUS GOLD
' __ ’ ■ . h
Cash Register Slips!
regarded aa •  criminal offence
\
FARROW and SILVESTER ' l.'l
SUPER MARKET ' Hi
2728PEND0ZISTRIEr
gEM)WNA, B.C
V 1 M I)
5P0RTUGHT
Pro Pivot Puckster Peps 
Packers Player Picture
By GEORGE mOLIS
The news in today’s paper that the Packers have obtained 
the services of a first-class centre man will come as a pleasant 
surprise to those rail-birds who have been turning out in good 
numbers every night to watch the boys work out.
For the past three years Packers’ executives have been 
eyeing Ray Powell with a possessive glance, but it hasn’t been 
possible to date to nail down the old pro’s contract, and he has 
migrated back to the hockey wars each winter, leaving Ixhind a 
hockey executive who were not less unhappy than his ever 
loving wife, who has been living here for the past few years.
To most of the citizens of Kelowna Ray’s comings andj 
goings were a matter of small importance, since he was just a 
sort of semi-permanent citizen with no particularly distinguish­
ing features.
But to the hockey minded, whose study of the game’s 
records kept them better informed, he was one of the best centre 
ice men lacing on his skates in professional hockey outside of 
the NHL.
Even to the rail-birds, lesser versed maybe in the statis- 
ties of the matter, it was apparent at last year’s training camp, 
at the mid-summer ice hockey game, and iit the past few days of 
this year’s training, that he is a man who knows his way around 
the ice-lanes.
He is even more than that. He is a man to whom hockey 
is as much a part of his every day living as breathing and eat- 
ing. .
Fdr Raymond Henry Powell, native of Timmins, Ont., has 
been carrying the pivot duties on professional hockey teams 
for oyer half his life. Every year for the past ten years he has 
taken part in close to 60 league encounters, with the exception 
of last;year, when he was side-lined with a broken arm. Many 
years he has gone ri^t through in the play-offs, adding to his
lustre. ; .  .
A hockey player’s hockey player, Ray is a guy of wh«n 
Bill Warwick once said, with sincerity in his tone “There’s a 
guy I’d like to play hockey with!’’ No greafejr tribute is possible 
from one old pro to ano&er.
He’s a guy of whom CKNW sports Caster Jim^Cox said, 
“He was as good as the best centre in the league,’’ even though 
he had only played 33 games. •
He has been the target of many of the adjectives of sports 
writers throughout eastern Canada and the U.S. for some years, 
about whom their consensus of opinion was he “is the best
R ated  P ivot M an
The news is out, the Packers have landed that big-name 
centre they have been looking for, and just like the words of 
a popular tunc, they found him right in their own backyard.
Raymond Henry Powell, 6’ and 170 lbs. of high class pre 
pivot material, has been a summer-time resident of the Orchan 
City for the past few years, but each winter has journeyed bad 
to the monied ranks of pro hockey.
Yesterday, the Packers executive announced they have 
made arrangements to purchase his contract from Joe Crozicr 
the manager and playing coach pf the Quebec Aces in the 
Quebec profressional league.
The move back to the amateur portunlty to name his preference,
ranks for Powell marks the first 
time he has laced on his skates 
jfor the amateurs since he was 
15 years old, some 16 years ago. 
llje  Packers had to snare him 
from under the noses of seven 
clubs who y/ciB all bidding for 
him.
NAMED PREFERENCE
One club even sent their cheque 
to Montreal, ready to do business, 
but Crozier gave Powell the op-
RAY POWELL
centre ice man in professional hockey, outside of the NHL.”
He has won a passel of awards in his career as a hockey 
player, had played with the best, and has been notable through­
out his playing life for his clean record, an average of less than 
20 minutes in any one season in the sin-bin, with his greatest 
number of minutes being 30,
Now that he has bwn purchased by the Packers, some­
thing he has wished, these past five years, Ray is going to 
get away from the hectic money trail, he says, and settle down 
to being a 12-month citizen of the Orchard City.
Coach Jack O’Reilly’s c^-splitting ^  when he received 
the news was mute t̂estimony to his feelings, but his comment 
was even more descriptive, “When Ray goes down there with a 
couple of wing men,” he said with a grin. “As long as they 
keep their stick on the ice, and head for the goal he’ll set them 
up.”
; Pro hockey’s loss may very well be the Packers’ gain.
NHL All-Star Game Slated 
To Be Played In Montreail
MONTREAL (CP) — Hockey .game, proceeds of which go to 
crowds into the top sports pic- the NHL players’ pension fund, 
ture Saturday night when the Na- Except for two earlier years, 
tlonal Hockey League presents its when the first all-star team met 
annual all-star game. the second a ll-s ta r  team, the
For the second successive year game has brought together the 
Montreal Canadiens. as Stanley Stanley Cup winners — in their 
Cup winners, will meet the all- home city — and the combined 
star selections of hockey writers all-stars.
and radio-TV broadcasters in the Following c u s t o m ,  all - star 
six NHL cities. choices from cup winners will
This is the 11th annual all-star | play with their own team.
SCHMIDT COACHES STARS
Coaeh Toe Blake of Canadiens
By WILL GRIMSLET
will handle his club. Coach Milt 
Schmidt of Boston Bruins, run 
ners-up in the cup series Iasi; 
spring, will direct the all-stars 
He has c h o s e n  an added 10 
I players
Included in the Montreal lineup 
I are Doug Harvey and Jean Bel- 
iveau, named to the first all-star 
team, and Jacques Plante and 
M a u r i c e  (Rocket) Richard 
1 named to the second team 
All - stars automatically on
and he chose the Orchard Cltj’ 
all the way.
Rated by many newsmen as the 
finest centre ice man in pro 
hockey, outside of the NflL, 
Powell has set many records, 
one of which still stands, with 
the magic of his lethal sUck.
While serving with the Kansas 
City Mohawks in the now-defunct 
USHL. he served in 61 games
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Key Game Today 
In Fall Classic
By JOE REICHLER did everything a little bit better
NE WYORK (AP) ~  N ® * ^ °^ |^ W a ^ e n  Spahn, who was batted 
Yankees ruled a soUd 12-to-51 y, guffgr
choice to capture the World Ser-  ̂ sounded the
NEW YORK (AP) — The hero coach Milt Schmidt’s team are
Ted Lindsay and Glen Hall, withof the opemng World Series base-
baU game was Yankee curve- and now with Chicago Black 
bailer Edward (Whitey) Ford, Hawks; Gor^e Howe, Detroit 
but'he was a hero with a trailer, ^ d d ie  Litzenberger, Chicago; Bill 
He said so himself Gadsby, New York Rangers, and
t u  * M Fern Flaman and Real Chevre-The trailer was Sal (The Bar- Uyg Boston
ber) Maglie, the corner - cutting a d d i t i o n s  named by
veteran whose tour of duty h«s gchmidt and their club affilia- 
included the New York Giants, yQjjs last season are: Jim Mor- 
Cleyeland I n d i a n s, Brooklyn Rudy Migay, George Arm- 
D odprs and now the New York Ly-oug guy Dick Duff, Toronto 
Yankees. Maple Leafs; Allan Stanley and
Bought by the Yankees Sept. 1, Don McKenney, Boston; Marcel 
.after the deadline for World Ser- Prondvost and Alex Delvecchio, 
ritrlv ’’r®® eligibility, the Barber couldn’t Detroit; Alidy Batiigate and Dean 
1 be put on the firing line against Prentice, New York.
every pitch as Ford mowed | 
down the National League cham­
pions 3-1 on five hits for his fifth I
CLUB SHAPING
The addition of Powell to the club means that the picture 
for this year’s operation is beginning to shape up.
Rail-birds at last ni^t’s practice were grinning happUy 
at a new line from«old bkttlers, if you’ll pardon Ae expression 
—witii Moe Young flying down Ae left wing, Mike
Durban on Ac right wing, and Powell in Ae centre. There’s a I Milwaukee Braves 
whole lot of hockey in these three cranimns, «id the mioimuml^=“‘ 
of wasted effort.
They made a pretty picture working against the top line pitching victory,
of Jim MidAeton, Brian Roche and Joe Kaiser. They had more b r ie f e d  ON b r a v es  
success with their offensive Aan Ais league has been accustom- “I had a pretty good book on 
cd JO seeing. Even though it was only a practice, it lool̂ cd
very good. Ford said in Ae dressing room
Bugs Jones, Bill Swarbrick and A1 Sphaefer looked Ae best after the game, 
out of the remaining trios, seeming to work well togeAcr, and . “Our ?. tbor-
have Ae savvy. Although Bup and Bill were a more cxpericnc- SJÎ ^̂  ̂
cd dub Aan Al, he made up for It in drive. Braves because he had faced working on their crystal balls
In the rookie department, Ae line Max Beaton, Jackie them so many times. The dope Ais fall as the National Hockey 
Howard and Ken Schmautz showed a whole lot of hussle, wiA he .gave^me was invaluable.
young Howard having all Ac effectiveness of a mosquito in ? we trained* for^tho To rTcs^w After a montlr filled with re- 
mid-summer night’s bedroom, worrisome and ever-present. would take outfield sprints to- ports of influenza hampering 
Raney Greg Jablonski is showing the effects of a summer gether. All this j time Maglie workouts and the usual glowing 
of kooplng In trim physlcl condition, and ha. all tho ““ frc™ £ T ro T r? n k ln r
drive he has displayed in Ac past two seasons. ' -  -
BACKING THEM UP
ies as lefthander Bobby Shantz 
and Milwaukee righthander Lew 
Burdette piepared to take the 
mound at Yankee Stadium today 
in what Is regarded as the key 
game of the October classic. An­
other crowd of some 70,000 was 
expected.
Should Shantz s u b d u e  the 
Braves, following Whitey Ford’s 
five-hit 3-1 triumph for New York 
Wednesday, the Yankees could 
conceivably sweep the set in four 
straight over the tight and tense 
Milwaukee club. S h o u l d  the 
Braves rally behind Burdette and 
even the series, the outlook is 
for a knock-down and drag-out 
seven games.
NOT OUTCLASSED
The Braves were noticeably 
nervous and restrained in the 
opener. They didn’t hit, their 
fielding wasn’t sharp and they 
didn’t  play alert, heads-up baU. 
The Yankees outhit them, out- 
fielded them, outpitched them 
and outsmarted them. Yet the 
Braves weren’t e x a c t l y  out­
classed. Certainly the Yankees 
didn’t  overpower them. They just
keynote for his team when he 
remarked in the clubhouse afteij 
the game.
The Yankees showed u» they 
were human, too. They didn’t ex­
actly roll over us. We were in the 
game all the way.”
If manager Fred Haney was 
discouraged, he failed to show It.
We have no excuses,” he said. 
“We got beat, that’s all. We had 
several opportunities, but we just 
didn’t hit enough. The Yai*ees 
can be beaten. I ’m still confident
By RON ANDREWS 
Canadian IPress Staff Writer
Hockey’s second - guessers are 




'T gue.ss for half an hour to nnl The regular schedule starts 
hour daily we’d bone up on the Oct. 8 with Toronto Maple Leafs 
Milwaukee hitters. When we got visiting Chicago Black Hawks. 
...............................• ■■ ■ Montreal Canadians and DetroitA lot more has b«cn said about.the defence to molr schedulo.
Is usually Ae case. However, to Ae eyes of Orchard City fans, 
lon^ starved for some blue line stiffening, the actions of this 
canjp’.s five arc a joy to behold.
The “kid” of Ac works, young Harry Smith, is a whole lot 
of hockey player, with as much aplomb on a rush down Ac ice, 
or a play around the opposing net as he has in his own defend­
ing territory. He adds a forward to the line every once in a 
while, with telling effectiveness.
The old guard of Pat Coburn, Andy McCollum, Orv 
Lavcll and Al Pyett—-well, Acre isn’t much more to say about 
them right now, except that they are a hard-working, very ef­
fective crew, who should prove n bane to the opposing for- 
vyards existence, and help a whole lot in this, year’s success.
Nice Guys Gan 
Win In Ball, 
Even In Series
NEW YORK (AP)-Nice guys 
can win, too, in baseball,
Take Jerry Coleman, who co 
starred with pitcher Whitey FoVd 
In tho Yankees 3-1 opening vlc- 
toiy over. Milwaukee Wednesday.
, . . They don’t come any nicer than
They should prove to be a big help also to that jumping- Ao self-effacing qx-Marlno bom-
jack oPtiic pipes, slender Dave Gatherum, and spare nct-mindcr, Pf!" •’**°*‘ handsome 33-ycar- 
it ' old second baseman scored one
jaci? uiDson. drove In another on a per-
Tlio cyc-witness account to Aelr effectiveness as a unit will feet squeeze bunt, and played 
bo visible this Saturday night, when they skate out against w?ŝ  i" j„rrv
New Westminster Royals, icoich Hal Laycoe's new version ofl^vcn aot Into the oneninif enmZ 
tho toast WHL club.
Vees Ĥave Holes,
But Not In Heads
Pentloton Veea will have •  tot 
of \ holes to stuff Als year, «c- 
, cording to tciwrts that Ao former 
world champ.s have only signed 
vp.siit men so far.
Coaeh Hal I'hrala, dcfenco nif A 
Kevin and > newcomer
Hheo Tbuxln, wiA'i|umaria Bob 
Hanysr, Walt Peacosh, Jllm Fair* 
iKini'and Oafo vWakshlnsfcl are 
Ae ones turning oot these
( - I',,''. I 1' '̂ '' -1
club
to obtoln ,aome
even got Into the opening ga e 
If he wasn’t picked by manager 
Casey Stengel, it would have been 
hla own fault. For who was it who 
groomed young Bobby Richard­
son to lake over second for the 
Yankees? None other , Ann Cole­
man.
Jerry calls Hlchnrd.son tho 
,  .  . - ,  - , best fielding second baseman in
letns Ala yw r.'w lA  H*1 Gordon I Ae American LcnjRue,’' 
reportwl as signed for Als year's Coleman's s i n g I o and Hank 
im hM y  wars. Bauer’s doublo brought In tho
W ily George Has 
Eyes On Madigan
Cofkch Qeorgo Agar wUl i 
hatfb any paiilcular goal prob-|
, Blerv BldMkl, Tbm m,* 
Odl« and hom«d>raw
8 tt^ k ,|tlrB t Yankee run A Ae Ilf A  In- 
»  Ronlnlng
Morgan hav« also baen signed, wlA ono nut, oho ’Ynnkeo tun In
i  Wednesday, In Ao sixth
wlA about sA ovo'Migo Juniors and men on first ond third, Colc- 
nport«4 aa coming In to Aa blues I man was Ad first , man to face
Enilo Johnson, w h o  relieved 
sA rter Warren Spahn. Coleman 
fbuled off the first pilch a tut then 
laid dowh Ii perfect bunt to Ae 
■|ch«r Aat scored Yogi Hcrra 
m Atrd with Ac IcAg run.
camp. .. ' 'i , , '' i; 1, .'Ii;
An item of interest U A« ,slgn- 
tnifiM Oon Madigan, Ae man wlA 
ttm ■haHalaidiu n taHy young tyne 
, Arthur who played
of *fw n
Oct, 10 wlA Hawks at Montreal 
and New York Rangers at De 
troit. Bo.ston Bruins play host to 
Chicago Oct. 12 for their opener. 
STRAINED RELATIONS 
Although the fall training pro 
gram ha.s gone along fairly 
smoothly for all teams, relations 
aetween players nrtd club owners 
are somewhat strained.
As of now, Ao experts can 
agree ori only one thing: Mont­
real Canadiens arc a shoo-in to 
finish first after, tho 210-gamo 
schedule ends March 23,
Canadian conch Too Blake 
seeking his third straight Stanley 
Cup title, has indicated tho Habs 
will have Ae same players who 
finished the 1050-57 season.
M n u r  1 c c (Rocket) Richard, 
starting his lOA term with tho 
Habs, will bo shooting for Ms 
sooth gpal In regular-season play 
early In tho schedule. Ho has 
scored 493 goals. His playoff rec­
ord Is 70, for a grand total of 
503. '
Tho big question concernlnH 
DeAolt R ^  Wings is how much 
win Acy miss fiery left winger 
Ted Llndshy, Lindsay and all- 
star goaltcndor Glenn Hall Nycro 
traded to Chicago In exchonge 
for left wingers John Wilson and 
Ifbrbcs Kennedy. Wings also
League scoring record with 122 
points last season, Is the best 
centre Howe has had since Sid 
Abel retired.
From all rcpoi’ts thi.s seems to 
be the year that Chicago will 
leave Ae cellar. With Lindsay 
and Hall added, as well as de­
fenceman Jim Thomson, pur­
chased from Toronto, most ex­
perts agree that Hawks have a 
well - distributed combination of 
young players and, veterans, 
Lindsay has taken Wilson’s 
place alongside centre Ed Lltzen- 
oerger and Eric Nesterenko.
BOSTON’S CHANCE."
Most experts flguri that Bos­
ton Bruins are a cinch for a play­
off position, Aus leaving the 
race wide open between Now 
York, Toronto and Chicago for 
tho last playoff berth.
Boston has made few player 
changes but their holdovers are 
young and experienced. Coach 
Milt Schmidt says the depth of 
Ao team this fall has given him 
more confidence at the start of 
a season Ann he's bod in his 
four years of coochlng.
*‘We have two lines which 
proved their ability a year ago 
and a Alrd which gives us added 
strengA. Our defence is all-vet­
eran and goaltender Don Sim­
mons proved to everyone last 




Haney was banking on Biir- 
dette, second only to Spahn dur- 
Ag Ae Braves’ stretch run to Ae 
National League pennant in Sep­
tember. The slender 30-year-old 
righAander is an experienced 
pitcher even though he never be­
fore has appeared in a World 
Series. A 17-game winner, Lew’s 
best pitches are a curve and a 
slider. He pitches something like 
Spahn, who wasn’t  e x a c t l y  
bombed, givmg up seven of the 
nine 1 Yankee hits before leaving 
under fire in Ae Yankees’ two- 
run rally in Ae sixA. ,
For Shantz, as well as Burdette 
Ais was series assignment No. 
1. The little southpaw, acquired 
in a trade with Kansas City last 
February, earned his shot at Mil­
waukee wiA an 11-5 record and 
an earned run average of 2.44, 
lowest in the majors. T he  five- 
foot-seven 145-pounder also relies 
on breaktog stuff, slow curves, 
screwballs and knucklers.
durtng 48-49, earning 48 goals. 53 
assists for 106 points, earning him 
s first-aU-s^r spot.
The following year he only 
x)tted 27 goals In his 64 games, 
lut set an all-time record of 81 
usists for 111 poAts, earning Ac 
sague valuable player award, 
md placing as first aU-star centre 
igain.
TROPHY WINNER 
In 87 games wlA Providence 
Reds of Ae AHL durAg Ae 51-52 
.season, he rapped in 35 goals and 
62 assists, earning Ae valuable 
olayer trophy (Leslie Cunning­
ham Cup) and took Ae Carl 
Liscombe Trophy for being Ae 
leading scorer A total pdints dur­
ing league play, as well as plac­
ing first* all-star again.
In Ae 50-51 season he spent 
half Ae season with Milwaukee 
In the USHL, racking up better 
Aan a point a game, and in 31 
games wlA the Chicago Black 
Hawks, he earned 22 points on 
goals , and 15 assists.
Sold to Ae Quebec Aces in 1953, 
he spent Aree years Acre, dur­
ing which time he made his home 
in Kelowna during Ae summer. 
The P a c k e r s  executive have 
sought his services before, but 
were not able to turn Ae deal. 
L a s t  year, following anoAer 
abortive attempt by Ae Packers 
to obtain his services, he went 
to Ae Victoria Cougars A Ae 
WHL. Unfortunately, he had a 
coAilon wiA Pete Durham of 
Ae New Westminster Royals, and 
suffered a broken bone which 
sidelined him for half Ae season.
Said Jim  Cox of CKNW about 
him: “As good as Ae best cenAe 
A Ais league.”
VALUABLE PLATER 
When he drew Ae valuable 
player award wiA Providence, he 
was considered by every one of 
Ae league’s nine cities, receiving 
four fAst place ballots, two for 
second, and three thirds, for 29 
out of 45 possible poAts. For Ae 
selection of Ae spot on Ae first 
all-star club, Ms choice was even 
more outsAnding as he was un* 
animously chosen wiA a first 
place recognition from all nAe 
cities.
HISTORIC FEAT
Powell come close to perform­
ing a feat never before accomp­
lished A  American H o c k e y  
League histoiy A at year as Ms 
lAe play boA A  setting up goals 
and scoring Mmself almost gave 
him top honors A all Aree de­
partments of scoring. He led A 
points wlA 97, assists wiA' 62, 
and Ms 35 goals were just two 
short of Ae Mgh set by Steve 
Wochy of Cleveland. No oAer 
player had ever come A at close 
to a grand slam in Ae league’s 
history- Had Aere been a most 
gentlemanly player award he 
would probably have won Aat, 
too, wiA sA minutes A  67 games.
His high A penalty time, A 
spite of Ae fact he has ground 
out over 50 games per season 
every year for ten except last 
year has been 30 minutes wiA 
Ae Quebec Aces in 1955-56.
15 with Ae Brantford Lions, he 
turned pro with Ae Pittsburgh 
team in Ae AHL. and spent some 
of Aat year, at the tender age 
of 17, wiA Ac Baltimcuc Orioles, 
a senior club.
Since Aat time his record reads 
like a railroad time table: Buf* , 
falo. New Haven. Ft. WorA, 
Omaha-Kansas City, Milwaukee, , 
Chicago, Providence, Quebec and 
Victoria.
Married to a prairie girl, Ae 
former Cedlin Shappert, now 
nursing In Kelowna, he has Aree 
children, two boys and one glrl» 
He has had enough of Ae rat- 
race of pro hockey, the travdlAg 
and uncertainly. He plans to 
settle down now and become a 
family man instead of a travel* 
ling salesman selling the thongs 
he possesses in most .abundance, 
hockey talent.
“He will most certainly help 
Als hockey club.” grinned coach 
Jack O’Reilly, watching him work 
out last night. “ If we are fortu­
nate in one or two more Aings, 
we are going to be Ae club to 
watch out for Ais season."
Meeker Leaves 
Manager's Job
TORONTO (CP) — H o w i e  
Meeker, 33, has relinquished Ms 
position as manager of Toronto 
Maple Leafs of Ae National 
Hockey League and has taken a 
position in Ae public relations 
department at Maple Leaf Gar­
dens, it was announced today. 
The move is effective Imme­
diately.
No reason was given.
A statement signed by Presi­
dent Conn SmyAc and Meeker 
today said Aat wiA Ae approval 
of the seven • man Maple Leaf 
hockey committee, “Ae Maple 
Leaf Gardens and Howie Meeker 
have agreed to disagree.”
The statement said Aat the 
position of manager will not be 
filled by a new appointment. The 
duties will be shared by assistant 
manager Frank (King) Clancy, 
coach Billy Reay and chief scout 
Bob Davidson.
BreakAg tote junior hockey at
TREADGOLD
SPORTING GOODS
1615 Pendozi St 
Phone 2871
SOME SURPRISES
Ford said, however, that even 
with all his storedrup knowledge 
he was treated to a big surprise 
in the opening game.
“ I thought I’d have Ae most 
trouble with Hank Aaron and Joe 
Adjcock, both righthanders,” the 
28-y ear-o ld  Yankee ace said. 
“Instead, they weren’t so, tough 
and I had tho most difficulty with 
Ed MaAews and Wes Covington.” 
Aaron got a hit his second time 
at b a t a single, but went down 
o»v, Afee straight strikes In the 
vital sixth wlA two men on base 
and none out. Adcock went hit- 
less. MaAews didn’t get a safety 
t)ut Covington laced oqt two hits,
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS (1956) LTD. 
TIIDEN  
SYSTEM U - DRIVE
•  Lmariom New Forid Sedans.
•  Available by day, week or month.
•  Low Rates — Adequate Insurance
•  Phone for Reservations.
ORCHARD CITY MOTORS
(1956) LTD.
QUEENSWAY AT PENDOZI PHONES 2340, 3641
Vernon 2901, 30th St.— Phone 4244
Hunters, Junipers 
To Compete Sunday
An invitational Hunter « mI 
Jumper Shmy will be held 
Sunday at l  p.m. at Ae Ojilsa 
Farm outside of Kelowna.
The valley’s b e s t  Jumping 
hdrscs nnd riders, will compote 
in Ao open Jumping, hunter 
trials, pair Jumping. Ihrce-horso 
teams and oAor events,
This show is nn e 
i venture, if successful
xperimenAI 
I It will
scheduled as an annual event.
r e • Bcquircdv netminder T e r r y  
Sawchuk from Boston Bruins, 
sending winger, John Hueyk to 
Boston.
FIELDER IJIOKS GOOD 
During Ac training nicanon Wll 
sen nnd «M»kio Guyle Fielder 
worked on a l|n« willi nee right 
winger Gordie Howe.. Manager 
Jack Adams and coach Jim Skin­
ner Iwth feel A at Fielder, who 





Perfect Gems - Exquisite Rings 
•  Free Insurance , 
•  Free Bride’s Book
343 BERNARD AVE.
BMTc'
M M S s s M i g i a i m
•  N*
0 Ho Ckifiiftw oikMrfw
o Ho n«wB
If  you're interested in the WORLD SERIES 
you'll be interested in these 2 FREE Gifts
GiUettte, makers of your favourite safely razor are sponsoring 
tho broadcast of Ao play which can be heard on CKOV Sat.. 
Sunday and Monday at 10:45,
SEE THE PROFESSIONAL IN ACTION 
ailletto offer FREE to all keen fans an exclusive Flngor-’Tlp 
movie featuring Manager Paul Richards dcmoii.itratlng sig­
nals—the secret signs of baseball.
This gift Is attached to each purchase of a Glllelto safety 
razor, including a dispenser with spare blades, all contained 
in A strong transporent container, ideal for travelling, hunting, 
camping, etc.
Thase razors are obtainable in three types. Regular, Light and 
Heavy to stilt all kinds of beards, '
Priced at only $i.29 Complefe 
IN ADDITION
Spare Gillette blades can be obtolned in Ae distinctive dis­
penser a t—
5 fo r2 8 ^  10 for 50  ̂ 20 for $1,00
An additional FREE gift cxcluiflvo to Glllotte users is the 
Vast Pocket Enoycloiwdla of Baseball by Hy Turkln and B. C. 
Thompson, offered with each purchase of a twin 20 blade dis­
penser pack for only 82,00.
Botti these nsefnl <»n> ha obtsined al your Rextll Drnggtsl 
so lha earner al Bernard and Pcndoil. Look for the DIUella 
wfndaw tUsplay.
WIltITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.




Casey And Haney Praise 
Vet Port-Side Starters
A»»S4k«wl<6 • m
im n s^  ocr. t. tm  /
Case Likes Spahn, 
But Ford Is Solid
B r VED SMITS
NEW YORK <AP) — Manager 
Catey Stengel of the triumphant 
New York Yankees paid gener- 
out tribute today to the veteran 
Milwaukee Braves pitcher his 
sluggers knocked out of the box.
“That Spahn, he pitched a hel- 
uva game,” said Stengel as soon 
as be reached his dressing room.
It was obvious the Yankee man­
ager admired the profes-sional ar­
tistry of the lanky Warren Spahn. 
He coupled *him in all his praise 
of his own lefthanded ace, tVhitcy 
Ford, the winner.
BE CAN PITCH
“ In the Clutch Ford can pitch. 
Just like Spahn can pitch," said 
Stengel.
“ Ford pitched himself into one 
Jam and he pitched himself right 
out,” Stengel remarked, con­
ceding the sixth inning. That 
was when Ford walked the first 
two men to face him, Johnny 
Logan and Ed Mathews, and then 
struck out Hank Aaron, got Joe 
' Adcock to ground out, and struck 
out Andy Pafko.
“What did you tell him when 
you went to the mound then,” he 
was asked. “Did you tell him to 
be careful?”
Casey snorted.
“You gotta be careful all the 
time. He knows that. I Just re- 
ihinded him he stOl had one base 
open.”
' Stengel will send Bobby Shantz 
(11-5) out to pitch for the Yan 
kees Thursday.
8KOWBON HURT
“I might have gone with Bob 
Turley, but I had Turley and Bob 
Qrlm in the biiUpen at the end of 
the game warming up, so I can’t 
ita rt Turley tomorrow.”
Taking some of the edge off the 
Yankee victory was the fact that 
Moose Skowron, hard-hitting first
baseman, aggravated an old in­
jury in the first inning and had 
to leave the game. It is doubUui 
if he can play again in the scries, 
Skowron got to first on a ficid- 
er's choice—"and I tried to put 
som eti^g extra in my running, I 
felt someUilng go again. Now my 
back is more crooked than when 
I hurt it the first time. The doc­
tor says there is a muscle spasm 
on the left side.”
Stengel said he might use either 
Harry Simpson or Joe CoUins at 
first Thursday.
Ford was the centre of hearty 
congratulations.
"Mathews and Wes Covignton 
impressed me m o s t ,  of the 
Braves.” he s a i d .  “Mathews 
never swung at a bad ball."
Ford said he thought his best 
pitch was his curve.
"Sal Maglic was very helpful 
to me before the series in going 
over all the Braves’ hitters, and 
our scouting report on the Braves 
fitted in exactly with what he 
told me,” Whitey said.
Not Discouraged, 
Didn't Get Hits
•  •  •  •  tSports 
. . . . .  Remember When?
Dodger Opponents 
In LA Wavering
LOS ANGELES (AP)—Two city 
councilmen who ha^e opposed the 
Brooklyn Dodger transfer propo­
sal say there’s a chance they 
would change their minds if a 
few questions could be cleared 
up.
As a result. Mayor Norris 
Poulson has announced he will 
invite Dodger president Walter 
O’Malley or one of his represen­
tatives to come to Los Angeles 
and talk over the deal before 
next Monday’s showdown vote in 
^ e  council.
Poulson made the announce­
ment after talking Wednesday 
with councilmen Patrick D. Mc­
Gee and Earle D. Baker. They 
said their objections to the trans­
action might be withdrawn if 
O’Malley or one of his aides came 
here to clear up several points in 
a talk with the coimcil.
M ilitary Badges Have
By WILL GRIMSLET *
NEW YORK (AP) — “No com­
plaints, we just didn’t get the hit­
ting and they whipped us in a 
g o ^  ball game."
Fred Haney, the snow - haired 
little manager of the Milwaukee 
Braves, thus shrugged off his 
team’s 3-1 opening game defeat 
at the hands of the champion 
New York Yankees in the World 
Series.
"What the devil, we’re not dis­
couraged," the crease-faced skip­
per add^ . "We’ve lost games 
before and come back. ’This one 
doesn’t mepn a thing. 1 think 
we’ll still win the series.
“Our boys just weren’t getting 
hold of the ball, but they will 
and that’U be a different story.
PRAISE FOR FORD
Haney and his athletes had 
highest praise for Whitey Ford, 
the Yankee lefthander who set the 
National League champions down 
with five hits and pitched hini- 
self out of trouble in the sixth 
after walking the first two men.
•”rhat fellow was curving us to 
death, and he had great control,” 
the Milwaukee manager said. "I 
don’t think we have a pitcher in 
the National League quite like 
him—one who throws so many 
curves. He must have thrown 
curves on 80 per cent of his 
pitches.”
Hank Aaron, the Braves’ clean­
up man and .322 hitter, regist­
ered a mild complaint about the 
third strike call in the sixth in­
ning when he tried to check a 
swing.
Johnny Logan and Ed Math 
ews had walked to start the in 
ning and then Aaron, with two 
strikes and no baUs, went for a 
low pitch, then tried to hold back.
NO ARGUMENT
Tm  sure I checked it, too,’ 
he said.
But Haney refused to second 
guess the plate umpire, Joe Pap- 
arella. “ If the umpire said Hank 
swung, he must have swung. _You 
don’t argue things like that."
The proud and eager Braves 
were crestfaUen w h e n  they 
trooped to the dressing room 
from the playing field after the
defeat, marching single-file Into 
their quarters with lips set light
They talked of the game In a 
quiet, matter - of - fact fashion, 
blaming their own lack of hitting 
for the setback and takin{ no 
credit away from the Yankees’ 
Ford.
“We have seen better pitching 
and won," said Red Schocndlcnst, 
'"but you have to hand it to that 
little guy (Ford) out there, He 
had wonderful control and that’s 
what counted.”
NEW YORK (AP)-The official 
box score of the first game of 
the 1857 world series: 
klilwaukee N
AB R H 0  A E 
Schoendienst 2b 4 0 1 1 2 0
Logan ss ----  3 0 0 2
Mathews 3 |»___ 2 0 0 0
Aaron c f ---- - 4 0 1 2
Adcock lb  . . . . . .  4 0 0 7
Torre lb .........  0 0 0 1
Pafko rf ............  4 0 0 3
Covington If . . :  4 1 2 4
Crandall c ___ 4 0 1 4
Spahn p ___ 1 0 0 0
Johnson p ......... 0 0 0 0
aJones ....... . 1 0  0 0
McMahon p ___ 0 0 0 0
Totals ..........
New York A
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Walter M. Jelfbrd’s unbeaten 
two-year-old colt Pavot won the 
Belmont Futurity Stakes 13 years 
ago today and went on to be the 
biggest money-winner on the 
American Turf that year with a 
..to ta l of $179,040 In,purses. As a 
0] three-year-old Pavot won the Bel- 
0 mont Stakes but was kept out of 
0 the Kentucky D e r b y  by an 
0 Injury.
0
0 REMEMBER WHEN . .  .
0 Carl Erskine, Brooklyn Dodger 
® righthander, set a World Series 
® strlkeK>ut record by fanning 14 
® Yankees four years ago today in 
0 the third game of the series,
---------^1 Brooklyn won that game 3-2 but
1 5-24 9 0 K e  Yankees took the series by
four games to two. When Don)Louis Flyers of the American 
Larsen of (he Yankees ^tchedl Hockey League 13 yeats ago l>  
the first WoHd Scries no-hittcr day found a new way to get his
last year, he struck out seven 
Brooklyn batters.
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Coach Hap Emms of the S t
Hoot Song Strong 
In Futurity Race
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-Hoot 
Song faces the challenge of 12 
other three-year-olds today In the 
81st Kentucky Futurity, $50,460 
final leg of trotUngs tri^ c  crown.
The' top contenders appear to 
be in the Sol Camp Farm entry 
—Time Me, winner of five stakes; 
Double Scotch, Bond Hanover 
Mudge. Hanover. '
players Into condition, a ^  did . 
the Canadian government a fa­
vor, by (Hitting the hoys to work 
four hours a day to relieve a 
labor shortage in«the Pori Ar­
thur, Ont., grain elevators.
REM m BER WHEN . . .
Mickey Mantle's grand-slam  
homcc-was the big blow as New 
Yorlc Yankees beat Brooklyn 11-7 
in the fifth game of ttie World Se­
ries four years ago 4oday. It 
gaveithc Yankees a M  lead in 
games, and Casey Stengel's men 
clinched the fifth con^ecutiva 
victory next day, first club in 
I history to accomplish such a 
‘feat.
OTTAWA «3*) — Ever wonder 
why the miltiary wear badges on 
their caps and sudi? .
The army, with help from Sgt. 
Kennetii TUmey of the Royal Ca- 
nadlaii^ Army Pay Corps a t Ed­
monton, can give the whole 
Sgt. Tlnney has gained his in­
formation by collecting Jbadges. 
He' started Just two years ago, 
but already his coUection runs 




JCETTLESING, England (Reu 
ters) —“ Five persons were re­
ported kiUed and seven injured 
today in a big explosion on the 
Yorkshire moors near an Ameri­
can military base here.
Three heUcoptera were sent out 
to move the dead and injured to 
waiting ambulances parked 2H 
$nlles away.
Police said they' thought the
Sctima were> members of a looting party. ,
The explosion was caused by 
what police described as an “un 
w^lwcd
TORONTO (CP) — Managing 
director Lew Hayman of Toronto 
Argonauts announced today that 
Hampton Pool will coach the Big 
Four' Football Union team again 
in 1958.
The announcement foUowed a 
vote of confidence in Pool given 
by the Argo board of manage­
ment T u e s d a y  on Hayman’s 
recommendation. •
Pool signed a two-year contract 
with the Argonauts last January, 
The teanf is winless in seven 
games this season.
Hayman also predicted the To­
ronto team wiU defeat Montreal 
Alouettes when they play here 
Saturday.
Bauer rf ......... 4
McDougald ss . .  4
Mantle cf ...........4
Skowron l b ---- 1
Howard l b ....... 2
Colins lb  .........  1
Berra c ............ 3
Carey ................ 3
Coleman 2 b ___3
Kubek U ..............3
Ford p ............  3




PAJMS (AP) — The Duke and 
Duchitos of Windsor denied 
throuilh their secretary ‘ today 
that tney have thade plans to be 
burle<f in Baltimore, Md.
The Baltimore Evening Sun 
laid WIednesday the couple had 
made blans to be interred in 
Greennfcut cemetery In Balti­
more, wyhere the Warfield family 
to whiem the duchess belongs, has 
a plot. ^
badges are British. They date 
from 1902 to the present.
“There’s no end in sight,” he 
says in a recent army newsletter. 
The weekly publication adds;
“Collectors find their task 
made both more interesting and 
more difficult by the fact that 
regiments are often disbanded, 
01^  to reappear in a new role 
or amalgamated with another. 
CNKen they only suffer name 
changes, but even that means a 
new badge.”
PRIMITIVE SYMBOLS 
But. Where did badge-wearing 
start in the military? The news­
letter explains:
“In primitive times clothing, or 
what served as clothing, was not 
sufficiently different to distin­
guish themselves in battle, men 
painted on their bodies the image 
of an animal with whom they 
were familiar br whose quaUties 
toey admired.
An early badge or symbol that 
persists to this day is the leek. 
It was first used to distinguish 
CadwaUader’s army in 640 A.D. 
and is today the regimental badge 
of the Welsh Guards.
“■The innovation ofhody armor 
made it necessary to decorate 
the armor rather than the body 
and for this purpose, banners 
and coats of arms were used.
“In 1385 Richard II of England 
directed that all knights would 
wear the cross of St. George into 
battle. In the time of civil war 
it became necessary to go back 
a step and'the warring factions 
adopt^  temporary variants to 
overcome the uniformity of the 
cross of St. George, Thus we find 
roses and colored scarves distin­
guishing royal families; the King 
and Parliament.
“This progression has lead to 
the brass or silver emblems that 
m ^ern  soldiers wear in their 
headdress, the emblem that tells 
who and what they are.”
This is the sort of information 
Sgt. Tinney, a member of th* 
British Military Historical Socl- 
etj’, spends much of his time ex­
changing with fellow collectors 
around the world.
Ski Jump Site 
Chosen At See
PORT ARTHUR, Ont. (CP)— 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., has been 
chosen as the site for the 1958 
North American ski jumping 
championships, M i k e  Guzzell. 
techtocal chairman for the Cana­
dian Amateur Ski Association 
annoimced today.
Guzzell said a big new Jump 
now is under construction at 
l^ult.
0-0
Quarter Ton Of 
"Caviar" On Cane 
Pole Ain't Hay
VANCOUVER (CP)—For Rich­
ard Buckh<dtz of Whonock, B.C., 
sturgeon fishing will be tame 
from now on.
A fish dealer by occupation, he 
decided to try sports fishing for 
sturgeon on the Frazer River.
On his first attempt, Mr. Buck- 
holtz hooked a 480-pound monster 
—and had a 4%-hour battle before 
he landed it.
Using an old bamboo c»ne rod 
and reel carrying 50-pound test 
line, he battled hours on his 
own and was nearly capsized 
three times before he accepted 
the help of J'ohn Julien and an 
outboard motor craft. Two more 
hours of steady towing brought 
the fish to the beach.
I t was too much caviar for the 
fish dealer to handle. He sold the 
sturgeon for about $125.
Totals ...........- 31 3 9 27 12 ll
a—Grounded out for Johnson in 
7th.
E — Howard. RBI — Bauer, 
Carey, Coleman, Schoendienst. 
2b—Coleman, Bauer, Covington. 
S—Coleman. DP — McDougald, 
Coleman and Howard; Crandall 
and Logan. Left—Milwaukee N 7, 
New York A 7. BB—Ford 4. 
Mathews 2, Spahn, Logan, Spahn 
1, Berra, McMahon 1, Carey. | 
Ford 5, Covington 2, Aaron, Paf­
ko, Logan, Johnson 1, Kubek, I 
McMahon 3, Blair, McDougald, 
Collins. HO—Spahn 7 in 5 ^ , John­
son 0 in Yz, McMahon 2 in 2.R-ER 
-^pahn  3-3, Johnson 0-0, Mc­
Mahon 0-0, Ford 1-1. W—Ford. 
L—Spahn. U—Paparella, A, plate. 
Conlan, N, first base, McKinley, 
A, second base, Donatelli, N, 
third base, Secory, N, left field, 
Chylak, A, right field. T—2:10.| 
A—69,476. Receipts (net)—$425,* 
134.72.
Wediiesday's Fight
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHICAGO—Yama Bahama, 154, 
British West Indies, outpointed 
Del Flanagan, 153, St. Paul, 
Minn., 10.
This advertlie tnent is not published o r displayed b y th e  Liquor 
C ontro l Board o r by th e  G overnm ent o f British C o lum bia.
L e t ’ s  t a l k  a b o u t  R o y a l  T r i t o n . . .
T h e  A m a z i n g  P u r p l e :  M o t o r  O i l
\
Specifically compounded 
< 0  meet the demands of modern motorlnOf 
ROYAL TRITON gives you outstanding 
psrformsnce In high compression, 
elose telsrance engines. ROYAL TRITON 
is famous for Improving hydraulic valve lifter 
'orformance and cutting acid action. 
You will notice tha Improvemant In gas mileage 
end cold engine eterting almost Immediately. 
S ee  your nearest ROYALITE dealer about 
ROYAL TRITON lor your M
KO YAure
GOLDEN PREMIER G 
REGULAR Motor Fuels
ROYALITE &
ROYAL TRITON Motor Oils
M V
,  ro tm m cM m A m
B><ni
fO tl CAN BUY YOUB BORBS-fwmsA tr ft/tasNkmH- 
^  y m  MtlghherktaJ B el M bmifli
VIIIIKI t i l l  CAIAIUKt II i m i  Bhlt IF LIFE Slid
# . ......... ............T
D O W N  P A Y M E N T  OP 5
-  ' 2 ' ^ f O R A ' 5 0  B O N D , ' 5  FOR A ' l O O  B O N D ,  pU. 
B A L A N C E  I N  EASY I N S f A L M E N T S  O V E R  A Y P A R
ICclownt Branch: BERT WALTERS, M«h«gtr
WctilMinh Branchs ALAN HICKEV, Managar
(0|»*n Mon., Wed., Thuta. alto Friday 4.3« to 6,00 p.m.) 
F^achland (8uh Agcnc))t Open Tuesday and Friday |
^ ....... ............. -...— .........................
H a l l m a r k  M o t o H n g  S a t l o ^ P a c t l o n If#
Arrival At Oftav/a 
For Queen And Prince Philio
in
LONDON <neuters) —• Queen 
ElkatKth and Prince Philip leave 
Limdoa by s ir  at 7 a.m. on Oct. 
12 so they can reach Canada in 
dayiisht for the beginning of 
their North American visit 
It was announced today that 
the early start would allow them 
to drive in daylight from Up­
lands Airport, Ottawa, to Govern­
ment House;
They will make the non-stop 
3,400-mile flight in a British 
Overseas Airways Corporation 
airliner in hours.
The plane will land at Ottawa 
at 4:40 p.m.
BOAC said the airliner will be
com m ^ded by Capt. Gordon 
Store, <51, a ^ u th  African as­
sociated with flying for 31 years.
He will have a crew of 10 in- 
cludi’ig three other pilots.
One of the two stewardesses 
will be a Canadian.
Sh<e is Velma Brown, 25. from 
Nipawin, Sask. She was educated 
at Mlpawin, Medicine Hat, Alta 
and 'Victoria, where her mother 
and stepfather now live. .After 
studying radiotherapy in London 
she joined BOAC in 1955.
T he ' other stewardess. Faith 
Sisaiian, was bom In 
India. She has flown nearly 2,- 
00<k000 miles since 194a.
ISLAND AND COAST TRIP 
. . Mr. and Mrs. T.^Buehanan 
have returned from a tsn-day 
vi,iit which included Nanaimo, 
Duncan. Victoria. Vancouver, 
Coquitlam and Coverdaie.
BIG CONGREGATION
KENTVILLE, N.S. (CP)-Sons 
and daughters of pioneer mem­
bers from as far west ns Van­
couver^ attended the 5Cth anni­
versary services at First Corn­
wallis Baptist Church. First to 
sign the commemoration book 
was Walter Eaton. 92, a member 
of the church for more than 70 
years.
HUGE MUSHROOM 
MELITA. Man. tCP> -A  m u *  
room weighing tiounds wt» 
found near here by hiurray Co'e- 
man. Standing 10 inches high, it 
measured almoct a foot across 
^  ^
uoussnoLD la.'T
If the finish on a..U;uj far.*’- 
ture shows signs of crac'dng r:. 1 
crazing." use a good c^uali.v 
paste furniture wax for rcgulr.r 
maintenance.
HISTORIC SriB
The castle of Carrlchfergus on 
Belfast Lough in Nortnern Ire­
land dates from the I2th century.
One Woman's Idea That Grew To 
Include 73 People And Two Buses
& ’*4.
UDORA. Ont. (CP) — An idea 
53-year-old Mrs. Smito of this 
community had "while I was 
iroidng" has mushroomed into a 
sightseeing tour Involving two 
buses and 73 persons.
The idea was a trip to Ottawa 
via North Bay to see the Queen, 
and Prince Philip durng their 
TJdora. 50 miles north of To-̂  
ronto. is represented by 30 p?r- 
four-day visit to the capital, 
sons, one-quarter of its popula­
tion of 124. The rest of the party 
come from surrounding towns 
and villages, some even from 
Toronto.
chosen because of the beauty of 
the autumn colors, Mrs. Smith 
said.
, New Members Join 
O.K. Socred Group
GUIDES RECEIVE GOLD CORDS
’Gold Cord presentations were 
made to five top Girl Guides 
this week in the junior high
school auditorium. The Gold 
cord is the highest award of 
merit that can be achieved.
Fron^left to right the girls and 
their company captains are 
Carol Jones, Mrs. D. Monteith,
Marilyn Maddock, Mrs. J. John­
son, Roberta Sarsons, Mrs. G. 
Mills, Patricia Kerr, Sharon 
Manton, Sharon Stoppa.
A number of new members and 
visitors were welcomed to the 
regular meeting of the O.K. So­
cial Chredit Group which held its 
regular meeting in the KLT 
building on Bertram St.
Mrs. Bert Cornock won the 
evening prize, and following the 
business session Mrs. Kinnear led 
••Tf oil .♦oi4o/i T ® sing-song with Mrs. Harris
/.«„«io* ® piano, after which re-
freshments were served.
S c  ^ ® i A  Next regular meeting wUl be^ s .  Smith said, '^ e y  told their L q November 12 in the Women’s 
friends and s«m 1 had tw  many institute HaU. 
for one bus. I advertised in the 
Uxbridge and Port Perry ne^s-
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
; Her Gifted Child A Joy, But 
; Less Gifted A Real Problem
D ^ R  MARY HAWORTH: 1 have blameworthiness enters the pic-
julst read your column in our 
newspaper — titled **Is Gifted 
Child A Tragedy?" 1 would like 
to' eomment on it.
We bad a gifted' child in our 
family who was a,joy—a t times 
a  bit of a  problem, but always 
a ; joy, because any difficulties 
that arose could be talked over 
and straightened out.
W® another son, five
years younger, who was a  joy 
until the age of 10, when we real­
ized that he didn’t seem to join 
in our pleasures. He seemed al­
ways to pull in the opposite di­
rection; and no matter how much 
I tried to get through to him, to 
have a mutual understanding, he 
witodrew into his own world.
Both toys are married now and 
have children of their own, but 
thh situation still stands that way.
MISSED HER CUE
What I  am trying to bring out 
is that the gifted child in our fam­
ily wasn’t  the problem. Probably 
I  was so contented and innocent 
in my enjoyment of the gifted 
child that 1 missed my cue when 
the next child came along. This 
" hais been a constant unhappy 
situation in my mind. Even 
though 1 am a grandmother now,
I  stiU feel' badly about it.
Do you think the natures of 
the toys are just different? Prob­
ably t te  g if t^  toy has no bear­
ing on the situation. As far as 
I  know, no partiality was shown; 
yet if there was, it would have 
been unintentional; and certain­
ly each toy was given every 
chance to enjoy his own child­
hood.
We enjoy your column every 
day and I appreciate your im­
partial views. Wishing you con­
tinued success, 1 am sincerely,
' J.V.
U F E  A MIXTURE 
OF JOYS, TRIALS 
DEAR J.V.: Life isn’t all per­
fect, you know. It Is a mixture 
of^Uesslngs and trials. It seems 
you were fortunate in having a 
joyous relation*!? with your eld­
er. son. This was a gift of Provi-»
■ demee, you might say. And the 
apecial blessing was balanced, as 
It ihappcns, by a "problem^’ ex­
perience with his younger broth­
er*.' ■
^ c e  It wasn’t  in your power 
to  change the nature of either 
lad you could only accept, adapt 
arid rejoice or suffer,- os the case 
might to . And, inasmuch as you 
* d  your best, according to your 
lights, to to  Impartial, and afford 
equM portions of happiness to 
to tli toys, you have no cause to 
r c ^ n c t i  yourself.
In family life, ns in other de­
partments of human activity, 
people discover natural onto go- 
I ntsms and natural congenialities. 
8 ^ 0  people wo like or love: 
others don’t strike us right. And 
they feci * 0  towards us. 
Wo find ourselves dealing with 
kindred souls, happily; and/or 
Mvbig difficulties with nntl- 
pi|itheUc tempernments,’ to our 
dl»may,
h«T MUTUALITY 
o r  THE HANDICAP
ihnt can wo do about tho dU- 
lldult cases? Well, we can recog- 
nllo the mutuality of tho handi­
cap that our unbidden Sentiments 
impose. We con respect tho exist- 
erjee of u problem of personality 
conflict—that is to say, a kind of 
collision between two egos, who| 
a to  splrtual strangers to 009  an- 
otfier.
And wisely, if we possess wis- 
ddm, which la n charitable sensei 
of’true values.' vf® will try  to ac­
commodate the problem — Ini 
terms of (I) doHtoratcly putting 
aside our hostUd or rejecting re­
flexes, ,i(vhlle (2 « behaving with 
nUentlve consWeration, In any 
(CDtchange Involving Uho •‘nnsym, 
pathetic" person.
Wo will keep in mind that the 
Stoclal tax on tMetance and teU- 
' ccmtrol imposed by tbeso efforts, I 
Isn't tho ‘T a u ir  pf cither party—I 
i ik X  K  m  ilong<'nk both parties 
ans consciously dispose*! .to prhe*
tied' *dod' **natural bostlUty Is allowed |o 
take over, In ugly mannerisms lo- 
wgixla the aUen eoul» that real
ture.
But back to your sense of sor­
row,about your different Experi­
ences with your sdn.. In my opin­
ion you are entitled to peace of 
heart. No doubt your younger 
son had a necessity to assert 
himself in his own way; and it 
was admirable of you to allow 
him room for being himself, when 
he refused to work at mutual 
understanding.—M.H.
Maiy Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her iri care 
of The Kelowna Daily (Courier
Too E a r l y . . . ?
NO!!
No -  It's Not Too Early To Select Your 
Personal Christmas Cards
Now Is the time Is leisurely select your greeting cards. 
We have the largest selccUdn in the interior of Coutts Hallmark 
greeting cards.
Newly Arrived Books
Nevil Shutc — ON THE BEACH 
Quentin Rcynolds—THEY FOUGHT FOR THE SKY
Sportsmen's Must — GUN DIGEST
The Kelowna Book and Gift Shop
549 BERNARD AYE. PHONE 3177
papers and then I had enqugh 
for four buses.
" I had to limit the trip to two 
busloads because I couldn’t get 
many more accommodation in| 
Ottawa," she sad.
The group leaves Udora Sun-, 
day Oct. 13, and will be gone two 
days. ’The North Bay route was
Experts say that the feathers 
of yellow canaries will turn red] 
it the birds are fed paprika.
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Pro-Gon. Women 
Make Plans For 
Active Season
Mrs. Harrison Smith has been 
elected president of the Kelowna 
and District Progressive-Conser­
vative Women’s Association.
Other officers are, secretary, 
J ^ s .  W. T. Buss; treasurer and 
^m bersh ip . Mrs. L. C. J . Raz- 
zell; publicity, Mrs. M. E. G. 
Pritchard, Westbank; hospital­
ity, Mrs. L. Constantine and so­
cial convenor, Mrs. B. C. Wed- 
deU.
Twenty-two members, includ­
ing two delegates from Rutland 
and two from Westbank attended, 
and it was decided to send a 
delegate to the annual meeting 
of tile Progressive-Conservative 
party meeting at Harrison Hot 
Springs October IS and 19.
Mrs. Harrison Smith, at whose 
home the meeting was held, gave 
a brief talk on Pro-Con. organiz­
ational committee Vî ork; besides 
which there was discussion on 
the work which can be done by 
women’s organizations of the 
party. Plans were made to hold 
regular monthly committee meet­
ings.
PTA Fall Fair 
At E.-Kelowna
EAST KELOWNA—Plans are 
finalized for the seventh annual 
East Kelowna PTA Fall Fair be­
ing held Saturday, October 19, 
when Mrs. Winnie McLean, edi­
tor of the Homemaker Section of 
the Vancouver Province will 
again judge the cooking.
Prizes include three hampers
of groceries, flour and cash 
awards.
Other sections will feature 
fresh fruit, flowers, farm pro­
duce, fancy-work and sewingr 
teen-agers, a school competition, 
woodworking, fine arts and photo­
graphy. Entertainment for the 
children is again being provided 
by Capt. Ody and his trained 
chimp. "Myta” .
A booklet of entries and forms 
m aybe obtained by phoning 7909 
or 6650.
W tje
when you fiowe bflover ceoind 
canal, pack whik vrarm hula a loaf 
pan, COM IhoreuaKly, diM nmavo 
tram Ifia pem, allM end pan fry.
WINTER CO ATS
Friday night there’s 
a full staff for your 
convenience. Cour* 
tesy Is our motto so 
drop In and meet 
our friendly staff.
First in Value •  First in Prkt
From old established houses exclusive to 
Bon Marche.
New styles in many 
attractive shades. 
Warm and comfort­






Full size range in mercer­
ized, water repellent pop­
lin, all wool worsted and 
reversible suede. Colors of 
beige, black, rust, red.
$19.95
$ 3 9 .9 5





£ L n d  l o v e  1 1 :!
SARO NO  BRA
In atoitlc end embroidarad nyloa 
with a1|-aladte bath lltarally foovat widi 
you for porfad fit. Wodias and d r ia t  
quickly—naad* na Ironing, tondî ou 
and Lonâ bia ilylat. ' /i* ' ,
SA RO N O  O IR D LI
The (dia<iou girdle thot illini a* R 
Iriim—lets you ilt,woIk, bend or donee 
with vmodarM freedom, h  o ciomplale 
range of stylw for M «r. ovewfl* «««• 
full llgure types. i
8AHONCI BRAS AND OIRDL.I1S
PON L A StiN D  PWH8HNH8®.
' *TNiC«nMi«a*aT
B R A S  i r o n i ^ 2 « «
Q IR D LB B  a n d  P ^N T Y ^O IR D L B B  
f ro n t  •II*®®
D O M I N I O N  C O R S R T  C O .  i T D
AVARABIC W  tWIL-pH, RANIY, » fK R , Alt^INdDNA 
CONSUIT YOUR CORStltOie rOR YOUR PRORR HIIINOw
Store Hours Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 
9:00 p.m. FUMERTON'S Store Hours Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 pjn.
Shop at Fumerfon's for Latest Styling and Values in
Ladies' Wear.
New Arrival of Dresses—Newest materials and the very latest styles. Sheath and 
ful skirted styles. Jersey and rayon materials. Size l l u p t o y g r  1DQC
20. Y2 and sleeves. Prices ranging from ......................... # . 7  J  to I 0 a 7  J
Also lovely styles in 54 Sizes —  - 24J4
Tweed Mix, aUw Rayon — Colors blue.
black, grey, beige, wine and navy. Priced 
a t ...................... -..................... -  It-W up
Beautiful Selection of Short and Long 
Sleeve Blousei in cotton, terylene, also 
some very smart suit blouses in pastels 
and white. Priced at 2.95, 3.95, 4.95 to 6.50
See our Corduroy Dusters — Just the 
thing for relaxing in. Colors red, blue
and p ink -------- --------------------------- 7.75
Plaid Wool D uste rs ........................... 7.75
Also in Silk Quilted, black, pink <v r  A
and blue at - ............................... / . 3 w
Full length Silk Quilted Dressing Gowns
13.50 and 14.95
Sec our lovely selection of hats — styles and colours too numerous to mention. 
Priced from.................................................................................................. 3.95 up
I f  s Fumerfon's for your wide selection of Fall Nylons
Twin Time Whipser—60 gauge...... 1.50
CorticeUi Service Weight Nylons I O C
with cotton foot a t.................. . ■
Bomil Cameo - r  Double life twm thread 
nurees’ special stretch nylon at .... 1.75 
Orient Lino Lux Evening Sheer— -  -1 OC 
Extra long Ugt at — . . ...........
Orient Seamless Nylons— 
400 needle at 1.50
F irs t Q uality N ylw a 5MS a t pair . .  69% 
3 pair for 2.00
Orient Penny Saver ln> new Fall 
shades. 51-15 at. pair ............... .......... v 7 V
See Onr Ladies* New Stock Of
Sparkling Lingerie
Rayon and Acetate Nylon Briefs a t .. 59  ̂
Rayon Tricot Pink Briefs with black lace
panel in front a t ..................... ...........  1*®®
Nylon Briefs with dainty blue and silver
butterfly trimmings a t ...................... 1*25
Love Lace Panties a t ........................ 1*̂ $
And outsize at —:.............. ....... ....... 1*|*̂
Panties in white bordered embroidery trim
a t ...........:.......... ................... -  -........ 3’'*̂
Nylon and Cotton SUps with dainty nylon
trim oni top a t............. .......................
Nylon Baby Dolls in maize, blue and pink 
at ............... ..............................- .......3.95
Red and peach a t....... .................... .
Trim un vour dress and sweatem with 
om Selection of Collars 
Pearl Beaded Collars ....— 1.0® nnd 1.98 
Cotton round collars with embroidery trim
a t ............. ....................*.................... 1’®®
Lace collar and cuffs sets a t ............1.95
Angora collars ..........9®<» 1*98 to 2.95
New Metal Bella -  in stiver and gold. Priced 
.............. ...... ................. 2.50 to 3.95
Sweatera by Bonnie Brotriu-Super soft orlon, 
short sleeve puUovera with collar or a  a c
V-Neck style at — -............... a ' aCashmere Finish Cardigan In green, wine and 
navy . Slezs 38 to 44 at, -— o.9a 
long Sleeve Orion Pullover by Golden r  QC
Spider at — -............ -..................
Our Boys' Fall Jackets
Fancy Quilted Lined Dome Fastenenr 
Zipper pockets in sizes 8 to 18 a t .. 10.95 
Boys’ Leather Zipper Fastener -i* fringed. 
Size 8 to 10 at 9.95
12 to 16 at 10,95
Boys’ Wool Plaid Jackets—Zipper fasten­
ers. Quilted lining at ...................... 9*95
Boys* Fleeced Lined Underwear with Ny­
lon reinforced. Size 8 to 16. Combinations,
a suit at ........................ .........-........ '2*25
Boys' Drawers with double acat at ..1.95 
Btanflelds VeaU — all sizes at, each 
Boys’ Double Seat Stanfields Shorts in all 
Also all ataea in ahl|(ta al tho ■ame prtee. 
aliea at B®
Boys’ Fancy Tex-Mado Bhirta — Sanforized 
. . .  In sizes 8 to 16 years a t I . M  
Regent Knit All Wool Sweaters for Onr Boys
in size*! 8 to 18 years a t ......................d.»8
Boys’ Fancy Pattera Dr<)sslng Oowna — 8 to
JO at . ........... -......................................
Boys’ Wblto Dresa Shlrta a t ........ .......I.M
New Fall Dress Materials
Flocked Taffeta, Brocades and Jacquard
for dressy dresses, in bfack, blue and 
ivory. 45” width from, per yard—
1.59 to 2.98 
Pure Wool Flannels in plain and'mixes. 
Right for jumpers and skirts. 54 inches
wide. Per yard .... ............. 8.25 to 3.95
Lovely Pore Wool Mixtures in «good wearing 
tweeds lor skirts and suits. 56" wide..Per 
yard 3.39 to 5.95
Tartans of Sanforised Wool, All Wool and 
Rayon Mix — All washable. 56" wide. Per 
y a r d __ ______ — ____-____- 3.25 to 8.60
Shue Department
Ladies* Black Suede High Heel Pump —
with buckle and ribbon trim in B width.
Sizes to 9 a t ...................  ........ 4.95
Ladies* Black with silver thread pump —> 
high heel in B width. Size 4 ^  C Q C
ladies* Black or Brown Loafer —  Neolite 
sole,' low wedgie heel with clastic frobt, 
strap and buckle fastener. Medium A Q C
width. Size 4 ^  to 9^a a t ......... * lo 7 J
Chlldren’a Saddle Oxford — Sklpalong’a wlto , 
Panco sole In size 8% to 3 at 4.95 [
Children’s Red Ballerlnaa with swivel s trap ,!’ 
Neolite Sole, medium width. Slto 4 to 104
nt ........................................... 3.40
lOVi’to ’saV ............ -.......................- ........
Fumerton’a For Your
Children's Wear
Boys* Plaid Lined Denims— 0  /LO  
Sizes 2 - 6 a t A o ' t T  
Boys* Plaid Lined Cords ^  Navy «  Q A  
and brown. Priced at w o71#
Boys* and Qrts’ Wafer Repellent SU
Suits—Sizes 3 to 6 a t .......... 8.95 to 12t.98
Plaid Lined Boxer Jeans with matclliing 
ahlrt. Sizes 2, 3, 4 at 3.95
A Good Y arl^  of Ladybird Long Sleeve 
T-Shlit8. Sizes 2 ,4 ,6  a t ........ 1.00 1.49
A wonderfpl selection of Dresses—  in cor­
duroy and velvet for the tinv tots. Sizes 
2, 3, 4, Priced from to 4.95
lloundtooth Skirts with waist coat and 
Tctylcne Blouse—2, 3, 4,
Priced at 4.98
Matching Sets lor Boys —  Including bow 
tic. PriceJ at 4.98
Uidyblrd Sleepers frdm'1 to 3. Very go^  
value at ................................ 1*95 to 2.49
DEPARTMENT STORE
Where C m h  B ea ts  C red it
T
v '
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Over $5,000,000 Spent In Recent 
Months for New Stores & Warehouses
Canada Safeway, to show its faith in the growing communities, and expanding economy of British Columbia has, within recent inonths, 
invested in excess of S5 Million Dollars for new Warehouses, Deluxe Stores and Equipment. These Warehouses and Stores have been 
built so that Canada Safeway can service B.C.'s growing food needs with greater economy and to provide its customers with greater 
shopping, convenience • • •
The following Stores have been 
opened during the past year to 
serve you.
















2 f o .Fancy, Solid White, 7 o z . tin y i  -  -
Licorice Allsorts
Fresh Imported,




s 0 ! 0
N A
Sweet Biscuits
A Large Eggs Fresh Daily, Dozen .
fo r
Prices Effective Oct. 4th , 5th and 7th
Orange Juice
Bel'Air Premium Frozen, 6 or. tin .........
Rover,
15 oz. tin ..
Mild and Mellow .  .  .  .  .  lb.
Beverly Homogenized
48 oz. tin ........... \ I # V
Day by Day Item by Item SAFEWAY have the LOW PRICES 
Check these items and many more and Shop and SAVE at SAFEWAY.
CORN i i - 4 for 53c 
TOMATO JUICE r  2 for 59c
PINK SAlMON 2 for 53c
TOMATOES 
PEAS - 4 for39c
PORK and BEANS r r iT  4 for 43c
TOMATO SOUP ^ 4  for 49c
TOILET TISSUE e “ " 4 for39c
Non Slip 21” by 36”
1.98
Captain's Choice Frozen,
16 oz. package .  .  .  .  .
Town House, 
28 oz. tin .....
Glass Coffee
Carafe
Make Coffee and then store it in the same pot. 
Only
YOU MAY
”* 2 0 , 0 0 0
A P P U A N C E  C O N T E S T l
^  O V E R  .  Enter S k y l a t k  Brood I  n o w .
0OO
120 Recipes in October
B i Magazine
New Contest Every Week 
for Six Weeks
Skylark Bread
P R IZ E S l
blonki ot broad MCtlonl
White, Brown or Sandwich, 
16 oz. sliced loaf.............
Iiqportod. . .  Enjoy them now for 
breakfast, in salads or for dessert
Bananas
Golden Ripe and Ready lor Eating
2 i  II® *-
\'
Sw^t and Juicy





For the finest in Fresh Pork all you need to remember
is SAFEWAY.
or Roasts. |b.
' ’ : \
An Every Day
Leg '0  Lamb
Fresh Spring Lamb
Whole 








H a lf .....  ID,
Fresh .  . lb }
Fresh, Whole 
or P iece .  .  I h
r- S i  • I • w





or Half .  .
We reservo tho right to  
lim it quantities }
r:
AT GUNMORE
I « .# 'll,
A (&'■;. H A  .?
UTE SUMMER TRANQUILLITY IN KELOWNA
Beautiful Kelowna is wcU- 
•rophasixed in this photograph 
ol too Abbott Street Bridge shot 
by the Courier photographer
today. Perfectly reflected in 
the water of Mill Creek, the 
bridge scene is one of late 
summer tranquillity. The trees
are Just beginning to turn Into 
varied autumnal colors and 
lack of children playiflg on the
banks indicate the return-to- 
school season is in full swing. 
—Courier photo by Gorby.
CRUSTY OLD CODGER





cil has received an official di­
rective from W. F. Veitch, di- 
rectot ol tax research and as­
sistant deputy minister of finance 
advising that if there are two or 
more separate residenual build­
ings on one taxable parcel of 
land, the provincial home-owner 
grant of $^.00 is not applicable.
The same applies i f , there is 
one building for residential pur­
poses and a separate commercial 
or industrial building on one tax­
able parcel. The directive furth­
er advised that these regulations 
are to be enforced as of Sept. 20, 
1957, but to take no action in at­
tempting to collect the home­
owner grant back from any tax 
payers who had already bera ac­
corded the benefit of the grant, 
even though they were not eligi­
ble under the latest interpretation 
of “Eligible Residence.’* 
Municipal collector J . H. Hayes 
wrote Mr. Veitch regarding the 
status of pickers cabins, as they 
are exempt from taxation imder 
the provisions of Section 325, 
para (1), clause (k) of the Muni 
cipal Act. A reply has been re­
ceived by council from Victoria, 
to the effect that if these pickers 
cabins are exempted from taxa­
tion, they are not regarded as 
residential building or dwellings, 
but are an improvement used 
exclusively in farm operation, 
and the parcel of land on which 
they stand would therefore be eli­
gible for the home-owner grant. 
However, if more than one dwell­
ing has been assessed and taxed 
on one taxable parcel, or one 
building is rented or occupied for 
the greater part of each year, and 
not just during picking or har­
vesting, the parcel of land would 
not be eligible for the home- 
owner grant.
By JOSEPH DUPUIS
Canadian Press Staff Writer
PARRSBBORO, N.S. (CP) — 
Arthur S. Tucker, at 73 perhaps 
Nova Scotia’s most eligible bach­
elor, says “I’m not ready for 
inaTiiage yet.”
A man who has worked at the 
same job 16 hours a day for 58 
years, Mr. Tucker admits—with­
out regret—that “I never had 
time for marriage.”
: Ticket agent here for the Cum­
berland Railway and Coal Com­
pany’s 32-mile line between
Parrsboro and Springhill, he is 
soon to retire and he says “I’m 
tickled pink.” The company 
wants to abandon the line be­
cause it isn’t paying.
CAN’T COMPLAIN 
Looking bSck over a long ca­
reer, Mr. Tucker says that work­
ing long hours wasn't worth it.
"I think it wise for a man to 
build a log cabin, shoot a deer 
and forget the whole world.
“But I  can’t complain,” he 
said. “I’ve always had my 
health.’*
Little Trees Are Big Business
East Grower
LEAMINGTON, Ont. (CP) — 
Little trees are big business for 
Grorge Whaley of Olinda, about 
three miles from here.
The prominent fruit farmer 
iraises semi-dwarf apple trees, 
which grow only to the size of 
beach trees, simplifying spraying 
and harvesting operations. They 
are marketed in Canada and the 
United States.
The semi-dwarf trees produce 
after four years. A standard 
apple tree takes dght to 12 years 
to mature.
" Mr; Whaley says 75 to 100 trees 
can be grown on an acre without 
overcrowding. Conservatively es- 
ttoated, each tree should yield 
four to five bushels annually, he 
•ays.
> The small trees are economical
in the short run Mr. Whaley be­
lieves. Production of large and 
small trees is equal in the first 
20 years. After that, big ones pro­
duce more, although quality of 
small type is better.
Mr. Whaley now grows Mc­
Intosh, Jonathan, Spy and Red 
and Golden Delicious apples.
He Imports the root stock from 
England and Holland in lat;e win­
ter. In the spring he plants the 
root in nursery rows, and inserts 
a bud from a conventional tree.
The root stock and the bud 
grow until the following spring, 
when the tree produced by the 
root is sheared off. The growth 
of tffe Implanted bud takes over 
and produces a tree, ready for 
sale by the fall or following 
spring.
A native of Parrsboro, he lives 
alone in a 14-room house near 
the town’s outskirts. When he 
isn’t  home, he usually can be 
found at his $20,000 cottage on the 
shores of nearby Minas Basin.
In retirement Art plans to 
“just drive around the country” 
in his $6,000 late-model car. Ex­
cept for a brother near Boston, 
Mass., he’s the only survvor of 
a family of nine. “It kept me 
busy looking after them.”
He likes to talk about the old 
days “when this port was jam- 
m ^  With three-top schooners, 60 
at a time, loading coal and lum­
ber for world markets.”
ROUGH START 
Art *rucker was only 15 when 
he joined the company as a “run­
ner.” In nine months, he had 
mastered the morse code and 
was in charge of the station. 
Since that time he has been on 
the job daily except for a short 
period wheq he was hurt in a 
hunting accident.
WALLA WALLA (AP)-Red 
face department; policeman 
Marvin 'Tilden found an unlock 
ed double door at a'lnotor com' 
pany in making his rounds re­
cently, went inside, secured it 
. . .  and discovered he’d locked 
himself in. A phone call to the 
police station brought the man­
ager of the firm from home on 
the double to “spring” him.




Several communities In the 
vast North Okanagan Power Dis­
trict of the B.C. Power Commis­
sion have received cheques total­
ling close to $2,000 from district 
manager T. M. Gibson.
The amount, up about 40 per 
cent from last year, covers pay­
ments in lieu of taxes on the 
Power Commission’s distribution 
facilities within municipal bound­
aries.
They represent three per cent ' 
of the gross revenuf within the 
organize areas for the fiscal 
year which ended March 31.
The largest single payment, 
$12,756.29 went to the city of 
Vernon, which last year received 
$10,947.28. Other North Okanagan 
communities which received 
cheques include: Coldstrqam $1.- 
752.70 0956—$1,433.14), Lumby
$1,861.18 (1956-$1.456.96), Endcr- 
by $1,259.21 n956-51.047.96>,
Armstrong $1,744.63 (1956-41,- 
444.41), City of Salmon Arm $2.- 
459.75 (1956-S2.196.27), Dislrld 
of Salmon Ann $3,288.53 (1956— 
$2,467.07), Township of Spallum- 
cheen $1,141.59 (1956-$1,098.87), 
Pcachland $877.37 a956-$803.07).
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Spectators (right) watch a 
r a r e  sight — a perpendicular 
wall of water—caused by a 
high wind from the southwest 
Weing waves of the North sea
against a breakwater at Balt- 
rum, smallest of the East Fris­
ian islands. The breakwater 
took a terrific pounding, but 
survived the siege.
ANCIENT AREA
Cartagena. Spanish seaport, was 
built in 240 BC and then called 
"New Carthage."
MODERN ADDITION
COBOURG, Ont. (CP) — Some 
masts of the tanker Imperial 
Simcoe were seen sporting tele­
vision aerials instead of flags as 
the ship pulled out of harbor. 
The crew can tune in various 
Canadian and U.S. television sta­
tions on their journeys around 
the lakes.
FINE DOGS
Foxhounds have been specially 
bred and trained for fox-hunting 
for more than 300 years.
ANCIENT WEAPON 
WHITE RIVER. Ont. (CP) — 
When a tree was blown over on 
the shore of a lake near here it 
! uncovered a flintlock, muzzle- 
loading gun. J. P. Bertrand, a 
Lakehead historian, estimated it 
was at least 300 years old and it 
is being placed in the Fort Wil­
liam museum.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL and HLL DIRT 
BULLDOZING 





; UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (CP) 
—Saudi Arabia rejected Western 
charges that Soviet arms shlp- 
ntentit are endangering peace‘in 
the Middle East, Instead, It said 
the tension is caused by the 
n llca  of western imperialism, 
f In a  declaration before the Gen­
eral Assembly, minister of state 
Ahmad Shqknlry called on the
UN to adopt a hands-off attitude 
and let the Middle East settle its 
own problems.
Ho declared the full solidarity 
of his country with Syria.
"We shall resist any attempt to 
interfere in the affairs of Syria," 
ho said. "We shall not allow the 
Middle East to be plunged into 
any cold war of any character.”
“I remember the first day 
came here. One of the fellows on 
the train asked me if I’d like to 
go for a ride. We had no sooner 
rounded the wharf when the cars 
derailed and I remember jump­
ing for my life. Nobody was hurt 
but that was my introduction to 
the line.”
He loves to hunt, fish and golf, 
detests movies and TV. He's criti­
cal of modem living particularly 
credit buying.
” I never buy anything I can’t 
pay for; that way I’m always 
ahead.
“Everybody buys bn credit to­
day. It makes them rich first, 
poor later."
FIRST AID  
SUPPLIES
ACdDENTS DO HAPPEN . . .
BE PREPARED
First Aid Kits for Autoinobile and Home
No Home or Auto should be without one.
Industrial First Aid Kits -  Nos. 1, 2 and 3
. . . to meet the requirements of The Workman’s 
Compensation Board
Also Bandages, Adhesives, Band-Aids, Antiseptics, 
Crepe Bandages, Crutches, Sick Room Supplies
CIVIL DEFENCE WEEK — OCT. 4th
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New method for saving and imnrovlng hair will be demonstrated 
by M. D. Harrison in Kc!c .. i at the Royal Ann Hotel on Tuesday, 
October 8.
Treatment;
For Those Threatened 
W ith Baldness
r e a l  
b e e r  
r e a l ly  




te rv ln o  w ith  Ih u  
( lu lle d  N o tlo n a  E m erg en cy  
P e rc e  In  th e  M id d le  E o il
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Flno of $10 J plus opsts of $4 
was levied In city i)ollce court 
Tuc.sday on Terence J. Buckland 
for s|)ccdlng in . a 15 miles an 
hour zone. ■ i
Sequel to a motor vehicle ac­
cident at Ethel and Stockwcll 
September 17 came In city police 
court Tuesday when Mrs, Y. 
Huguct was fined S25 plus costs 
of $4.50 for driving without due 
care ond attention,
’Twb ybuth.s appeared In city 
|X)llco court Tuesday for hnv|ng 
noisy mufflers on their autos ana 
making a disturbance on city 
streets, Ronald John Schmidt, 
.,.lownn, and Louis Dee Spnug' 
'I’oxaH, lx)th were fined $10 pli 
cost.'! of $4.
For Outdoor Comfort and Glamour
For the benefit of those who want a complete outfit to meet the challenge of 
winter’s wind and the still appreciative male eye—a complete wardrobe is 
shown below. Why not drop in when you’re passing and judge for yourself 
our slogan is justified.
, SLYM JIMS
Beautifully styled from 
the finest corduroy. 
Stripe, plain or plaid, 
in the latest Fall co­
lours. You’ll Just have 
to sec these creations 
by Tonl-Lynn and OlOf 
' mour-alls, and at rea­
sonable prices 7  QC 
too. Only......... I * '3
PULLOVERS AIH) 
CARDIGANS ;
Ideal lor skating or any 
outdoor activity. Bulk- 
eckntt lOÔ n super soft 
Orion, Just made to 
give added warmtli In 
the coldest weather and 
styled as only Chate­
laine knows how, to add 
glamour to your figure. 
In white or |  o  A r  
colour,1 ....... . I w .Y j
CAR COATS
These latest arrivals Include 
the famous Sharpe and Tyro- 
lade. This selection consists 
of some % lengths — a wide 
variety of colours and ma­
terials . . .  nylon . , .  leather, 
etc,, all water-repellent. 
Quilted or fur lined
17.95 to 35 .95
SPORTS CArS
Just what the sports enthu­
siast needs — made from 
woter-rcpollcnt leather, yet 
warm lined for cold weather 
protection, In gay pastel 
shades. Extremely attractive 
as well as serviceable. Equal­
ly suited for A Q 5
town w e a r ..................0 . 7 J
G/omoufWEAR
523 BERNARD AVE. “Where the Lady Meets Fashion” PHONE 302^^
Sur|}i'ise qour fatnilq witft luscioijKTROPICAl BftNCAKKl
((all* Ol W»IIUu, too)
Sill Mia Im
a  c. •nca-olflwl f tn t ty  
Haw
or 1% c. oocohiWnnI
A l l a f l M M M M i H a iw f I P R R W f g W R w w  H W i F . i  I
3 H((«. AAoŝ c BoUng 
Powilar
a Ibtpt. aronulolMl sugar
Mink)
Vk (. sho|i|MMl fditsd Arm  
M c. chopiMd nuts 
. ComDIo* ' '
a waM-boaton oogt 
1)4 c. mHk
14 «. Rloeewsle
4 flisps. thditaning, > 
maltatl 
I Isp. vonlNo 
Mska *f*R In 4 tf In^dlontu illr Is 
HquMs flfodualJy, odtUng milk, if 
ntrattary, la Mok* a Modkio-itiki 
koli*r. Boka oi poncakoi ar **af- 
(lMi.$ar«a oMi Mt«r and tMi 
taocai CsotWoo In a *woll sa«ca< 
gan t  tlowp «Md a
■sgar.Ddr In rowoMng |iki*o(>ato 
sad hi vonMa and M ••
; Csak, MitTkigi W(M saass fi' ' ' '
TWdiHiliifAsanildPk - ' '
Y o u r b o h o d  g o o d s
a ra  so much llohtsr« 
so deltc louf, w hen  
you bo ko  w ith ’ 
dapendabta^  
M A G IC  I ^
G a t 
M A G IC  
Baking  
P ow dar 
to d o y l
Mcny r, ■ ‘ '.I'.oned misconcep­
tions about baldness are being 
discarded these days with the 
discovery of new and improved 
methods bf treating the hair 
and scalp, M, D. Harrison 
Specialist has revealed.
Men who once shrugged off 
their gradual loss of hair as 
an unavoidable fact—something 
they just had to put up with 
because, of heredity, etc,—arc 
being shown that there is some­
thing they can do about it In 
all except a small minority of 
cases.
M. D. HARRISON HAIR AND 
SCALP SPECIALIST, through, 
his Intense research has 
brought about amazing meth­
ods for treating local disorders 
ol the hair and scalp. The 
promise that this research now 
holds out to balding men and 
women is contained in n re­
markably effective . method of 
homo treatment which can bo 
employed easily by anyone 
once the examination detor- 
mincs the cause of your ■ Indi­
vidual Hair and Scalp problems.
New Method Demonstrated 
In Kelowna
The HARRISON method of 
treatment Is being demon­
strated this week in this city by 
the well-known Hair and Scnlp 
Specialist — M. D. Harrison, 
Chief Administrator of the Har­
rison Hair and Scnlp Clinic. His 
years of experience and skill 
as an expert on hair and scnlp 
problems has enabled Ihou-s- 
nnds of people doomed to bald­
ness to again enjoy healthier 
and thicker hair,
M. D, Harrison will be hero 
only one day, nnd In that tinio 
Is giving 'residents of this city 
the onp(frturtlty to have a free 
cxamlndtibn and advice on their 
hair and scalp problcrps. If you 
arc worrying about your hair 
going Instead of growing—nnd 
if you haven’t let your hair fall 
out to the “drumhead’’ stage— 
chances arc M. D. Harrison can 
suggest a home treatment for 
your specific needs,
Tlic complete examination, 
which puts you under no obli­
gation, will be to the l)olnt nnd
frank. We do not accept cases 
where it appears doubtful re­
sults will be obtained. But the 
chances are 10 to 1 you can be 
helped.
REASON FOR BALDNESS
There are so many common 
factors causing hair loss which 
have been traced down by Hair 
Specialists and Scientists that 
today there are very few rea­
sons for anyone to be bald. 
Usually, the common scalp dis­
orders which cause abnormal 
hair joss are neglected until 
the hair is lost Irretrievably- 
whpre It could have been pre­
vented with timely treatment. 
Our motto is: “SAVE YOUR 
HAIR WHILE YOU STILL 
HAVE HAIR."
Similarly, recent discoveries 
have .shown that the very nature 
of our fast-paced modern living 
has quite np effect on the hair, 
Strange ns it seems, nervous 
tensions a n d  worries can 
“tighten up” the scalp, cause 
drying up of the essential sub- 
scalp tissue which, nourishes 
the hnlr, nnd results in cqnrj- 
plcto baldness If left unchecked. 
The answer for these nnd man: 
other baldness causes whlcl 
are unknown to the average 
pcr.son, have been studied In 
the research laborntorlcs of the 
ilarrlsbn Clinic. Tl>e latest dis­
coveries liiul treatments arc 
npw available to you through 
the easy-to-follow home treat­
ments devised by the Harrison 
laboratory. .
FREE EXAMINATION 
If your hair, your personal ap­
pearance, yoiir jx)lsc nnd your 
successful Hoelal life are w6r(h 
p few minutes of your time—It 
will'pay you to visit M. D. Hor 
rlson while he is conducting his 
FREE CLINIC hero. You don’t 
cveri need an appointment- 
just drop in any time during tho 
hours the clinic is , In progress, 
and ask for your free cxaml 
nation. .
You know Whether or not you 
arc becoming Ixald—and now 
,vou know what lo do nliovit i t  
.Visit the HARnifiON CMNIC 




A SICKJ’ OUALITV PROOl™
I
b e e  IIJ. I». HARRISON AT THE
Royal Ann Hotel 
TUESDAY/OCTOBER 8
llounit 1 p.m. I« 9 p.m.
for i
p r b b  d b m v b r y
» PHONE
2 2 2 4
This ad vcrtlsemffht Is not puJtlUhc4 
or displayed by the IJquor Control 
Doara or by ilm Government- ol 
BrittiU Columbia. '
I' i' ‘ H
99c
TIIC DAILY CmmiEK. Thant., <kl. 1.1IST I I
99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 9?c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99c 99d
CENT ^ 
DAYS
5 1 * Prices Effective 
I Friday, Saturday, Monday, 














15 oz. tins -  -
Malkin's Choice, 
28 oz. tin .  .
★  GREEN BEANS
★  CHOICE PEAS
Cut, Pride of Okanagan, 
Choice, 15 oz. tins......
Malkin's, Size 4 ,
1 5 o z . t in s .  - -  -











Brunswick, tins .  .  -  >  - -
Sliced, Crushed, Tid Bits, 




★  STRAWBERRY JAM
4 for 99c
CALIFORNIA 0 ' ' t
GRAPEFRUIT









Fresh, Ocean Spray, 
16 oz. pkg, ............
2 lbs. 25c
Canadian No. 1, 
2 lb. bag.... ......
Netted Gems, 
Canadian No. 2 10 lbs. 49c
LOIN
Malkin's, 










Cryovac Halves ............ .
^ jVlaplc Leaf,
3 Cryovac .... .....................
Oi J  Sunset,Mb. pkg.. .
Blue VVakr, 




1 2  oz. tin



























1302 St. Paul SU
NEWTON'S GROCERY






2902 Pcndozl St. 1 - Phone 2763 170.S Ulchler St.
1 HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE a
RUTLAND — lilONIi 25.S2
f
............................... . ..................... .............................................................  ‘_________ ' ' ' ;  ' - . . ' . ..' . ' ■' ' ' . ...  ^




Home for Aged and 
Invalids
rrivatc, Scnai-Privalc aad 
Public Accomodation. 
Tray service. Registered nurse 
in attendance.
For Rent
FUBNISHED SUn%  NEWLY 
tmilt, fine crmdiUoii. S minutes 
walk rrom Post Olflce. For full 
natticnlars call at 5K Lawrence 
Ave.' W  j*one 3873, Non-drinkers. 
No diUdien. 10-T-tfc
FOB RENT SUNNY 2-KOOM 
nimlsbed suite, prefer elderl; 
aniple. 890 Bernard Ave. . 34
1019 Hwver Ave. 
Plunie3710
38
FOB BENT—NICE FUBNISHED 
home on Boyal Ave. quiet, cozy 
and warm. Can be rented for six 
months cmly. Must be responsible 
parties. Bent 875.00 month. Ap­
ply Boyal Ave. Phone 2136. 34
1 WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE 
for any debts Incurred by my 
wife er any other person as . of 
Sept.-30, 1957.
Signed 
K. C. DOHERTY 
34
f o r  r e n t —w a rm  SLEEPING 
rooni.Thone 3835. 341
MODERN TBAILEB SPACE — 
TENT SPACE. 200 f t  from sandyj 




SORED by the Ladies' Auxiliary 
of the Aquatic on Oct. 19 from 
9-12 at the Aquatic Ballroom. 
Costumes, prizes, floor show. 
$2.00 a couple. 32-34-38-41-43-45
RUMMAGE SALE SATURDAY, 
Oct 5 a t the Canadian Legion 
Hall 2 p.m. Sponsored by the 
Kelowna Kinette Club. 33
Business Personal
MAJOR OIL COMPANY 
HAS A NEW MODERN 
SERVICE STATION 
FOR L ^ E  
In down location In 
Major Okanagan Centre. 
Please direct tnqnlries to 
P.O. Box 117, Kelowna, B.C.
f u l l y  FURNISHED SLEEPING 
rooms and housekeeping rooms in 
Bernard I/xlge, weekly or month­
ly. Phone 2215. M-Th-tf|
SALE!!
Harvest Specials 
In Pretiiium Used 










| ’53 VaoxhaU Sedan, dandy condition _____ ____  $995.
1*56 Meteor Station Wagon, power steering — --------- $2750
*56 Virtkswi^en Cnstom .......... ...................................$1295
*56 Volkswagen Deluxe—A real dandy ------------------$1495
1*51 Meteor Tudor ________________________ _— $795
*51 Austin Picknp ------------------- -— .....................  $19i!
1*50 Austin Countryman ...... ......................................  $19ii
*52 G.M.C. Pickup ........................... .........................  $695
MERVYN MOTORS LTD.
LAtVRENCE and WATER ST.
Phones 2307 and 4207
32
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Religious Persecution Deplored 
By Jehovah Witnesses In City
Jehovah’s Witnesses of the Kcl-| Reporting on the atrocUies de- 
owna congregation has approved scribed in the petition, Mr. Bo^ 
a petition asking the Dominican ko said, “ In one sector whde 
Republic to lift its ban of last fattUlles were taken to prison
MODERN TWO ROOM SUITE, 
private bath, suitable for one 
person. Phone 7689, 705 Suther- 
l a ^ .  321
LARGE WELL FUBNISHED 
sleeping room. Phone 3128. F-tf |
FOUR STAR UNITS AVAIL­
ABLE now for winter occupancy. 
No phone calls. Welcome Inn 




' This gleaming black beau­
ty has a full line of 
custom equipment includ­
ing Power Brakes, Steer­
ing, Windows, Seat and 
, top. A car 
of distinction at
Property For Sale
Wanted To R en t~  ONE OWNER CARS
SMALL HOUSE OR CABIN — 
unfurnished, by working woman 
(no children). Can be a mile out 
of town. Very reasonable rent.] 
Write Box 3202 Courier. 341
34
WANTED TO RENT—TWO BED­
ROOM house in or near city. 
Phone 8738. 33|
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial photography, dê  
veloplng, printing and enlarging. 
POPES PHOTO STUDIO, dUi 
2883, 631 Harvey Ave.
Th-tf
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR LOW 
prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors sharpened, 20c; also hand 
saws. 267 Leon Avenue.
Th-tf
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor, Kelowna, 
B.(X Exterior and interior paint­
ing. paper hanging. Phone your 
requirements now. Phone 3578.
M-TH-tf
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD. for latches, pipe­
lines. septic tanks. Phone 6895;
M-TH-tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept lor best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tl
Property For Sale
FOR SALE — 4-ROOM HOUSE, 
good garden, fruit trees. Francis 
Ave. Phone 6585. 341
FOUR ROOM MODERN HOUSE, 
basement, 220 volt, % acre, fruit 
trees and good garden. Under­
ground sprinklers, garage, chick­
en house. Good location, low| 





In lovely (Colonial White, 
white nylon top, fully 
Quipped, power windows, 
245 h.p. V8 motor. Like 
new, only 8,000 miles.




Salron yellow and white. 
Automatic, radio, tinted 





Newest -  Smartest -  Most Modern
[words can hardly describe this charming 2-bcdroom bxmgalow 
near the golf course. Boasts wall-to-wall nylon on rubber carj^ts 
throughout, mahogany panelling, kitchen cabinets and all trim, 
Coleman gas furnace and H.W.H. The bathroom is a dream; 
fVfrything is painted in pleasing colours inside and out
A CHEERFUL HOME FOR YOU




280 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. 
Evenings Phone
Bill Jolley 3463 Art Pollard 2575 Winfield
32. 34
July 25 restricting the religious 
activity of the movement there.
According to William Boyko, 
the pidsiding minister of the 
Kelowna congregation, the leng­
thy petition cited specific names 
and places of police brutality 
that >yere personally authenti- 
citated by eight of the ten Am­
erican missionaries deported 
August 3 from the Dominican 
Republic. The missionaries re­
lated their experiences at a re­
gional assembly in Baltimore, 
where the petition was original­
ly adopted August 24 by ^,091 
Jehovah’s Witnesses.
ae petition was addressed to 
Generalissimo Trujillo, acknow­
ledged dictator of the Caribbean 
republic, and named the Roman 
Catholic Church as sharing the 
blame for the government’s 
action,
this.** Mr. Boiko Mld. **We be* 
Ueve freedom loving 
should be informed of U ana 
have published the entire state­
ment of facts In our magazine.'*
MONSTER STUD
EDMONTON (CP» — Joseph 
Ethler, 70, dug up a four-pound 
potato from his garden. Horilcul* 
turists said the potato, a Pontiac, 
measuring seven by four Inches, 
was the Idggest they have seen 
from the district.
and the male members of the 
families were beaten senseless 
before their own wives and 
children. Other male Witnesses 
were kicked and hit with rifle 
butts until they were bleeding 
and fell exhausted. Some were 
beaten and left unconscious on 
the ground in the patio of the 
prison with blood nmning out of 
their ears, nose and throats 
“Christian people all over the 
world abhor such brutality as
Just 19 Days Until 
Tax Deadline
Avoid 10% Penalty. Pay 





CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you 
make a better deal. See us for 
details now before you buy. 
Carriithers and Meikle Ltd., 364 




This tan coloured family 
car has radio, heater, sig­
nals and new Dunlop tires.
Now priced. $1825
Articles Wanted
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws—and all small power 
equipment Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave.
TH-S-tf
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW 
Prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors sharpened 20c; also hand 
saws. 267 Leon Ave. Th.-tf
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior S t, Van-1 
couver, B.C. Phone PAcific 6357.
M-TH-tf 1
Position Wanted
WANTED — USED PORTABLE 
platform scales weighing up to 
100 pounds. Phone Mr. Coulas, 
2M2, Daily Courier. _________tf|
CAPABLE TRUSTWORTHY WO­
MAN- 55>years of age would like 
a position as manageress or 
housekeeper. - For particulars 
phone 3372. 33
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR — 
new constructions or additions. 
Free estimates. W. Morris. Phone 
3504. 33
FOR HIRE-1956 TD9 INT. with 




d e a l e r s  in  a l l  TYPES OF
used equipment; mUl, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wfre rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St, 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone PAcific 
6357. TH-S-tf|
[Better Living In A Home That You Own
VERY GOOD M O D E ^ HOME .one block from Bernard 
Avenue, consists of living room, dining room, kitchen, two 
large bedrooms and bathroom. Full basement has rumpus room 
and furnace. Full price is $9450.00 with good terms to reliable 
party.
3 BEDROOM HOME ON SOUTH SIDE — Has extra large 
I landscaped lot. FuU price is $7,850.00 with half c-h, balance 
1955 II like rent. ^
ORCHARD FOR SALE
110 acres of young trees, % acre in small fruit and 5 acres 
pasture. This very valuable property has a 4 room modem 
house, and a full line of machinery is included in the low price 
[of $12,000.00. Half cash required to handle.
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS
iSe'e us about N.H.A. Loans. We have several choice building 
lots priced from $1,000.00 to $1,500.00. These lots are N.H.A. 
approved.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave.




Dark blue in color. Radio, 
heater, new tires.
Harvest 








JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE
PHONE 2846
>1954
1 DUAL CRAFT KNITTING 
machine, new $135 cash; 4 No. 4 
game traps, double spring $1.50 
each; 1 Adrniral radio $17. Apply 
Box 3200 Courier. ' 321
PLYMOUTH 
SAVOY SEDAN
Hy-Drive trans. Heater, 
New tires and seat covers.
I Two-tone green, CAC 





Green and white in color 
with custom radio, heater, 
power steering, brakes, 
tinted glass. COC
Harvest Special ▼ • J T  J
MEN’S RALEIGH 3-SPEBD 
WANTED — CAPABLE SALES- bicycle. Complete dyna - hub 
girl. Apply In person at Fumer- lights. In good condition. Phone 
ton’s Ltd. 32|2555 ater 5 p.m. _________
WANTED — TYPIST AND GEN- POT BURNER TYPE FURNACE 
ERAL office help. Apply Box—$75; chUd’s crib $10. Phone 
3201 Courier. SSlWestbank 5086 after 6 p.m. 331
EXCLUSIVE LADIES WEAR FOR SALE — USED 30 P O U ^  
storo has a  vacancy for an ex- PAILS in go6d condition with lids 
perienced lady clerk. Must be —25y. Apply B.C. Fruit Proces-
nble to supply good references. Isors, 1165 Ethel St,___________ u |
Apply Bon Marche, 453 Bernard _  hoCKEY EQUIP-
_______________z i MENT, good used clothing, I




SPITFIRE SAWDUST spot on head* ono blue and one I tm e  phnna
l ^ c n  eye. Ethel at Lawson.
Phone 4737. 32
STENOGRAPHERS, $162.50- $227,- Tires and Accessories
CHEVROLET 
DELUXE FORDOR
, Two tone green, power 
glide trans., radio, heater, 
signals. New tires.





Two-tone blue color. Hea­
ter, new scat covers and 
tires. Immacu­




Ijust listed, a brand new bun­
galow by Ac lake, the lot hav­
ing 115 feet of frontage. There 
are 2 bedrooms, living room, 
good sized kitchen, modem 
bathroom and a utility room. 
Wired for electric range. This 
home will reveal many addi­
tional features upon inspection, 
including city water, a nice car 
port, etc. Full price is $12,000, 
with half cash asked. See us 
for a personal inspection,.
32
, URGES IMAOINA'nON 
LONDON (CP) — “Schools are 
aiming far too much at teaching 
pupils the content of other men's 
minds, and too little a t training 
them to discover the capacity of 
their own,”  says R. R. Hancock, 
president of the Incorporated Sô  
ciety of Headmasters.
Any “little mother” will love 
this sock doll! She’s 12 inches— 
just right to cuddle! Easy, thrifty, 
sewing—use scraps from daugh 
ter’s dress.
Pattern 888: Directions for 12- 
inch doll, of man’s size 12 sock. 
Pattern for face, clothes.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins! stamps cannot be accep­
ted) for this pattern to The Kel-| 
owna Courier Needlecraft Dept., 
60 Front St. W., Toronto. Print 
plainly PATTERN NUMBBER, 
your NAME and ADDRESS.
T\^o FREE Patterns as a gift 
to our readers—printed right in 
our 1957 Laura Wheeler Needle- 
craft Book. Dozens of other de- 
isigns you’ll want to order—easy 
fascinating handwork for youT' 
self, your home, gifts, bazaar 
items. Send 25 cents for your 
copy of this book today!
CONGRATULATIONS
Johnston & Taylor Ltd.
on the opening
of your new Real Estate Office 




825 GLENN AVE. PHONE 4151
BURNED UP
HEXHAM, England (CP) — An 
11-year-old boy, put on probation 
in this Northumberland town for 
setting fire to a haystack, said 
that after carrying 56-pound 
bales for an hour for the owner 
he was paid a halfpenny.
PIONEER PASSES 
SUMMERSIDE, P.E.I. (CP) 
Oldest resident of Prince Edward 
Island, Mrs. Sarah Tamlyn died 
at ago 103. She was active and 
In good health until about six 
monj^s ago.__________ _______
50; TYPISTS, $155.00$220.00, at RETREADER’nRES, OR YOUR 
Kelowna, B.C. Full particulars on own tires retreaded by factory 
fe s te rs  at office of the National approved methods and materials. 
Employment Service and Post New tire guarantee. Kelowna 
Office, APPLY NOW to Civil Ser-Motors Ltd. The Valley’s Most 
vice Commission* 6th floor, 1110 Complete Shop,  ̂ M-Th-tfl 
W. Qcorgio St., Vancouver 5, —---------- --------- ----------- z-----
“ I Cars And Trucks
1951
For Rent ••STOK’ AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE" Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. ReliablePrince Charles Lodge S S .o r.r i.l':
_  ,  ^  dozl Si, Phone 2410. M-TH-tf
Comfortable ~  Pleasant for salf^ ’51 foRd custom
Relaxing two door. Phono 6460 after 6 p.m.




Beige color with radio, 
overdrive, heater. Nearly 





924 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’’—there are some great 











ildW ltal---------------------- Dial 4000
Fire Hall ------------ .Dial 118
Ambulance--------- - Dial 118
MKDlOAIi' DIRRCTORY 
BEftVICB 
II wnable to centaet a doctor
D ia ix m
DRUG BTORK8 OPEN 
dandsTSi, Bolldaya and
■ pja. to 8:to pjB.
090Y0 0 S CUSTOMS nouns
Canadian and Amttlckn 
Customs 
Ef|->liour service.
f o r  s a l e  — 1953 VAUXHALL 
Velox six cylinders. Excellent 
condition, all new tires. Owner 
;olng obroad. $800.00 or terms, 
>honp 8865. 32|
1948 CHEV. SEDAN DELIVERY 
—Must sell, leaving town. $450 or | 
nearest offer, f t r m i .  Phone 





FORD  ̂ 4̂ TON ,
i , . .1: $575
E B C U R Y  II.D.
Boats and Engines
FOR SALE — 1957 FIRESTONE 
35 h.p. electric start outboard 
motor. Apply Red Top Auto 
Oourt, 35
MPots and Supplies
COLLIES UKE lAiSSlK ,







1952 . FARGO TON 






TANDEM 3 TON — Box 
and hoist. . ^ 0 7 > k n
A-l condltlonL -
We have a large slock of 
Transportation Specials
Open till 9:00 evenlngi





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
Illn serU o n ---------- per .word 8t
13 consecutive
Insertions per word 2yi4
16 consecutive insertions
or m ore...............per word 24
Classified Dbplay
I One Insertion —---------$1.12 Inch
13 consecutive
insertions ................. -  1.03 Inch
16 consecutive Insertions
or more .................... $5 Inch
Classified Cards
S count lines-dolly ....$ 0.00 month 
Dally for 6 months 8-50 month
Bach additional line „ 2.00 month
One Inch d a lly ------17$0 month
One Inch
3 times week . 1090 month
$35 up.
»H93 26lh Rd Hammond, D.C. , 
M-TU-tl
PUPS FOR SALE-HEGISTER- 
cd Black American Cockers. Real I 
beauUea from leading blood lines. 
S2S with papers. A. ZavatU|.l 
B ,n . 4. Verhon. B.C.
FORD-MONARCH 
CARS and TRUCKS 
Parts - Sales Service 
Phone 2340
CHANGED TIMES 
Cattle-breeding and agriculture 
now ocupy the Matabclc tribe of 
South Africa, lormerly warriors 
and hunters. \
WILD VISITOR
WINDSOR. Ont. (CP)—Police 
were called to investigate when 
Mrs. Gladys Richard, matron of 
the nurses’ residence at Hotel 
Dieu hospital, heard scratching 
and coughing in the basement. 
The Intruder was a raccoon.
FAST RELIEF FOR
Na mattir how ofttn thoM pitclou i 
baby'i wotllthi ar« wothid witli 
a«nlU ZIRO Ccld Waltr Soop, 
tfcty'll alwoyi itmoln M(t osil 
briolit SI n«w, Mvtr ihrlnk «r mol. 
ZIRO Mfitni wolir tool S9c pock- 
sot dot! SO woshingi, 98c’|iockaga 
svtr 100. At your, local drug, 
grocery sod wool ihopi. For fRIt 
MSipto wrilo Dopt. D, ZIRO Soop, 
Victoria, B.C.
ZERO
CO LD  W A TE R  SO A P
L ,
Im oglno i : i golden 
crusted tender roUs made 
with tangy sour cream! 
Easy? Definitely, when the 
yeast is Fleischmann’s 
Active Dry ! If you bake at 










' granulated tugar 
1 teaspoon salt 





2 .M sanilfflg, maoture Into largo 
bowl
Vi cup lukewarm woter
Stir In
1 teotpoon granulated 
■ugar
Sprinkts with contsnti of
1 envelope 
Fleltchmonn'e 
Active Dry Yeast ■
1st stand 1 0  minutely THEN stir 
wsIL 
Stir
%  teaspoon baking  
soda
Into lukaworm MW  ersam ntUturig 
Ihsn itir mlxtwa Into ysoit.
Stir In
1% cups once-tIRed 
all-purpoio flour
^ X X ■
and bsot until imoolli and glottic. 
W ork In on additional 
\Vi cups (about) 
onee-sifted 
olHturposo flour
3 oTwm out on flourad board and 
luisad until imooth and gloiltc. 
P lan  k* graoMd bowL O raaie  
lop. Covsr. 1st r lit  In a  worm 
p laco , fra e  from  d ra ft, until 
doublsd in bulk— about V * hour,
4 .  Punch down dough.Turn out on 
nghlly-flourgd board and knsod 
until smooth. Dlddo dough Into 3 
•quol portlomi shape each portion 
Into o 1 2-lndi roll and out Into 1 2 
equal pisess. Shape each p is n  
o f dough Into a roll obovt 3 Indies 
tong. Arrongt, about an Inch 
apart, on greased coo^e sheets. 
O reoie tops. Cover, le t rite until 
doubled In bulk—about 40 
mlnuftt. Boke In a hot oven, 400* , 
about 1 4  mlnutei. Yield—3 doien 
finger roUi,
fCCffPS F R fS ff F O R  WHKS
Anotkirflne product «t 
STANDARD BRAhDS LIMITtO





“Tenders will be received up to noop 8th October for 
the construction of a ventilating and heating system for the 
laundry of the Kelowna General Hbspitali Drawing and 
specification may bo obtained from the undersigned on pay­
ment of $2.00 deposit, refundable on return.
Time of commencement of work at contractor’s dis­
cretion, but it is stipulated that work must be finished and 
in running order no later than 1st December, 1957 and 
further when contractor commences work there must be no 
break in continuity.”
Lowest tender not necessarily accepted,.
C  E,:LAVERY, Administrator.
Enjoy Good Reading -  With These New Books At
n
^  ON THE BEACH -  Nevil Shuts 
-A  BY LOVE POSSESSED -  James Cozzsnt 
' k  A tr a v eler  in  ROME -  H, V . M oiton
ORDEAL OF GILBERT PINFOLD -  Evelya Waugh
Order the Third Volume of Wihston ChureWU’s “History of the 
F.nglish Sjpeaking Peoples” — at a special prO-publlcation price of 
$.$,50. This lKH)k will l)c publish(;d on October 14lh, and after that 
date, the price is $6.50. ,
1571 PENDOZI STREET PHONE 3044
OCT. ». t ta  THE DAILT COOKIE*, DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 3. Girl's name 27. Com-
SAVED LIVES OF THREE CHILDREN
A certificate of the Royal 
Canadian Hiunane association 
goes to Mrs. Betty Barnes, 
sitown with her children, David 
Sam, John and Cindy. Mrs. 
Barnes is the unofficial life- 
saver of Chippawa, Ont., hav-
ing saved the lives of three 
children in the past four years. 
All of the children‘had fallen 
into the Welland river and 
could not have escaped drown­
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Dr. Patmore and a companion 
Jesse W ., Rogers, were taken 
from a plane as it was about to 
leave Vancouver international 
airport for Prince George.
Th^ third man arrested in er­
ror as a suspect was soil inspect­
or Joseph C. Boyes of North Van­
couver, His plans for redress will 
not be known until he returns to 
Vancouver from a business trip 
In about 10 days.
Police Tactics 
To Come Before 
Mayor Hume
VANCOUVER (CP) — Dr. W 
H. Patmore, one of the three men 
mistakenly arrested last week as 
suspects in a bank holdup, says 
he will counter with “a more 
constructive step than a law­
suit."
Instead of taking legal action 
lor false arrest,. as he planned 
earlier, the geologist said he will 
write a letter for Mayor Fred 
Hume to bring, before the police 
commission.
"The situation was so badly 
handled that I could hardly be­
lieve it,” he said. “I’m going to 
be tough-in my letter, trying to | California, criticized the practice 
stop such a thing happening to of technicians dealing directly 
anyone else.” Iwith the public,.
. r - r ■ r r W
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(N-lMMUReG-CW-SOULtt 
PEFMmMaO’.CVB<-CAN 
VDUTAKS ONE MORE ^ 
ORMCMB. BEveuniONt
mot (D(ACtw. rr« iao u r ami anpTW WK/T>«S mi-Ly HEAET OF 
KEEf>8 nj9HMS MS BALANCE 
PUTT1NO smANOEiGXOTIC PHRASES
r «HO^ PHRASES FOB A OROWM MAN j pWHtSPER WTO THE EAR OF A a w . HE'S 
PasenCALUV JUST MET...U6CE...I (XWE 




KCAUSE HE TALKED TO MI* HE'S LEARNED 
THAT MY FATHER IS HASHl, H» OWN C O ^  
they WffB EACH OTHER... ALWAYS HAVE. 
,.„OHi AU.tMAFRAIDl
DAILY CEYPTOQUOTE — Here's how t« work It: 
A X Y D L B A A X R  
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used I 
for the three L’s. X for the two O’s, ejtc. Single letters, apostrophe, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the | 
c ^ e  letters are different.
A Crytogram Quotation
R I T  O Z H L Y O C  Y W  P Q  C Y M D  Z 
R I F Y O  O Z L T  Y B T H  R Y  R I T  C M H  —
O I Z R R Z T F
Teterday’a Crytoquote: YOUTH IS A BLUNDER; MANHOOD 1 O  
A STRUCKILE; OLD AGE A REGRET—DISRAELI.
THa (SNATS EYES 
ARC BlSfiER HERE. 
PUT THESE ON VtXR 
BOOTS
WHAT 1>« HECK ARE T 
, rWEV.SONi TMRV'RENOT 






VANCOUVER (CP) — B.C. 
needs a dental school to counter­
act the “legalized bushwhacking” 
of unskilled amateurs who make 
false teeth, says Dr. Frank Lott, 
wartime commanding officer of 
the Canadian Dental Corps.
Dr. Lott, a denture specialist 
at the University of ^u them
By B. JAY BECKER 




TV Schedule -  CHBC-TV
please note_ that CHRC-Teleyision is test-programming on 
Channel 2, Kelomia area only, until such time as transmitters at 
Vernon and Penticton are ready for use.
THURSDAY
6:00 Ed and Ross Show 
6:30 CHBC-'TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:50 CHBC-TV Sports 
7:00 Parade of Stars 
7:30 Belgian Grand Prix 
8:00 Stampede to Snowcap 
,:8:30 Edge o f f e n c e  
9:00 Song of the Clouds 




6:00 Peppermint Prince 
6:15 Children’s Newsreel 
6:30 CHBC-’TV News 
6:50 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:50 CHBC-TV Sports 
7:00 Parade, of Stars ,
7:30 Pelicans of Lost Moimtain 
8:00 Food of the World 
8:30 Club O’Connor 
9:00 Dorchester Theatre 
9:30 Country Hoedown 
10:00 Two Weeks in France 
10:30 Wonder Out of Wood 
11:00 CBC-TV News
THE OLD HOME TO W N
v>
IVLDDY.l MOVetytHB 
‘JU N K  S O  UNCLE fiE O E o r' 
CAN6BTHISCAI?/N , 




lARAtaerA • ...fWM .WM.tK w. -.M. ..NT.
NORTH 
4 Q 9 8  
WX085 
OAKS 
4  A 10 8 7
WEST EAST
A 743  0 6 5
OQ638  O J97
0 9 5  OQIO0S
4 K Q J6 4 0 4 3 2
SOUTH 
4 A K J10S 
O A K 4 
O J8T 6 
OB
The bidding:
North E u t South West
1 4  Pass 2 0
3 0  Fasa 4NT Pasa
6 0  PUE BO
Opening lead—king of clubs. 
Anyone who relishes the play 
of contracts that are tough to 
make is welcome to go to work 
on this one. Maybe North should 
have slowed down the proceed­
ings by bidding two notrump in­
stead of making the more en­
couraging three spade bid, and 
then again maybe South would 
have gone on to six just the same, 
but in any case. South found 
himself playing six spades.
Prospects weren’t too bright. 
There was a heart loser, a dia­
mond 'loser, and* possibly even 
another diamond loser. In any 
league, the slam would be called 
a difficult assignment. But South
managed to find the line of play 
that led him to twelve tricks.
He won the club lead in dum­
my and ruffed a club with the 
ten. A low spade to the eight 
was followed by a club ruff with 
the king. After leading a diamond 
to the king, declarer trumped 
dummy’s last club with the ace, 
South had by now used up 
three of his trumps to niff out 
dummy’s clubs. The jack of 
spades was then led and over­
taken in dummy. The nite of 
spades drew West’s last trump 
as South got rid of his heart 
loser.
The spades having broken fav­
orably, the situation had resolved 
itself into losing only one dia­
mond trick. The ace of diamonds 
was cashed, both defenders fol­
lowing. Another diamond lead 
found East with the^queen, and 
declarer’s work was doner The 
last three tricks went to the A-K 
of hearts and the jack of dia-1 
monds.
The disappearance of the heart 
loser is traceable to the fact that 
South made six trump tricks in­
stead of the five that are visible 
to the naked eye. By reversing 
the usual procedure, and ruffing 
dummy’s club losers. S o u t h  
brought about the position where 
dummy drew the outstanding 
trumps Instead of the more usual 
case where the closed hand draws 
the adverse trumps.
The play required only a mod­
erate amount of luck in breaking 
both the spade and diamond suits 
favorably. But more than mod­
erate skill was required to pro­
duce twelve tricks.
\
[• VOUR VNMFE’S 
NEW  h a t -  






F O R T H ' 
H A N D O U T , 
G R A N D M A S 7 ^
YOU MAKE T H ’ 
DELICIOUS M ULLIGAN 
r  EVER TASTED.'^
•M O S T
j l l i g a n I
10/




. . . IF  Y O U 'D  H A V E  T A K E N ] 
U P  H O B O IN 7 1
|T“  ■
PLUTO I 1THOLX5HTYOU 
WERE LOST I X JUST PUT 













’This day’s aspects suggest that 
you push ahead with important 
projects since there are fine indi­
cations for accomplishment in 
both job and financial matters. 
Social pursuits are not under 
such generous Influences, how­
ever, so don’t expect too much 
from the lighter side of life.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horo.icope Indicates a good 
year ahead. Special efforts put 
forth NOW could lead to gain, 
both job-wise and financially, be­
tween now and the end of 1957, 
but there arc a few admonitions: 
Avoid extravagance, be selective 
In your choice of aBsociatea-es­
pecially in December—and curb
bATCR. GOSH ...AND THEY
ALL LOOK LIKB 
YOUl
/  1 DON'T MEAN' 1 r(AT, v
I  PUUTOI THERE'® NO ONE ) - r





OuilT in  1260
ARE H^LP euAiCO IN niCOROUHO 
eCCAUOe T)4& SOUjhPDUHD THCAV
m s  fffsu f/sm m y
. / m / o o ' i m t s
tendencies toward aggressiveness 
and emotionalism. If you make 
the most of good aspects govern­
ing the next three months, a 
“lucky break” early in January 
could expand your interests.
Ingenuity and Imagination will 
be under fine stimuli during the 
first six months of 1!|{|8, and those 
whose work requires such traits 
should do especially well. All can 
profit, however,, through sincere 
and steady effort. A stimulating 
social life, travel and, possibly, 
new romance are In the stars be­
tween next May and August.
A child born on this day will 
have the qualities needed for suc­
cess in many fields but may have 
to curb a tendency toward Ifizl 









ecQv oef^jw M fA  
iM m E M TH  mSAKAOENS-UOA 
A*£kV)tr<4A«> /^wo(A«tiia> n » isa p  
EMKfXii so m t^o fm eR fM u to o m
B.C, TO MINE COAL
VICTORIA (CP) -  The pro­
vincial mines department will 
dig about 100 tons of coal in the 
Pine Pass area and test its cok­
ing qualities.
The coal Is In a deposit esti­
mated nt "several inlluon tons” 
and within a tlvc-mllc radius of 
the Pacific Great Eastern Rail­
way and the John Hart Highway,
DRIVER REMANDED
PENTICrrON (CP) -  Martin 
Paul was demanded Tuesday td 
Oct, to for preliminary hearing 
of a charge of criminal negligence 
In the Idny 12 traffic death of 
his brother Gabriel Paul.
Police said Gabriel apparently 
fell from n car l)clng driven by 
his brother in an early morning 
accident on the Indian reserve 
here,
TEA aiER SHORTAGE 
HANEY, B.C. (CP) — There 
will be a shortage of 2,000 teach­
ers in British Columbia In ll||2, 
Mrs. Walter V. McOcwald.
vinclal president of the Parent- 
Teachers Association Federation, 
told the PTA regional conference: 
Mrs. McDonnld said the PTA 
should do its utmost to get the 
public interested In teaching and 
to make the profession more at­
tractive.
8EEU8 UNIONS RETURN 
VANCOUVER (CP) — 'Tom A1 
sbury, vice-president of the Van 
couver Labor Council, is ready 
to welcome back members of 
D.C.'s three expelled communlst- 
Icd Unions—without their leodcrs 
Ho was commenting on a state- 
iVicnt by Bill Black, president of 
the B.C, Federation of Labor, 
calling for, a complete review 
sentences imposed on common 
iat-led uniqns in Canada.
Mr. Alsbury said "Red leaders 
always promote disunity as they 
did w)ien they took the outside 
civic workers, the fishermen and 
mine-mill workers out Uie front 




Y uNGA DONALD, DID >t)U
finally manage .
7 - ^  TO  BREAK 
! C a  HUNDRED 9^
THIS OLD 
FLOOR IS  
r o t t e n .' I'LL never  
u MAKE IT TO THE
PON'T TOUCH 
t h a t  GUN# 
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t h e  D V n SETTLES 
The dust raised by the explo- 
•km ot raising the bank rate w e t 
here to seven per cent Is settU ^ 
after a week of scurry and busUe. 
l ^ r e  will be other kicks of crit­
icism and dlscusskMi, but the 
paina to come will not be so 
sharih-or so surjalsing—as that 
caused by the outrof-the-blue an- 
ncmncenient of the Increase.
Opposition members of paru- 
nment have been muted in t h ^  
criticism of the move, tadUy 
acknowledging that if they h ^  
been in power they would prol>- 
aWy have had to have done the 
same thing. ^  •
But they have protested strong­
ly about the "inspired selling" of 
government stocks a full day be­
fore news of the bank rate in­
crease was made public—news 
which caused a decline in values 
of most stocks, especially of gov­
ernment stocks. The allies of the 
Labor opposition here In this case 
were some of the most Conser- 
vaUve papers like "The Times” 
whose stock market correspon­
dents noticed a good deal of sell­
ing before the official announce­
ment was made.
But now the government in­
sists that after “careful investi­
gation” no leakage was appar­
ent. Tbe opposition’s hope of mak­
ing a fighting issue of the “leak­
age” reports have been nipped 
EYES WESTWARDS 
But in the past week since the 
rise in the bank rate British eyes 
have been turning westwards for 
their main news items. They 
have watched, for instance. Little 
] ^ k .
Both press and public here 
have been hestitant in rushing 
into friticism of the Arkansas 
affair—they do not know how 
they would react if a similar sit­
uation, generations deep, arose 
In their own community. But all 
praise Eisenhower’s decision to 
act and act decisively to make a 
way out of the impasse.
The other item: the Pamir
sinking. Most people in London, 
anyhow, knew the Pamir—she 
was often in, the docks here. And 
there has been more comment 
about the sinking that about any 
recent air crash. The British, in 
fact, discussed the news .with 
temperament showing—the tem­
perament of a seagoing people. 
FLU
‘ Flu—some of it the old-fashion
. ed type, some of it the new-fang­
led Asian flu—is stalking through 
; Britain, laying sizable chunks of 
population low.
It is making its main inroads 
’ among the hardy Scots. In Ed- 
. inburgh, Scotland’s capital. 13,- 
‘ 000 schoolchildren are away from 
school. On the other side of the 
country, in Glasgow, 900 bus 
drivers and conductors have been 
laid low. And—cruellest blow of 
all to many British on the verge 
of a weekend— t̂here are sure to 
be some professional football 
games cancelled.
GETTING OUT 
Just made known here are the 
government’s plans for the evac­
uation of British cities should 
World War Three break out. They 
make plans for World War Two— 
when mostly only schoolchildren 
left the towns for the country- 
seem like picnic outings.
Between 40 and 45 percent of 
the population of highly industr­
ialised areas would be evacuat­
ed. Along with this came the 
comfortihg news, that a slit 
trench would provide a secure 
shelter from blast and heat from 
a hydrogen bomb—provided it 
lands more than three mii.es 
away.
But against this there is the 
blunt statement in the British De­
fence White Paper. “It must be 
frankly recognized,'* it adnnits,
' “ that there is at present no 
means of providing adequate pro­
tection for the people of this 
country (Britain) against the 
consequences of attack with nu­
clear weapons . . . ”
Britons—and especially t h e  
citizens of highly-populated and 
highly vulnerhble London—share 
that view, and held it long be­
fore someone in official. quarters 
put it down in . block and white. 
They regard the idea of civil de­
fence as a Joke.
SMALLER EXPLOSIONS 
Talking ot explosions — there
are quite a few due x  Industrials
ember 5, and already th ^  ^  jO Ralls 
t i ^  are being r e m in d  M the j j  uuiitiea 
fact. Torenta
November 5 is the anniversary jq industrials. 
of the time when Guy Fawkes, a  jq Golds . 
fe llw  who did not have mudi to Base Metal 
time for the government of his ts  (his 
^  (about 400 years ago) tried 
to get into the Houses of Parlia­
ment in Westminster and to blow 
the plaOe up.* There were—and 
are—many who insist that he was 
the only man to get into Parlia­
ment with the xiidit idea. ,
And Guy’s near-miss certain­
ly shook the custodians of the 
Palace of Westminster—so much 
so that even today they send a 
special guard a ro u ^  the place 
to make sure that no 20th-cen­
tury Guy Fawkes . H hanging 
around.
But each November S the kids 
of Britain honor Guy’s memory 
by blowing'up in bangs k  and 
flame and smoke shillings^ and 
pounds'worth of fireworks and 
mming a “guy" In their back­
yard. Most of the money they get 
from their parents for the fire- 
works-purchasing, but they earn 
some by displayng their “guys” 
in the streets. In some areas, the 
guy - display—accompanied by 
the pleading "Spare a penny for 
the guy, mister?”—has started.
It woq’t be long before the Brl^ 
tish will be seeing them on their 
summer holidays.
ENTER MISS MANSFIELD 
With as much organization as 
a troop movement,-Jayne Mans­
field flew into town with a moun­
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Priees qoMcd on a net basis.
All Cdn Compound 5JS4 6.04
All Cdn Dividend 4.88 5.21
Can- Invest. Fund 8.16 8.95
Diversified “B” 3.40 3,70
'Grouped Income 3.38 3.69
Investors Mutual 9.34 10.10
Trans-Canada “B” 26.55, 
T ^ -C a n a d a  “C” 5.30 5.90
ItMnstrlsb
827 13
personal appearances in connec 
tion with her film “Oh for '
Man”—called on the other side 
of the Atlantic by Its stage name. 
“Will Success Spoil R o c k  
Huntea?”
She grubbed a lot of gossip- 
column space, but all the critics 
seeing her movie, went overboard 
for the diy clowning of Tony Ran- 
dell rather than for Miss Mans 



























Powell R iver, 
Steel of Can. 




CALGARY (CP)-Em est Wat­
kins, 55-year-old English-bom 
lawyer who has been in Canada 
less than five years, Wednesday 
was elected in a by-election to the 
Alberta legislature, retaining for 
the Progressive Conservatives 
one of toe six Calgary seats.
A native of Liverpool, Mr. Wat­
kins defeated four other candi­
dates with a margin of 2,242|tvotes 
over his nearest opponent, S. J. 
Helman, Social C r ^ t .
STANDING UNCHANGED 
His election to toe seat held 
previous^'' by (tonservative Art 
Smito, who led toe polls in the 
1955 provincial general election, 
thwarted a bid by the governing 
Social credit p a r^  to seat a law­
yer to assume toe position of at­
torney-general; now held by 
PrentiUr Manning.
Standing in the 61-seat House 
is unchanged from toe 1955 re­
sult; Social Credit 37, Liberals 
15, Progressive Conservative 3, 
CCF 2, Independent Social Credit 
1, Libcrkl-Conservative 1, Coal­
ition i, Independent 1. .
LIGHT VOTE 
Voting tWednesday was light, 
with about 35 per cent of the esti­
mated 117,000 persons eligible 
turning out in chlU, ^ m p  
weather. Mr. Watkins poUeWl7,- 
117 votes, Mr. Helman 14,875. The 
other three candidates lost their 
deposits, Lqbor' candidate Frank 
Bodle getting 3,960'votes^. liberal 
Reg McColough 2.984 and Inde­
pendent Cnift Harris, who ran on 
a liquor ticket, 817.
Cal and Ed 
C ^  Husky 
Cent Del Bio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 




























































n e w  YORK (AP) — The of­
ficial box score of today’s game: 
MILWAUKEE
A B R H O  A E  
Schoeiulieost 2b 4 0 0 1 3 C
Logan ss 3 I  1 3 3 (
Mathews 3b 4 0 0 1 2 (
Aaron cf 4 1 1 2 0 (
Adcock lb  4 1 2 8 1 (
Torre lb  O 0 0 '2 0* (
Pafko, rf  4 1 1 2  0 1
Covington If 4 0 2 3 0 1
CrandaU c ^  ̂ ? 9 !
Burdette p j  ‘ ‘ ‘ '














-Singled for Grim in 9th. 
-Ran for Howard in 9th. 
Uwaukee N Oil 200 000—4
iw York A Oil 000 000—2
BI—Adcock, Coleman, Logan 
juer, Covington, Pafko scoi 
i Kubek’s error in 4th. 2b— 
aughter. 3b—Aaron. HR—Lo­
gan, Bauer. S—Burdette. DP
PLAY-BY-PLAY j
(CtooUnued fclom Page 1)
Pafko dropped a  single into left 
field, Adcock stopping at second. 
There was activity in the Yan­
kee bull pen. Covington, after 
bunting fwil twice, blooped a 
single over McDougald’s head 
scoring Adcock and sending Paf­
ko to third. Pafko also scored and 
(tovington went all the way to 
third when Slaughter’s throw to 
third went torobgh Kubek’s legs 
and rolled into the Braves’ dug- 
out. It was an error for Kubek. 
Art Ditmar, h* righthander, re­
placed Shantz. Crandall, trying 
to cn< ■ ‘ ■
Milwaukee N (5), New York A 
(8). BB-Shantz (1) Crandall 
Burdette (3) Slaughter, Coleman 
Mantle. SO—Shantz (3) Schoendi 
enst, Logan Mathews, Ditmar (1) 
Covington, Grim (2) Mathews, 
Aaron, Burdette (5) Bauer, Sim­
pson, Slaughter (2), Ditmar. HO 
—Shantz 6 in 3 faced 3 batters in 
4th, Ditmar 1 in 4, Grim 1 in 2. 
R-ER—Shantz 4-3, Ditmar 0-0, 
Grim 0-0, Burdette 2-2, HBP 
by Ditmar, Logan. W—Burdette 
L—Shantz.
U—Conland N plate, McKin­
ley A first base, Donatelli N 
second base, Paparella A third 
base, Secory N left field, Chy 
lak A right field. T—2:26. A— 
65,202. Recepits net — $415,- 
264.86.
___ leck Ws swing, raised a short
foul pop to Simpson outside first 
base. With the infield drawn in, 
Burdette blopped a short fly be­
hind first but Simpson retired 
him With a leaping catch.
McDougald threw out Schoen- 
dienst. ’IWo runs, three hits, one 
error, one left. One run was earn­
ed.
New York: Slaughter went
down swinging. Simpson chased 
Aaron back to the right centre 
field wall 407 feet away for his 
towering drive. Burdette knocked 
down Kubek’s sharp grounder 
and tossed him out. No runs, no 
hits, no errors, none left.
FIFTH INNING 
Milwaukee: Ditmar’s first pitch 
hit Logan on the left arm above 
the elbow. Mathews bounced to 
McDougald near second, who 
stepped on the bag and whipped 
to Simpson at first for a double 
play. Aaron poped to Simpson in­
side first. No runs, no hits, no 
errors, none left.
New York: Coleman walked.
Ditmar, after fouling off a bunt, 
struck out as Ctoandall held on
to the fbul tip. Logan came tn 
fast for Baucis slow bounder 
over Burdette’s head and threw, 
him out in a close play. The 
throw was low but Adcock made 
a fine pickup. Coleman went to 
second. Schoendienst darted to 
his right for McDougald’s sharp 
grounder and threw him out. No 
runs, no hits, no errors, one left. 
SIXTH INNING 
Milwankec: Adcock flied to
Bauer who m^de a running catch 
near the rightfield foul Une. Sim- 
oson back^  into short right for 
Pafko's short pop up. Covington 
struck out swinging. No runs, no 
hits, no errors, none left.
• New York: Mantle walked on 
a full count Gene Conley, a right­
hander, and Juan Pizarro, a left­
hander, started warming up in 
the Milwaukee bull pen. Berra 
sent a one-bouncer to Adcock 
who . fired to Logan, forcing 
Mantle at second. Slaughter 
smashed a double inside third 
base, sending Berra to third. Bur­
dette made a bare-handed stop 
of Simpson’s slow roller toward 
third and threw him out on a 
close play while the runners held 
their bases. Schoendifenst came 
in fast for Kubek’s high popper 
and threw him out on another 
close play. No runs, one hit, no 
errors, two left.
SEVENTH INNING 
Milwaukee: Crandall had to hi 
the dirt to get out of the way o 
Ditmar’s first pitch and umpin 
Conlan walked out to the mounf 
to talk to the pitcher. Crandal 
dropped a neat bunt inside th< 
third base line, easily bcatin; 
Kubek’s throw to first. Burdette 
bunted inside the first base line 
and was out, Simpson to Cole­
man, covering first as Crandall 
took second on the sacrifice. Cole­
man backed up tor Scbo«B(Xensl*s 
tricky grounder and threw him 
out, Crwodall advandog to third. 
Logan flied to Slaughter who 
mr/le a nice running catch In lefi 
centre. No runs, one hit, no er­
rors, one left.
New York: Mathews tiurew out 
Coleman. Jerry Lumpe, a left- 
!:ander hitter, batted for Ditmar 
and l in ^  Burdette’s first i4tch 
qver Schoendienst’s head for a 
single. Bob Grim and Don Lar­
sen. of last years’ perfect game 
fame, began warming up In. the 
Yankee bull pen. Bauer popped 
to Logan near second base. Me- 
Oougald flied to Pafko. No runs, 
one hit, no errors, one left 
EIGHTH INNING 
Milwaukee: Bob Orim went to 
the mound for the Yankees. ’The 
official attendance was announc­
ed as 65,202 paid. Net receipts 
$415,264.86. Mathews was called 
out on strikes. Aaron went down 
swinging, Bauer made a running 
catch of Adcock’s high fly In the 
right field comer. No runs, no 
hits, no errors, none left.
New York! Frank Torre went 
to first base for the Braves. Mat­
hews camped under Mantle’s 
high foul pop outside third base. 
Berra grounded out, Mathews to 
Torre. Slaughter looked at a 
called third strike. No runs, no 
hits, no errors, none left. 
NINTH INNING 
Milwaukee: Pafko filed tq
Slaughter in deep left. Coviqgton 
singled to left. Crandall tolled
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THUR. - FRI. - SAT. 
October 3 - 4 * 5
" B A M B I"
SUTTR fiFEaAL ANIMATED 
DRAMA IN COLOR 
The character, Bambi (ha 
Ifbwn. Thumper the Bunny, 
friend Owl and Flower Uie 
Skunk, And the Great Slag and 
many ntora o t (ha 7>>((er* 
pated friends, to make (his a 
most «nchante(J motion pic­
ture. The screen overflows wIUi 
laughter, < as (hay all perfmtn 
(heir I antics. 106 par cent an* 
tcrtalnmenl for young and old. 



















’TORQNTO (CP) — Agreement 
terminating the 21-week-old strike 
at the Toronto plant of Lever 
Brothers Limited provides a 
graduated wage boost of 15 cents 
an hour by next Nov. 17, it was 
reported today. It also provides 
an additional four cent increase 
May 18, 1958, and will run for 
tMee years, __ _______ _
Four PWA 
Airmen Die
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. (CP) 
—'The bodies of four Pacific 
Western Airliners airmen were 
flown here Wednesday night af­
ter being removed from the 
wreckage of their Stranraer bi­
plane, which crashed at remote 
Sovereign Lake. •
RCMP said it appeared the fly­
ing boat failed to clear the lake 
shore on takeoff and exploded af­
ter plunging into scrub and 
swamp land a quarter of a mile 
from the lake.
Sovereign Lake is 400 miles 
northeast of Vancouver. An in­
quest into the crash will open 
here today.
CRASHED TUESDAY 
Wrist watches of the victims 
were stopped at 2:30, indicating 
the crash occurred Tuesday after­
noon. The wreckage was spotted 
Wednesday by an RCMP air­
craft.
Killed were Capt. William 
Cooper, 37, Vancouver, pilot of 
the plane; Capt. Ian Watt, 47, 
basemanager for PWA at Prince 
George; ' first officer Russell 
Stewart, 26, Burnaby, B.C., and 
engineer Keith Douglas, 24, Van­
couver.
JOUY JUMPER
The only SCIENTIFIC baby 
exerciser evtr deslmed that 
baby can use with increasing 
ogiUty from the age of three 
months until walking,
Thii wonderful device gives 
baby the security of maximum 
support at the same time leav­
ing baby completely tree to 
move BM Jump about. ’Ihis 
provides .healthful, m u c h  
needed exercise* which re­
leases pent VP energy. It nat­
urally follows that b a b y ,  
through regular healthy exer­
cise, beebmes a happy c<Hh 
tentc® individual.
Mother has at least,700 hours 
more free time in a year — 
Just think — toat is the equi­
valent to over •  month’s Hul- 
1ays. Dad has undisturbed 
neals. Brothers and aisters 
jan play with bahy In , com­
plete safety.
JOLLY J I W E R  is •  quaUty 
product made of the finest 
ipaterlala money can buy. The 
workmanship is.the best. JHAo 
extender la not rubber bui a 
composition eijieclally design* 
ed to|,do a  particular Job, it 
Will not ideteribrate with time 
and will a a fw  aupport adult 
weight, '
Easily Initalit®. * a  a  a * 
Priced a t ....................
0se H Far YewsMf al
LONG
SUPER giRliM LTD
a b ' ““  ̂ -
Th^ Annual General Meeting
V  ■
of the
Kelowna Junior Band Association
will be held in
Senior High School Auditorium
TUES , OCT. arth - 8 p.m.
Kelowna Junior Symphony Orchestra in Attendance
dW ORRY?
SofardutH-Wllton have It ready for shipment S4 HOURS 
after recQlvInf youLordkr.
Y Nofsrdui-Wilion keeps a Isrfle stock and a wide variety 
to servo All needs.
BOGARDUS-WILSON CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH. 
lAr Plate OUm ★  Metal for Store Fronts
"A" Flfured Glau At 10-Ounce,24-Ounco#
At Mbhots and heavy wlndqw skm
B O G A R D U S - W I L S O N
1000 HOMER CT. VANCOUVER, BX. MUtiral 3-3840
Confocf Four heal Oaofer ______
D l » 5
m s  DAILT COUBin w a 
THUR8,. OwT. J, IMI
out. Kubek to Slihpson. ,0»vlaf> 
ton stopped at second.
Burdette received an ovation 
as he came to b a t McDoufaM 
xm ed  out Burdette. No pms, one 
Mt, bo errors, one left.
New Y«rk: Burdette took Simp­
son's come-backer on ooe bouitta 
and tossed him mrt Kubek slash­
ed a single to righ t Joe ObDlns. 
a lefthanded hitter, batted tor 
Coleman. 'Don Larsen began 
warming up in the Yankee bull 
« , f^^ins popped to Logan be- 
..jad second base. Elston Howard 
batted tor GHm. Logan made a  
diving sUh. of Howard's ground 
single behind second but was un­
able to make a play, Kubek stop­
ped at second. Botwr Richardtoit 
ran for Howard. Bauer forced 
Richardson, Logan to^Seboehd- 
lenst No runs, two hits, bo e r i  
rors, two le ft
451 Donate
Unless residents turn out en 
masse this nttemoon and eve­
ning. local blood donmr clinic will 
fall far short of Its objective.
Yesterday 451 people dwiated 
a pint of blood, bettering the pre­
vious day's effort (d IM. Officials 
bad h o |^  Kelowna would have 
topped Penticton’s record of 1200 




AVAILABLE AT ALL DRUG STORES
1.25 per 4 os. bottle 
1.95 per 8 os. bottle
PARAMOUNT PHONE3111
BUY BOOK •nCKETS AND SAVE — PHONE 3111 
NOW SHOWING —  Thursday, Friday, Saturday 





Saturday Continuous from 1:00 p.m.
COMING MONDAY
"SOMETHING OF VALUErr
/  " ’ s '
GET
7  POINT BRAKE CHECK TODAY
4. Brake attemM|r.cieene41. Your front wheels pvUed 
and brake linings 
inspected
2. Brake drums checked
3. Front wheel bearings 
inspected
5. Check hydraulic system 
4. Brakee adiusled 
7, Brakes read tested
Should your Roybetto. Deoler find your brakes dangerously 
worn, ho will replace them with genuine IC/PGT ^®yhes^ 
linings . . .  LABORATORY CONTROLLED AND PfcOVINO 
GROUND TESTED . .  . your guarantee of fast, quiet, podtWe 
broke oction. So be on the safe side, see your Roybestos Dealer 
. . .  he’s obligated to Install the Rneit broke linings avoilobln.
The woy to brake sototy— 
THE ENOINEERED PLAN
CANADA'S BBST KNOWN AND lAROMT S IllIN O  BRAKI IM M d MMI
tr* Xf
TWEED SUITS
For FALL on(/ ,
* WINTER of
Men's Tweed Suits -  Tailored from the Finest Imported 
Scotch and English Tweeds, "Bramhie Tw ist," etc.
If you are looking for a smart suit that will wear and wear . . .  won’t wrinkle . 4 .  
won’t shine . . .  you have found it in these imported tweeds. Colors—greys, blues,, 
brown, heathers, etc. ■
A two-way suit —  wear as a suit, or wear the jacket with odd slacks. ExpQi^Iy 
tailored to insure a perfect fit. New fall jttyles in Tails — regular — short models. 
See these today. Sires 36 to 44. , n i
Priced 65.00, 69.50,75.00,79 .
MADE-TO-MEASURE DEPARTMENT 
Order that new Fall Suit —  Topcoat—  Sports Jacket —  Now. 
All the new Fall samples are here. A perfect fit guaranteed.
STETSON HATS FOR FALL







S<;on IWcHAlf SHOES FOR FAU
THE BROGUE —  Solid wearing calf leathers, 
double soles, Widths C-E. 0 ^
Sizes to 12 at .............................. ..
Black and Brown i
Dress Oxfords
McHalc’s smart Balmoral style In soft caU 
Icaihcrs. Ideal for business or dress. Widths 
A i o E .  1 A  Q C
Sizes to 12;^ .......... ..............
Geo, A. MGiklG Ltd<
I |r. •I V
M i>r
I * !  ,1
